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PREFACE.

N writing the " History of the Pianoforte " I have

endeavoured to give the fullest particulars re-

garding a subject interesting to everyone who possesses

the " Drawing-room Orchestra," by which name the piano

has been aptly designated.

Although some millions of pianofortes have been manu-

factured in Great Britain, France, Germany, and America, it

is surprising how few pianists know anything respecting

the theory, construction, and history of their favourite

instrument.

If I have succeeded in even partially supplying the informa-

tion required, the labour of love that has engaged my careful

attention during the last twenty years will not have been

undertaken in vain.
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In preparing this new edition, I found it necessary not only

to carefully revise the original work, but also to rewrite many

portions of it which were manifestly imperfect. I have also

added Part I. (on "Sound"), in compliance with the criticisms

and suggestions which the former editions have evoked. I

must gratefully acknowledge my indebtedness to Professor

Tyndall, who has most kindly permitted me to copy many of

the illustrations contained in his work " On Sound." In

Part I. much valuable information has been gathered from

the works of Chladni, Herschel, Helmholtz, and Tyndall.

The principal fields of thought from which material for the

earlier chapters of Part II. has been gleaned are the Histories

of Music by Dr. Burney and Sir John Hawkins, the works of

Forkel and Carl Engel on ancient music and musical instru-

ments, and the descriptions by Wilkinson, Rosellini, and Dr.

Lorimer, of the latest discoveries in connection with these

subjects. In the concluding chapters much has been derived

from the writings of Fetis, Pole, Thalberg, Pauer and Dr.

Rimbault.

Although I have spent much time in the study of works on

music and musical instruments, it is not merely as a theorist
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that I write. I bring to my subject practical experience as a

pianoforte manufacturer, and this gives me hope that, in

explaining it to admirers of the pianoforte, I may be in some

shght degree assisting the advancement of the art I so dearly

love.

EDGAR BRINSMEAD.

April, 1889.
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PART I.-SOUND.

CHAPTER I.

SOUND^ NOISE, AND MUSIC.

Such perfect unity is displayed throughout the whole of

the laws of Nature, that no branch of Physics can be

studied without including much which at first sight ap-

pears to have no connection with it. Thus, an intimate

acquaintance with the laws that govern radiant heat,

light, and water in their motion, reflection, and refrac-

tion, will also give a clear insight into many of those

connected with the transmission, reflection, and refrac-

tion of sound.

For instance, when a child watches the circlets of

miniature waves produced by the stone he has thrown

into a smooth piece of water, he takes a first step, by
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analogy, in the study of the theory of sound-waves.

Many useful lessons may be taught to this little " father

of the man" by means of his innocent pastime, as waves

of sound and waves of water are nearly allied to each

other in various ways.

When the surface of the water is in a state of great

tumult it bears a close resemblance to the disturbed

state of the atmosphere that produces the discordance

termed noise. When the peaceful wavelets radiate from

the point at which the stone strikes the water their

motion is closely analogous to the regular and periodic

pulsations of air that produce the sensation of a musical

sound.

To thoroughly understand the difference between

a noise and a musical sound it is necessary to com-

prehend the distinction just set forth. Both are con-

veyed to the brain by means of the auditory nerve;

but they produce entirely separate and distinct

sensations.

The motion imparted to the air by any moving body

produces a corresponding wave in the air that is in its

immediate vicinity before it sinks to rest again, and this

transmits a still feebler motion, which is reproduced,

with lessening force, in the contiguous air until the pul-

sations either die away or are met by some solid body

that changes their course. Motion is thus conveyed

from particle to particle, and when any of these are
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driven against the tympanic membrane (which is

stretched across the passage leading from the orifice

of the ear towards the brain) it sets it in motion.

This motion is transmitted to the end of the auditory

nerve, and along that nerve to the brain, where the

sensation of sound is produced.

Professor Tyndall illustrated this in an extreme'

y

homely manner. In his excellent work, "On Sound,"

he writes :*

—

" 1 have here five young assistants, A, B, C, D, and E
(Fig. I, p. 3), placed in a row, one behind the other, each

TVNDALL'S ILLUSTRATION.

boy's hand resting against the back of the boy in front

of him. E is now foremost, and A finishes the row

*"On Sound." By John Tyndall, D.C.L., LL.D., F.R.S.

1875- P-4.

B—

2
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behind. I suddenly push A, A pushes B, and regains

his upright position ; B pushes C, C pushes D, D pushes

E ; each boy, after the transmission of the push becoming

himself erect. E, having nobody in front, is thrown for-

ward. Had he been standing on the edge of a precipice

he would have fallen over ; had he stood in contact with

a window he would have broken the glass ; had he been

close to a drum-head he w^ould have shaken the drum.

We could thus transmit a push through a row of a

hundred boys, each particular boy, however, only swa}'-

ing to and fro. Thus, also, we send sound through the

air and shake the drum of a distant ear, while each par-

ticular particle of the air concerned in the transmission

of the pulse makes only a small oscillation. But we

have not yet extracted from our row of boys all that

they can teach us. When A is pushed he may }'ield

languidly, and thus tardily deliver up the motion to his

neighbour B. B may do the same to C, C to D, and D
to E. In this way the motion might be transmitted with

comparative slow^ness along the line. But A, when

pushed, may, by a sharp muscular effort and sudden

recoil, deliver up promptly his motion to B, and come

himself to rest; B may do the same to C, C to D, and D
to E ; the motion being thus transmitted rapidly along

the line. Now this sharp muscular effort and sudden

recoil is analogous to the elasticity of the air in the case

of sound. In a wave of sound, a lamina of air, when
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urged against its neighbour lamina, delivers up its

motion and recoils, in virtue of the elastic force exerted

•between them ; and the more rapid the delivery

and recoil, or, in other words, the greater the elas-

ticity of the air, the greater is the velocity of the

sound."

When the vibrations of air are sufficiently rapid and

perfectly periodic a musical sound is the result ; but

when these vibrations are irregular in force and un-

periodic, the sensation of noise is produced upon the

brain through the auditory nerve.

In 1705 the philosopher Hawksbee proved before the

Royal Society, that air is absolutely necessary to the

propagation of sound. He placed a bell in the receiver

of an air-pump, so that the air could be withdrawn:

whilst the bell was continually struck. When the air

was almost exhausted scarcely any sound could be

heard ; but the experiment was not quite successful, as

a perfect vacuum was not obtained.

When, however, the air has been completely with-

drawn from a glass-vessel, no sound is audible, although

the stroke on the bell can be plainly seen, and a clear

ringing tone is heard directly the glass-vessel is refilled

with air. The intensity of a sound, therefore, depends

on the density of the air in which the sound is generated,

and not on that of the air in which it is heard. Thus, a

pianoforte heard in a rarefied atmosphere appears to
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lose much of the intensity of its tone ; indeed, if the

chamber were completely filled with a light gas, such as

hydrogen, the sound would be almost inaudible. Sound,

like radiant heat and light, is a wave-motion, and like

them it may be conveyed to a distance without greatly

impairing its intensity.

Biot, the celebrated French philosopher, found that

he could hold a conversation in a low voice throusfh an

iron tube (one of the empty water-pipes of Paris)

3,120 feet in length, and that the slightest whisper was

distinctly heard at that distance. This is accounted for

by the fact that the air pulsations or waves, instead of

flowing in all directions, are concentrated into a com-

paratively small column by the reflecting interior surface

of the pipe.

Curved roofs and ceilings also act as reflectors of

sound, as mirrors do of light and radiant heat. Sir John

Herschel, in illustration of this fact, says that " the

confessional of a cathedral in Sicily was so placed that

the whispered confessions of the penitents were reflected

to another part of the building. This was accidentally

discovered by a man, who often amused himself and

his friends by listening to these confessions of guilt.

He, however, heard secrets from his wife's lips which

completely marred the pleasures that he had previously

derived from his eavesdropping."

T/ie velocity of sound through gases and liquids may
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be deduced from the compressibility of these, determined

by proper measurements."

Noise produces the effect of an irregular succession

of shocks to the listener through the jarring upon the

* Dulong calculated that the velocities of sound through the

following gases at the temperature of o° Centigrade are :

—

Feet per Second.

Air 1,092

Oxygen 1,040

Hydrogen •. 4,164

Carbonic Acid 858

The velocities through liquids, according to Wertheim, are :

—

Temperature. Feet per
Centigrade. Second.

River-water (Seine) 15'' ... 4,714

Solution of Common Salt ... 18® ... 5,132

,, Chloride ofCalcium 23*^ ... 6,493

Common Alcohol 20° ... 4,218

The same authority gives the velocity of sound through solids at

the following rates :

—

At 20« C. At ioo«? C. At 200" C.
Feet per Second. Feet per Second. Feet per Second.

Lead ... 4,030 ... 3,951 ...

Gold ... 5,717 ... 5,640 ... 5,619

Iron ... 16,822 ... 17,386 ... 15,483

Wood.
Along Fibre. Across Ringr.. Along Ring?.

Acacia ... 15,467 ... 4,840 ... 4,436
Fir ... 15,218 ... 4,382 ... 2,572

Beech ... 10,965 ... 6,028 ... 4,643
Oak ... 12,622 ... 5,036 ... 4,229
Pine ... 10,900 ... 4,611 ... 2,605

Elm ... 13,516 ... 4,665 ... 3,324
Sycamore ... 14,639 ••• 4,9i6 ... 3,728
Ash ... 15,314 ... 4,567 ... 4,142

Elder ... 15,306 ... 4,491 ... 3,423

Aspen ... 16,677 ... 5,297 ... 2,987

Maple ... 13,472 ... 5,047 ... 3,401

Poplar ... 14,052 ... 4,600 ... 3,444
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auditory nerve ; but a musical sound flows regularly

and with perfect smoothness, rendering the impulses

received by the tympanic membrane perfectly periodic.

The production of a musical sound, in fact, depends

upon the action of a body that moves with the regularity

of a pendulum.

If the air-waves produced by this motion follow each

other with sufficient rapidity and regularity, the tym-

panic membrane and the auditory nerve are kept

continually in motion, for a body once shaken does not

sink to rest immediately.

Continuous impulses will thus produce the impression

of a musical sound. Galileo generated a musical sound

by drawing a knife over the edge of a piastre, as a

sonorous continuity of taps was thus produced. If the

puffs of a locomotive engine were repeated at the rate

of fifty or sixty in a second, an organlike tone would

be the result. It follows that musical sounds can be

produced by rapidly and regularly sustained taps or

puffs of any kind. The production of musical sounds

by the taps of the rotating teeth of a cogged wheel

against a card was first illustrated by Robert Hooke.

This was afterwards perfected by the Frenchman,

Savart, a drawing of whose invention is given in

Fig. 2, p. 9.

This machine consists of a wheel covered with

numerous teeth, and is made to rotate very rapidly



Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

SA\-ART'S GYROSCOPE. SEEBECK'S SIRENE
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by means of a band. When a playing-card is held

against the teeth as the wheel revolves slowly, a

succession of taps is heard ; but when the wheel fs

made to rotate rapidly these blows are no longer

discernible, as a musical sound alone is perceptible

When the revolutions are exceedingly rapid a treble

note is the result, and as these revolutions are gradually

slackened this pitch slowly flattens.

From this invention, it is apparent that the pitch of a

note is dependent 7ipon the rapidity of its vibrations.

Professor Robison proved the fact by means of a.

series of puff's of air. He writes :
" A stopcock was;

so constructed that it opened and shut the passage

of a pipe 720 times in a second. The apparatus was

fitted to the pipe of a conduit leading from the

bellows to the wind-chest of an organ. The air was

simply allowed to pass gently along this pipe by the

opening of the cock." The repetition of this 720 times

in a second produced the note G in alt, and at 360'

times per second a harsh tone like that of a man's

voice was the result. This discovery led to the in-

vention of the sirene, a description of which instru-

ment will doubtless be interesting, as its apparatus

determines the number of air-puffs per second neces-

sary to the production of any note.

The sirene was made in a very simple manner by

August Scebeck, as represented in Fig. 3, p. 9. It
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consists of a pasteboard disc, about twelve inches in

diameter, in the margin of which are holes of equal

size, placed at regular intervals around the circum-

ference. The disc is made to revolve very rapidly on

its axis by means of a whirling table to w^hich it is

attached.

Immediately over the circle of holes is placed the

bent tube, in. When the disc revolves slowly, the per-

forations are brought successively under the tube,

'allowing the free passage of the air which is blown

through it, When the disc is made to rotate rapidly,

the puffs follow each other in such quick succession

that the air-pulsations produce a musical sound.

When the rotations are very rapid a shrill treble

note is produced. When they are gradually slackened,

the puffs of air through the tube give musical sounds of

lower and lower pitch ; until, at last, only the puffs

of air themselves are heard as they pass through the

perforations.

The pasteboard sirene has been greatly improved by

Dove, whose instrument is a rather complicated one.

This apparatus has a register, by means of which the

rapidity of vibration of any sonorous body may be

accurately measured, whether it be an organ-pipe, a

reed, the human voice, a vibrating string, or a tuning-

fork. It is divided into four series of orifices instead of

the one set that Professor Seebeck employed.



Fig. 4. Fig. 5.

DOVIi'S SIRnNR. DOVE'S SIRUNU.
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Dove's sirene is shown in Figs. 4 and 5, p. 13, which

are fully described in Appendix C. By doubling

all the parts of Professor Dove's instrument, Helmholtz,

in his " double sirene," has greatly increased its power.



CHAPTER IL

ox THE TRANSVERSE VIBRATIONS OF TUNING-FORKS, RODS,

PLATES, AND BELLS.

A TIGHTLY-DRAWN String or wire, when set in rapid

motion, will communicate pulsations to the air at

perfectly regular intervals ; and a tuning-fork, whether

set in motion by means of a bow or by a blow, will

produce a precisely similar effect. The prongs, when

in intense vibration, produce a clear musical sound,

which gradually diminishes in intensity as the ampli-

tude of these vibrations becomes lessened ; the rate of

vibration being always the same, and the pitch con-

sequently remaining without alteration.

If a copper wire be attached to the prong of a tuning-

fork, it will vibrate in unison with the fork. If the

vibrating prong then be gently let down to a glass

table previously smoked or covered with soot, it will

then sing its own history, which will be faithfully regis-

tered in marks upon the glass as the fork is slowly

i6
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drawn across it ; but when the fork is kept in the same

position, the prong simply vibrates along the same line.

When the vibrating fork is drawn gently along the

glass a curved line is plainly marked by its progress,

and this sinuous line gradually forms itself into a

straight one as the amplitude of the vibrations gradually

diminishes.

By means of a looking-glass, Lissajous was enabled

to reflect the beam of intense light that he threw

upon the marks formed by the tuning-fork
; and this

reflection was shown upon a screen placed at a suitable

distance, the luminous wave on the screen rendering

visible the exact vibrations of the fork.

A wave of sound is produced by the prongs of the

tuning-fork advancing and retiring ; as the condensa-

tion and rarefaction thus produced in the air are the

necessary constituents of a sonorous wave—the wave

of sound being measured from one condensation to

the succeeding condensation. Any two bodies vibra-

ting with the same rapidity will produce tones similar

in pitch, for pitch is solely determined by rapidity

of motion, whether in a string, a tuning-fork, a reed,

or in the human vocal chords ; therefore the number

of vibrations propelled by any of these can be ex-

actly determined by the pitch of the sound produced.

The sound-wave ordinarily generated by the speech of

a man is from eight to twelve feet, and that of a woman
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is from two to four feet, in length ; thus producing an

interval of about an octave between the two voices.

This interval of an octave is proved by the sirene to

be due to the fact that the number of vibrations pro-

ceeding from the woman's voice is exactly double the

number of those proceeding from the man's voice.

Thus an octave must have exactly double the number

of vibrations of the fundamental note. Commencing,

for example, at a note of 150 vibrations, it miay be

proved that the octave to this fundamental note will

be 300, the second 600, the third 1,200, the fourth

2,400 vibrations per second.

Savart, by his toothed wheel (Fig. 2, p. 9), proved

that the ordinary limit of human hearing is 24,000

vibrations per second ; but Helmholtz fixes the limit

at 38,000 in the upper and sixteen vibrations per

second in the lower register of hearing. The sense of

human hearing is thus proved to be wisely limited to

about eleven octaves ; for, were the almost infinite

vibrations of insects' wings audible, the sound of the

growth of grass, trees, and flowers, as well as the

circulation of the blood and sap in all of these, would

produce a roar simply appalling.

Dr. Robert Hooke, in writing upon this subject,

observes, "Who knows, I say, but that it may be

possible to discover the motions of the internal parts

of bodies, whether animal, vegetable, or mineral, by the
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sound they make ; that one may discover the works

performed in the several offices and shops of a

man's body, and thereby discover what instrument

or engine is out of order, what works are going on

at several times and lie still at others, and the like
;

that in plants and vegetables one might discover by

the noise the pumps for raising the juice, the valves

for stopping it, and the rushing of it out of one

passage into another, and the like ?

"

The sense of hearing varies greatly in different

listeners ; but whenever the number of vibrations is

increased beyond the limit of his hearing, insensibility

to that sound at once ensues. For instance, the ex-

treme treble notes of an organ, the chirrup of a

cricket, and the squeak of a bat, are quite inaudible

to many people. Sir John Herschel writes, " Nothing

can be more surprising than to see two persons,

neither of them deaf, the one complaining of the

penetrating shrillness of a sound, while the other

maintains there is no sound at all." Thus the chir-

ruping of sparrows and the hum of insects are

inaudible to many persons whose sense of hearing is

perfectly acute to noises of lower pitch.

Sir Charles Wheatstone proved, in a very interesting

manner, that sound will pass through solid bodies.

He placed a piano at the bottom of his house, and

allowed a tin tube, in which long deal sticks had been
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placed, to rest upon the sounding-board of the instru-

ment. These sticks were carefully joined together

and passed to the top of his house. When the piano

was performed upon no sound was audible in the

upper room, until the sounding-board of a harp,

violin, or some other musical instrument was con-

nected with the upper end of the deal rod.

Directly this connection had been made, the sound

of the piano became audible in the upper room,

the tone produced being very harplike in quality. The

pulsations were necessarily conveyed to the sounding-

board through the deal rod.

The vibrations produced by a tuning-fork placed on a

small wooden box can be conveyed to another wooden

box by corresponding means.

A rod, when fixed at both ends, vibrates throughout

its entire length, at half, and at a quarter of its length,

and it can divide its vibrations into even still smaller

parts. When it divides into halves, each of these

vibrates with nearly three times the rapidity of the

whole. These vibrations of a rod fixed at both ends are

maintained by its own elasticity without any external

tension. When a rod is fixed at one end and left free at

the other, it will divide into vibrating segments. If it

be struck sharply the entire oscillation is feeble, and

the partial oscillations between the nodal points are

executed with vigour ; but when the stroke is sluggish
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the whole oscillation is well marked, and the nodal

divisions are not plainly discernible. Of those nodes

or points of division, in vibrating rods and strings, more

will be said in the next chapter.

If the vibrating rod produced a musical sound, the

division into two vibrating parts by its central node

would produce the first overtone to its fundamental

tone. The shorter these rods are made the more

acute Avill be the tone produced by them when set in

vibration, as the number of vibrations executed in a

given time is inversely proportional to the square of

the length of the vibrating rod. If, therefore, a rod be

doubled in length the vibrations will then be reduced

to one-fourth ; by trebling it the rate of vibration is

reduced to one-ninth ; and by quadrupling the length

the rate of the vibrations is reduced to one-sixteenth.

Chladni took a rod, three feet in length, which

vibrated once in a second. He then reduced it to one

foot, and the result was nine vibrations per second.

When he reduced it to six inches, the rod vibrated

thirty-six times ; at three inches 144 times, and at one

inch it vibrated 1,296 times a second.

Chladni's discovery led to the invention of the " iron

fiddle," made in Paris. This instrument was simply

a wooden tray, in which were fixed small iron rods of

varying lengths arranged in a semicircle. When a

violin-bow set these pins in vibration musical sounds
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were produced, but the effect was not sufficiently

pleasing to induce performers to practise this description

of violin-playing.

Small strips of metal fixed at one end are also used

in the musical box. The overtones or nodal divisions

of a vibrating rod rise very rapidly, for, from the first

division onwards, the rates of vibration are approxi-

mately proportional to the squares of the series of odd

numbers, 3, 5, 7, 9, ii, &c. Thus, if the vibrations of

the whole rod be thirty-six, then the vibrations corre-

sponding to this and to its successive divisions would

be approximately expressed by the series of numbers

—

36, 225, 625, 1,225, 2,025, &c.

Sir Charles Wheatstone, by the use of his simple

instrument, the kaleidophone, produced on a screen

the beautiful scrolls that are represented in Fig. 6, p. 23.

These were formed by the vibrations of a rod fixed at

one end, to which light silvered glass beads were

attached. The characters resulting from the vibrations

were thrown on the screen by means of a strong light.

Chladni proves that if a rod be free at both ends

its deepest tones are higher than the deepest tones

of a rod of equal length fixed at one end in the

same proportion as four to twenty-five. In Mozart's

opera " Die Zauberflote," a little instrument, composed

either of wooden or glass rods, free at both ends, is used

to imitate a peal of bells, and the effect is very musical.



Fig. 6.

SIR CMARI.US WHEArSTOMIi'S LUMINOUS FIGURnS PRODUCF.O BY Till:

KALEIDO:'aONH.
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When wooden rods are used this instrument is called

the ** straw fiddle," because the rods usually rest at their

nodes on twisted straw. Chladni, in 1785, tried a great

number of experiments with rods and plates. He says :

" The experiments on the electric figures formed on a

plate of resin, discovered and published by Lichtenberg,*

in the Memoirs of the Royal Society of Gottingen,

made me presume that the different vibratory motions

of a sonorous plate might also present different appear-

ances if a little sand or some other similar substance

were spread on the surface. On employing this means,

the first figure that presented itself to my eyes upon

the circular plate already mentioned resembled a star

with ten or twelve rays ; and the very acute sound in

the series alluded to was that which agreed with the

square of the number of diametrical lines." He held a

plate of glass at its centre by means of a clamp, and

after sand had been scattered over its surface, a corner

of the plate was first damped by touching it with the

finger-nail, and then set in vibration by means of a

violin-bow. This vibration threw aside the sand, which

then collected along the two nodal lines.

When the plate was damped in the middle of one

.side and the plate was set in vibration at that point,

* Lichtenberg had made the experiment of scattering an elec-

trified powder over an electrified resin-cake, the arrangement of

the powder thus revealing the electric condition of the surface.
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the sand formed itself into a diagonal figure. This note,

Chladni found, was a fifth above the previous one.

When two other points were damped and the bow had

been drawn across the centre of the opposite side of the

plate, a still higher note was produced, and the sand

marked the nodal lines.

Many beautiful examples of the scrolls obtained in

this manner, by damping different parts of the plate

are shown in the frontispiece.

Sir Charles Wheatstone analysed the vibrations of

square plates in a very complete manner. He found

that square pieces of glass or of sheet-metal obey the

same laws as free bars and rods.

The results obtained by the vibrations of circular

plates are also very beautiful. The rate of vibration of

these discs is directly proportional to their thickness, and

inversely proportional to the square of their diameter.

Thus, if two circular plates are of equal thickness, and

the diameter of the second disc be double that of the

first, the pitch produced from each will be that of an

octave to the other. If the thickness of the two plates

be precisely the same, but the diameter of one be half

that of the other, the same result of the octave will be

obtained when both are in vibration. Chladni dis-

covered that when he rendered the centre of the disc

free and damped appropriate points of the surface,

nodal circles and other curved lines were produced in
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the sand with which he lightly covered the vibrating

plates.

When a point has been damped, and a violin-bow

at the distance of forty-five degrees from this point

causes the plate to vibrate, the fundamental note is

produced. If white sand has been previously scattered

over the blackened surface of the glass plate, the

nodal lines will be plainly seen dividing the surface

into four quarters. When the bow is drawn across

the disc at thirty degrees' distance from the point

damped, the sand at once arranges itself in the form

of a star, thus showing that six vibrating segments

are separated from each other by these nodal lines.

By drawing the bow at points that are still nearer to

the place damped by the finger and thumb holding

the plate, the disc can be made to divide itself into

eight, ten, twelve, fourteen, or sixteen sectors, with

their appropriate nodal lines between them. As these

divisions become more minute, the vibrations are

proportionately accelerated, and the pitch of the note

produced is raised until an extremely shrill sound

results. By rendering the centre of the disc free,

and damping appropriate points of the surface, nodal

circles and other curved lines may be obtained.

The nodes and vibrating segments of a bell are

similar to those of a disc, the division into four

vibrating sections towards the crown of the bell
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forming the fundamental note. The same rules that

have been given respecting the division of vibrating

discs and respecting the thickness of these plates are

also applicable to bells. Like a disc also, a bell can

divide itself into any even number of segments, but

not into an odd number. Thus, if the vibrations of

the fundamental note be forty, that of the next higher

tone will be ninety, of the next i6o, the next 250,

the next 360, and so on.

Chladni, by experimenting on an ordinary tea-cup,

proved that it divides itself, like a bell, into four

vibrating segments when a fiddle-bow is drawn across

its edge. He also found that the handle had a material

influence on the tone produced. When the bow is

drawn over the point exactly opposite to the handle

and when the point is ninety degrees from the handle,

the same note is heard ;
as the handle in both these

cases is in the centre of a vibrating segment, loading

it with its weight. When the bow is drawn over a

point forty-five degrees distant from the handle the

note is sensibly higher than before, as the handle then

occupies a node instead of loading the vibrating

segment, as in the previous instance.

When bells are made of thin metal the tendency

to subdivision is so great that it is almost impossible to

bring out the pure fundamental tone without the ad-

mixture of the higher ones. Bells often have varying
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thicknesses round their sound-bows, and these produce

the same effect as the handle of the cup in the experi-

ment just described. This will account for the inter-

mittent sound when the higher tones are gradually

dying out ; as this effect is produced through the

varying thickness of the metal in the bell, which

causes the different segments to vibrate unequally.



CHAPTER III.

THE VIBRATIONS OF STRINGS.

Stretched metal wire, when fixed at both ends and

tightly drawn over a sounding-board, as in the piano-

forte, is capable of intense vibration. The vibration

of strings may be studied either on elastic cords loosely

stretched, which are not sonorous, but enable the

experimentalist to see their motion ; or else on the

sonorous strings of the pianoforte, guitar, or on the

monochord.

In the first instance the strings can be made of thin

spirals of brass wire of about six to ten feet in length.

When gently stretched and fastened at both ends

this string will move with great regularity if set in

vibration by the finger. The string may be first

vibrated as in Fig. 8, p. 31. In this instance a single

fundamental tone is produced, without harmonics or

overtones. The string may, however, assume the

forms of Fig. 12, B, C, and D, p. 37. In this case the

30
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form of the string is that of two, three, or four half-

waves of a simple wave curve. In the form B the

string produces only the upper octave of its prime

tone ; in the form C the twelfth, and in the form D the

second octave. The dotted lines show the position of

the string at the end of half its periodic time.

In B the point b remains at rest ; in C two points,

c\ and ^2, remain at rest ; in D three points are at rest,

leaving the sections ^, </i, ^2, d^ in vibration. These

points are called nodes. The nodes, or points of rest,

may be plainly seen in a vibrating spiral wire, and in an

ordinary pianoforte they may be found by placing small

pieces of twisted paper along the strings. When the

string is set in vibration the whole of these paper riders

will be thrown off, as in Fig. 10, p. 31, with the ex-

ception of those placed upon a nodal point, at which

place the string is at rest. The centre of the string

is the first nodal point ; and if it be pressed lightly

with a goose-quill, the string will be at once divided

into two equal lengths, each of which will produce

the octave tone to the fundamental notes sounded

by the entire length—its number of vibrations being

twice as rapid as the prime tone. If the string be

divided into three equal parts, by lightly touching these

nodal points the vibrational number of each of these

sections will be tripled ; if into four, the vibrations will

be quadrupled in rapidity, and so on.
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The nodal points can be easily discovered by placing

some paper riders on the string, as in Fig. 9, p. 3 1 ; for a

strong vibration will [overthrow all the riders that are

not astride these points of rest. In this illustration the

two riders that are not on the nodal point are tossed

off, whilst the third sits quietly astride the point of rest.

In Fig. 10, p. 31, two riders keep their seats between

the three ventral segments, whilst the others are over-

thrown. If the string be damped with the finger at

one-fifth of its length the vibrating string will unhorse

the four riders placed on the ventral segments of the

vibrating string (Fig. 1 1, p. 31), whilst the three that

have been placed on the nodal points retain their seats.

To set a spiral wire in these various forms of vibra-

tion it should be moved periodically at one of its

extremities with the finger. Its lowest number of

vibrations give the prime tone A (Fig. 12, p. 37) :

twice this number will show the node B ; three times

the rate will show the nodal point C ; and four times

will give the nodal point D. When the finger is placed

lightly on any of these points of rest, and the string is

pulled between that point and the nearest end, the other

nodes then appear directly the vibrations commence.

For instance, if the node i in C or i in D be kept at

rest by the finger, the- string will show the other nodes

after it has been twanged at E. In this illustration

the vibrational forms of a resonant string are illus-
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trated. To obtain these in a pure form tuning-forks

should be struck, and the handle held on the sounding-

board near the string, which will then vibrate in

sympathy with it. By pressing the finger lightly

upon any one of the nodes all the simple vibrations

are damped excepting those that have a node at this

point ; as those alone remain which allow the string

to be at rest in this place.

Very fine strings give a greater number of nodes than

the thicker ones, which are more rigid. In the bass

strings of a grand pianoforte, tones with ten sections

may be easily produced ; and if the strings are extremely

light, as many as twenty segments may be obtained.

These vibrations, which are like the oscillations of a

pendulum, excite in the ear only the perception of a

simple tone. They are not, however, simply pendular,

when the string is excited by the friction of a violin-bow;

by plucking, as in harp-playing, or by the stroke of a

pianoforte hammer, as the vibrations are then com-

pounded of many simple vibrations, which taken sepa-

rately correspond to those in Fig. 12, p. 37.

The multiplicity of these composite forms of motion

is infinitely great ; the string may, indeed, be considered

as capable of assuming any form (provided very small

deviations from the position of rest be closely adhered

to). Any given form of wave can be compounded out of

a number of simple waves. The bass strings of a piano-

c—

2
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forte therefore allow of a great number of these com-

pound upper partial tones (which are usually termed

harmonics)^ especially when the instrument is lightly

strung. These are discernible as high as the sixteenth,

after which harmonic they are so closely intermixed

as not to be plainly separable. Thus, when a bass

string has been struck, the upper strings which corre-

spond to the division of the second, third, fourth, &c.,

upper partial tones will vibrate in sympathy with them,

unless checked by the dampers.

In experimenting with the pianoforte a horizontal

grand or a square pianoforte should be selected.

When the top has been raised, a small chip of wood

should be placed on one of the bass strings. If this

has been placed on one of the ventral segments it will

immediately be jerked violently into the air. For

instance, when one of the lower tones of C is struck,

as C, F, C, A flat, F, D, or C, the motion is much less

violent when one of the harmonic tones of C is struck

as C, G, or C, in which case the piece of wood will not

move if placed exactly over one of the nodal points.

These nodal points may be easily discovered by pressing

the string lightly with the finger and thumb upon both

sides of the string. When the key is struck a dull,

dead tone will be produced unless a nodal point has

been pressed against. In the latter case the harmonic

tone alone will be heard.
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The vibrations of strings, although extremely com-

plex, are all divisible into the simple pendular motions

that have been described in the previous chapters

respecting other vibrating bodies.

In a single note of the pianoforte many harmonic or

partial tones may be distinctly heard, together forming

one composite note; but the simple pendulatory motion

will still be found between the different nodes of this

string. By means of the spectrum, white light may be

separated into its component colours ; and by means

of the resonator,* sound may be separated into its com-

posite tones.

The discovery of these upper partial tones is some-

times ascribed to Sauveur ; but Chladni proved that

Noble and Pigott had previously discovered them at

Oxford in 1676.

When a string is in vibration the series of pulsations

rapidly follow one another, and when these reach the

bridge they return and come in opposition to those that

immediately follow them. This causes the division of

the string into two vibrating parts, which are called

ventral segments ; and the point of rest caused by the

opposing waves is termed a node. The first meeting of

these pulsations is succeeded by that of numberless

* The resonator is a species of ear-trumpet invented by
Helmholtz. This instrument enables the listener to hear one

distinct note only amongst a number of complex sounds.
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Other opposing pulsations, which rapidly subdivide the

string into an infinity of ventral segments, each of

which has its own pendular motion. To vibrate

transversely a string must be stretched between two

rigid points, which are usually termed bridges.

An extremely useful instrument called the mono-

chord or sonometer (Fig. 13, p. 37) will give some in-

teresting rules connected with the vibrations of stretched

strings. From the pin /, to which one end of it is

firmly attached, a string passes across the two bridges

B and B", being afterwards carried over the wheel H.

The string is finally stretched by a weight attached to

its extremity. The bridges B and B^, which constitute

the real ends of the string, are fastened on to the

sounding-box M, N. When this string is plucked in

the middle it vibrates from side to side for some time,

and a sound can be distinctly heard. This sound,

however, does not proceed from the string, but from

the box beneath, which forms a sounding-board.

The vibrations of a thin stretched string are audible

at a short distance ; but in the monochord the wave-

motion of the string is communicated through the

bridge to the column of air in the box beneath, which

then becomes the real sounding body. This will give

some idea of the immense importance that should be

attached to the sounding-board of a pianoforte. If the

sounding-board be not exactly proportioned to the
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length and weight of the strings that it carries, the tone

must inevitably suffer. The sounding-board must

therefore, be exactly fitted to take up the vibrations of

the wires that pass over it. The strings of a pianoforte

do not throw the surrounding air into sonorous vibra-

tion ; this is done by the sounding-board to which the

string is attached acting on the air inclosed by its

surface. The tone of a pianoforte depends very greatly

upon the quality of material, shape, and construction of

its sounding-board.

To prove the use of sounding-boards, Kilburn en-

cased a musical-box in several thicknesses of felt,

through which a wooden rod passed, one end resting on

the box. When the musical-box was played, no sound

was heard until a thin board was placed against the

outer end of the rod, when the sonorous motion was

immediately communicated to the surrounding air.

The sounding-board of a pianoforte should be made

of wood of the most perfect elasticity ; for imperfectly

elastic wood expends the motion imparted to it in the

friction of its own molecules, and the motion is thus

converted into heat, instead of sound. The upper

bridge, on the wrest-plank, should be as rigid as

possible, and the lower or belly bridge should be fixed

on the most yielding portion of the sounding-board.

The sonorous quality of the wood is mellowed by

age, and playing upon the instrument greatly improves
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the tone, as the molecules of the wood are thus com-

pelled to conform to the requirements of the vibrating

strings. A sound-wave (according to the English and

German measurement) consists of the alternate con-

densation and rarefaction of the air : the measurement

being taken from condensation to condensation, or from

rarefaction to rarefaction.

Professor Stokes remarks that, although the ampli-

tude of the vibrating board may be very small, still its

larger area renders the abolition of the condensations

and rarefactions difficult, as the air cannot move in

front nor pass in behind, before it is sensibly condensed

and rarefied. A thin string, therefore, that would be

quite inaudible when vibrated alone, will be distinctly

heard when placed in connection with an appropriate

sounding-board.

In the monochord the exact octave to the funda-

mental tone is obtained by placing a bridge so that it

divides the strings into two exactly equal parts, as the

vibrations of the two sections are thus doubled, each

half vibrating twice as rapidly as the whole. When
the string is divided into three vibrating segments the

rate is tripled, and the fifth above the octave is pro-

duced. If the strings be divided into four parts the

rate of vibration will be quadrupled, and each section

Avill produce the double octave of the entire strings.

The rule for this division is : l^Jie iminbcr of vibration^
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is inversely proportional to the length of the string. The

numbers of vibrations of a string are proportional to the

sqitare roots of tJie stretching weights. For instance, if

tte string in the monochord be attached to a weight of

twenty-six pounds, a certain number of vibrations will

be produced each second. To double this number of

vibrations a weight of 104 pounds must be employed ;

to treble them the weight must be 234 pounds, and sa

on. The more tightly the string is drawn, the higher

in proportion will its pitch be raised. When the

stretcJdng weighty lengthy and material of strings are

equals the number of vibrations varies inversely as the

thickness of the string.

A thin string will, therefore, execute double the

number of vibrations in the same time as one of double

the diameter, if both are of the same length and are

equally stretched. The vibrations of a string also

depend upon the density of the matter of which it is

composed, for the number of vibratio7is is inversely

proportional to the square root of the density of the stringy

if all the other conditions are the same.

The strings of a pianoforte are in reality simply

vibrating rods.

The harmonics or upper partial tones of these depend

upon the stroke, the place struck, and upon the densit}',

rigidity, and elasticity of the string. The strength and

member of the harmonics depend upon the abriiptness of
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the disconti7iuities in the motion excited, A sharply-

pointed hammer or other plectrum produces a shrill

tone with a great number of high tinkling harmonic

tones ; but the fundamental tone exceeds that of any

of these partial tones. Immediately after a blow has

been struck by a sharp metallic hammer, the only point

directly set in motion is the one struck, the remainder

of the string being at rest. A wave of deflection then

arises which rapidly runs backwards and forwards over

the string. This limitation of the original motion to

a single point produces the most abrupt discontinuities

and a corresponding long series of harmonics having

intensities in most cases equalling, and sometimes even

surpassing, that of the fundamental tone.

Helmholtz remarks,"^ " When the hammer is soft

and elastic, the motion has time to spread before the

hammer rebounds. When thus struck, the point of the

string in contact with such a hammer is not set in

motion with a jerk, but increases gradually and con-

tinuously in velocity during the contact. The discon-

tinuity of the motion is consequently much less,

diminishing as the softness of the hammer increases

and the force of the high upper partial tones is corre-

spondingly decreased.

" We can easily convince ourselves of the correctness

of these statements by opening the top of any piano-

* " Sensations of Tone." By Helmholtz. 1875. P. 122
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forte, and keeping one of the keys down with a weight,

so as to free the string from the damper, plucking the

string at pleasure with a point, and striking it with a

metallic edge on the pianoforte-hammer itself The
qualities of tone thus obtained will be entirely different.

When the string is struck or plucked with hard metal

the tone is piercing and tinkling, and a little attention

suffices to make us hear a multitude of very high

partial tones.

" These disappear, and the tone of the string becomes

duller, softer, and more harmonious when we pluck the

string with the soft finger, or strike it with the proper

soft hammer."

Pianoforte-hammers should, therefore, be made as

firm as possible in the coverings next to the wood, and

the layer of felt that immediately strikes the string

should be soft and silky upon its surface, so as to

prevent the harmonics from harshly overpowering the

fundamental tone. The hammer has an immense in-

fluence upon the tone produced by it. Theory proves

that those harmonics are especially favoured whose

periodic time is nearly equal to twice the period during

which the hammer lies on the string ; and that, on the

other hand, those disappear whose periodic time is six,

ten, fourteen, &c., times as great. The place to be

struck must now be considered. When the blow is

struck upon a nodal point of the string, the harmonics
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that have a node at this point will disappear ; but those

partial tones that have their greatest displacement at

this point will be considerably increased.

The musical tone of a string can, therefore, be greatly

varied by changing the place at which the hammer

strikes. For instance, if the string be struck exactly

in the centre the octave harmonics disappear, but the

third partial tones are extremely strong, for the blow

is then exactly in the centre of the middle ventral

segment. In this case the fourth harmonic is not

heard, as the central node is then the same as the

point struck—two-fourths being the central point of

the string.

All the other even partials—the sixth, eighth, and so

on—disappear in the same manner, producing a hollow

quality of tone. When the string is struck at one-third

of its length, those harmonics that have an odd number

—the third, sixth, and ninth— are not heard, and the

result is slightly better than when the string is struck

in the middle. If the string is struck near its end, the

upper harmonics are greatly strengthened, and a thin

quality of tone is thus produced.

When the point of excitement is between the seventh

and ninth of the entire length, the seventh and ninth

Lr.rmonics become weak, and they are then almost

inaudible. This, by experience, has been found to be

the best place to give^the blow. In the extreme treble
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the shortness and rigidity of the strings preclude the

possibihty of the production of audible harmonics, and

it is, therefore, usual to strike higher in the treble than

in the tenor and bass, for the purpose of rendering the

treble brilliant.

For the longer strings the upper harmonics would

be too loud and tinkling if a higher point than the

ninth were struck, as the fundamental tone would be

partly overpowered by them. On the other hand, the

nearer the string is struck in its middle the duller and

more hollow will its tone become, as the fundamental

tone will then greatly outweigh the harmonics. The

same effect may also be produced with a heavy and

soft hammer, without altering the striking place. In-

deed, the point of striking so greatly depends upon

other causes, which will be considered in the ensuing

chapters, that theory alone is generally inaccurate when

it names the exact point for producing the tone best

suited to the taste of a cultivated musician.

In Germany and America the seventh is the striking

point usually chosen, and a heavy hammer is almost

invariably used. The result is that a heavy, hollow

quality of tone is produced.

In France, where the musical instruments are always

metallic and bright in tone, the striking point is one-

eiirhth of the entire lencrth.

The faults of these two systems arc that the German
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and American tone usually becomes dull and heavy,

and the French tone soon wears hard and harsh. In

the first instance the soft felt on the hammers quickly

cuts, and clings round the string after the blow has been

given ; and in the second the upper harmonics are

disagreeably perceptible when the hammers have

become slightly worn.

The thickness and material of the strings also have

a great influence upon the tone produced by them.

When the instrument is heavily strung the rigidity of

the strings will preclude the very high harmonics from

being heard, as they cannot vibrate between two nodes

that are very near each other. These upper harmonic

tones are extremely close together, being less than a

whole tone apart in the eighth and upper partial tones
;

and the interval is less than a semitone in the fifteenth

and upwards. These tones are consequently dissonant.

The piano should therefore be strung sufficiently heavily

to prevent the highest harmonics from being heard at

all.

To sum up the matter of harmonics it may be added

that a string vibrates as a zvhole, zvitli a pendular motion

between the two nodal points of its two bridges. In

addition to this simple motion, it can also form smaller

vibrating segments, called ventral segments^ each of

which also has this separate pendular motion, and is

divided from the next ventral segmicnt by a node, which
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is a point of partial rest. This subdivision into a larger

or smaller number of ventral segments, whose vibra-

tions produce the harmonics or partial tones of the

string and the intervals between these harmonics

constitute what is known in Great Britain as quality of

tone, in France timbre, and in Germany as Klangfarbe.

It is this union of high and low tones which enables

a musician to distinguish one musical instrument from

another. For instance, the tones of a harp or of a

guitar are not confounded with those of a pianoforte
;

for the cat-gut strings do not produce such high

harmonic sounds as those caused by the wire strings

of a pianoforte.

A hard hammer and a light string are favourable to

the production of high overtones ; and a heavy string

and a soft hammer sound the fundamental note so

plainly that these high partial tones almost entirely

disappear. They also depend to a great extent upon

the rapidity with which the hammer leaves the string

after the impact has taken place, and upon the point at

which the blow is delivered.

Helmholtz found that if the fundamental tone were

called 100, the second harmonic was 56*1 when twanged

with the finger ; but when the same string was struck

with a pianoforte-hammer, whose contact with the

string endured for three-sevenths of the period of

vibration of the fundamental tone, the intensity of the
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same tone was nine, and the second overtone was

almost inaudible. When, however, the duration of con-

tact was diminished to three-twentieths of the period

of the fundamental tone, the intensity of the harmonic

rose to 357; and when a hard hammer was used, and

the blow sharply delivered, the intensity obtained was

505, or more than five times the number of the primary

tone.

These effects have been plainly shown by the experi-

ments of the Brothers Weber, who made them visible

in various ways, one of which was the use of thin black

cords in front of white paper.

Of the longitudinal vibrations of wires by means of

resined rubbers it is not necessary to speak, as this

system of vibration has not yet been introduced into

the pianoforte.

Experiments with Dove's polyphonic sirene prov^e

that two rows of an equal number of holes produce the

same pitch as each other when blown into, whether one

set of holes be larger or smaller than the other row, if

they revolve with equal velocity. When the rate of

rotation is doubled, the pitch of the note is raised an

octave higher. For instance, if a revolving disc be per-

forated with one row of twenty holes and another row

of ten holes, the sounds produced will be those of a

note and its octave, as double the number of vibrations

are given by the larger series of holes when wind is
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blown through them during their rotation. It is there-

fore proved that a musical tone which is an octave

higher than another makes exactly twice as many
vibrations in a given time as the latter. When the

number of holes is respectively eight and twelve, a note

and its fifth are produced, regardless of the rate at

which the disc revolves. The fifth therefore is formed

when the vibrations that form the higher sound are

three in the same time as two of two of the lower tone.

Dove's polyphonic sirene usually has four series of holes

—eight, ten, twelve, and sixteen respectively.

By meansj of this instrument, and by other experi-

ments, it has been proved that the relation of vibrational

numbers are the octave as i : 2 ; the fifth, 2:3; the

fourth, 3:4; the major third, 4:5; and the minor

third, 5 : 6.

These differences of relation may be easily under-

stood if we remember that in a itnison the two strings

vibrate exactly the same number of times per second.

Thus the vibrations of one string sounding in unison

with another are as the number 1:1. When the octave

string is sounded its vibrations are exactly twice that

number, therefore they are as the numbers 2:1; that is

to say, in an octave the higher note is produced by

exactly twice the number of vibrations per second that

produce the lower note. When two vibrations of the

one note fall upon the ear in precisely the same
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time as three vibrations of another note, these two

sounds produce the interval oi 2. fifth; the relation being

2 : 3, and so on with the other intervals.

Helmholtz says,* '' When the fundamental tone of a

given interval is taken an octave higher the interval is

said to be inverted. Thus a fourth is an inverted fifth,

a minor sixth an inverted major third, and a major sixth

an inverted minor third. The corresponding ratios of

the vibrational numbers are consequently obtained by

doubling the smaller number in the original interval."

From 2 : 3, the fifth, we thus have 3 : 4, the fourth.

,, 4:5, the major third ,, 5 ^ 8> the minor sixth.

,, 5:6, the minor third, 6 : 10, =3:5, the major sixth.

These are all the consonant intervals which lie within

the compass of an octave. With the exception of the

minor sixth, which is really the most imperfect of the

above consonances, the ratios of their vibrational num-

bers are all expressed by means of the w^hole numbers

I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.

Comparatively simple and easy experiments with the

sirene corroborate the remarkable law that the vibra-

tional numbers of consonant micsical tones bear to each

other ratios expressible by small ivhole numbers.

The same law, of course, governs the length and vibra-

* "Sensations of Tone." By Herman C. J. Helmholtz. 1875.

P. 22.
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tlons of strings. Thus, if the stringof a monochord

be divided into two parts by a bridge in such manner

that two-thirds of the length lie to the right and one

third to the left, so that the two lengths are in the ratio

of 2 : I, they give the interval of an octave, the greater

length giving the deeper tone. When the bridge is so

placed that three-fifths of the string lie to the right and

two-fifths to the left, the ratio of the two lengths is

3 : 2 and the interval is a fifth. In a seven and a quarter

octave pianoforte the vibrations of the lowest bass note

A are about twenty-seven and a half each second,

and those of the extreme treble note C^ are 4,224 per

second.

The notes of the lowest octave are not plainly dis-

cernible to ordinary auditors, but the treble notes may

be extended to nearly three and a half extra octaves

before they will pass beyond the reach of musical hear-

ing. This is very wonderful if it be remembered that

to produce this sense of hearing an extreme treble note

the tympanum of the ear vibrates 38,000 times in a

second of time, and it shows what a great variety of

different vibrational numbers can be perceived and dis-

tinguished by the ear. In this respect the ear is far

superior to the eye (which distinguishes light of different

periods of vibrations by the sensation of different colours),

for the compass of the vibrations of light distinguishable

by the eye little exceeds an octave.
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The periodic time* of the vibration of a string deter-

mines XkiQpitch of the note produced : the amplitude of

this vibration determines the power of the note ; and, in

general terms, it may be said that the quality of the tone

produced depends upon the form of vibration of the

string. Every different quality of tone requires a

different form of vibration, although different forms of

vibration may correspond to the same quality of tone.

For example, the violin-piano, when played in the same

manner as an harmonium, produces the same quality of

tone as a reedy instrument of that class, the harmonics

being almost identically the same, although the form of

vibration of the string in the violin-piano is entirely

dissimilar to that of the reed in the harmonium.

* Appendix B.



PART II.
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CHAPTER IV.

THE HISTORY OF MUSIC.

It may be interesting, in tracing the history of the

pianoforte, to give some slight account of the rise and

progress of its parent and offspring, Music ; for the

advance of music and the development of musical

instruments have always been simultaneous, the one

greatly influencing the other. Indeed, the chronicles of

" the drawing-room orchestra " are almost indissolubly

linked with those of music. The universe itself is

considered by modern as well as ancient philosophers

to be formed upon principles of harmony, and this idea

is not confined to such philosophers as Isaac

Newton, for the greatest poets favour this theory.

Shakespeare beautifully expresses the idea in the well-

known lines

—

55
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There's not the smallest orb that thou behold'st

But in his motion like an angel sings,

Still quiring to the young-eyed cherubims ;

Such harmony is in immortal sounds !

But whilst this muddy vesture of decay

Doth grossly close us in we cannot hear it.

Burney says, " Harmony being part of nature, we

cannot speak of any inventor of music. The first

attempts must have been rude and artless ; the first

flute a whisth'ng reed, in imitation of the wind as it blew

along the living reeds ; and the primitive lyre, perhaps,

the dried sinews of some animal."

It is not easy to determine who the first cultivators

of music were, but as all ancient histories speak of the

grandeur and civilisation of Egypt, at a time when

Phrygia and other musical nations were in a com-

paratively rude state, it is probable that Egypt was the

first nation to bring to any degree of perfection the

instruments of music handed down to them by the

descendants of Jubal, w^ho "was the father [or chief]

of all such as handle the harp [or lyre] and [mouth]

organ."

It would be useless to attempt to trace music to a

higher source than Egypt, for even in the time of Abram

the Egyptians were formed into a nation with a king at

its head ; and the earlier references to the art are so

purely incidental that they give us little clue to the

amount of knowledge of instrumental music previously

acquired.
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In the antediluvian world, Jubal, we are told by the

Scriptures, was a player on both wind and stringed

instruments ; the harp, or lyre rather, and the syrinx

being expressly mentioned. It appears also that the

art of music was cultivated in Mesopotamia, and that

it was used upon festive occasions. The enraged

Laban, in reproaching his son-in-law Jacob for leaving

secretly to return to his own country, indignantly says,

*' I might have sent thee away with mirth and with

songs, with tabret [tambourine] and with harp." The

next reference shows an advance in vocal music,

which, in true Asiatic style, was probably performed

in unison with the accompanying instruments, and

generally in combination with poetry and dancing.

Miriam in her jubilant outburst—" Sing ye to the Lord

for he hath triumphed gloriously ; the horse and his

rider hath he thrown into the sea "

—

" took a timbrel in

her hand ; and all the women went out after her with

timbrels and with dances. And Miriam answered [that

is, sang responsively t6\ Moses and the men of Israel."

This is the first mention we have of any advance in

music, and it was really a great advance ; for antiphonal

singing, the one part answering to the other, would

naturally lead on to counterpoint and harmony.

This incident, it will be remembered, occurred after

the liberated Hebrews left Egypt ; and it is therefore

only natural to conjecture that they had made this
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improvement in their music during their stay in that

country, for we can perceive by monumental evidence

that music was cultivated there long previously to that

time. Besides, the Greeks, who lost no merit by

neglecting to claim it, unanimously confessed that

most of the ancient musical instruments were of

Egyptian invention.

The changes in government, manners, and amuse-

ments, caused by the country being successively con-

quered, after the reigns of the Pharaohs, by the

Ethiopians, Persians, Greeks, and Romans, were great,

so that music did not make uniform progress in Egypt.

The ancient Egyptian account of the introduction of the

first musical instrument is that the mythical Hermes

(who was supposed to have lived between the years

1800 and 1500 B.C., and was afterwards deified for his

genius and services as the great secretary of the cele-

brated king and sun-god Osiris) was walking along the

sunny banks of the Nile, when he struck his foot against

the shell of a tortoise. The flesh being wasted and

dried, nothing was left within the shell but nerves and

cartilages. These, being braced and contracted by

desiccation, produced so pleasant a sound that it sug-

gested the first idea of a lyre to him ; and he afterwards

constructed a musical instrument in the form of a

tortoise, stringing it with the dried sinews of dead

animals. This fable has been repeated in many coun-
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tries, even Ireland having a very similar legend. But

although the idea is pretty, the story can scarcely be

considered as trustworthy.

That the Egyptian lyre and harp rapidly improved

is shown by the discoveries of Bruce and other great

travellers of most perfect instruments drawn upon

tombs and monuments. It is therefore a matter of

wonder that, many years afterwards, other instruments

of inferior kinds and with fewer strings should take

their place. In music, as in everything else, there

seems a boundary set ; and like the stone of Sisyphus,

when one arrives at it he is precipitated back to the

level whence he started, and the work has to be begun

afresh. It seems to admit of but little doubt that the

Egyptians had, in the most flourishing times of their

empire, music and musical instruments which were far

superior to those of other countries; but after their

subjection to the Persians this music and these instru-

ments were lost, and not regained until the time of the

Ptolemies, when music, together with the other arts, was

encouraged at the court of Alexandria more~than at

any other place in the known world, till the captivity of

Cleopatra, an event which terminated both the empire

and history of the Egyptians. .

Of the Egyptian system of notation nothing can be

said, for ancient writings, although they often hint at

it, never give any description. It seems probable how-
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ever, that their music was expressed by their alphabet,

like that of other ancient nations.

As the music of the Assyrians was probably very

similar to that of the Egyptians, it will not call for any

particular remark.

The Hebrews, having derived improvements in music

from the Egyptians, many imitations of their instru-

ments would naturally be made in a modified form to

adapt them to the long Israelitish wanderings. Moses,

learned as he was " in all the wisdom of the Egyptians,"

would not fail to instruct the people under his charge

in the musical praises of God.

After this, Samuel formed schools where the prophets

were instructed in music, with which they were accus-

tomed to soothe their own angry moods, and produce

a fit state of mind for receiving the gift of prophecy.

David was trained at these schools, and the power

of the music he produced, in calming Saul's troubled

and moody mind, proves that music in David's time

had again arrived at comparative perfection.

The musical services of the Jewish Temple were on

an extraordinarily grand scale, and of an extremely

noisy description. If we may give credence to Josephus,

who is often inaccurate when speaking of music, there

were two hundred thousand trumpets and forty thou-

sand other instruments of music with which to praise

God at the dedication of Solomon's Temple.
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Grecian music is said to have originated at the birth

of Jupiter, when Rhea, his mother, appointed the

Curetes to nurse and teach him. These danced about

him in armour with great noise, that Saturn, his father,

might not hear him cry :

—

These represent the armed priests who strove

To drown the tender cries of infant Jove

;

By dancing quick they made a greater sound,

And beat their armour as they danced around.

—Creech.

After this rude, warHke music, drums and cymbals

were the first Grecian instruments of percussion ; and

having but one tone, required little art in the player.

The Greeks, as the Egyptians and Hebrews had

probably done before them, used their alphabetical

characters for symbols of sound ; but finding twenty-

four insufficient to express the sounds in their three

genera. Diatonic, Chromatic, and Enharmonic, they

transposed the letters, sometimes placing them hori-

zontally, making some large, and some small, and

mutilating and altering them so as to increase their

symbolic power. As the scale extended these characters

increased, for marks of accent were added, until at

last, according to Buretti's calculation, the enormous

number of sixteen hundred and twenty characters

were employed.

In the time of Aristoxenus (341 B.C.), the oldest
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writer upon music whose works have been preserved,

the Greek system was called Systema perfectmn^ maxi-

nuim imimitaUun—the great, the perfect, the immutable

system ; but perhaps modern musicians may not be so

enthusiastic respecting a notation that appears to be as

perfect a muddle as any classical nation ever tolerated.

Ancient authors tell us that the Greeks, in writing

their music, placed two rows of characters over the

words of a lyric poem, the upper row serving for the

voice, and the lower for the instruments. The multi-

plicity of these characters must certainly have made

music in ancient Greece a long and laborious study.

It is not therefore surprising that Plato, although he

was unwilling that youth should bestow too much time

upon music, allowed them three years to learn the

rudiments.

Despite these disadvantages, music made great pro-

gress in Greece ; indeed, modern European music is

directly derived from it.

The Roman music was derived from the Etruscan,

and was exceedingly rough, until the Romans \\\ the

Augustine age borrowed the musical instruments and

music of the Greeks, when it received an impetus that

is still felt ; as it awakened a love of music which now

seems inborn in Italians.

Music having been used by the Egyptians, Hebrews,

Greeks, and Romans, in their religious ceremonies, it
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is not surprising that the early Christians were par-

ticularly partial to singing psalms and hymns—singing

even in prison and on the point of martyrdom. Their

music, however, does not seem to have been of any

new species
; and it is probable that the music of the

period, and perhaps even pagan hymn-tunes, were

adopted. The use of music was universal amongst the

early Christians long before they had built any churches,

or their religion had been recognised by law as the

established religion of the Roman empire (a.d. 312).

In 313 Constantine built many sumptuous churches, in

which music formed a very important part of the cere-

monies. During the reign of Theodosius the Am-
brosian chant was established in the church of Milan,

and the psalms and hymns were exceedingly beautiful.

The performance was so good that the Gentiles, who

went from curiosity, often liked the service so well that

they were baptised before leaving. After this, music

was even more carefully practised in the Church, and

Pope Gregory the Great, in the year 590, collected and

arranged the hymns and psalms that had been used

by the primitive Christians. This arrangement, called

the Antiphonarium Centonem, was long in vogue at

Rome, and was soon adopted in the Western Church,

where the Gregorian chants are still great favourites.

From the] time of Pope Gregory to that of Guido

there was no other distinction of key than that of
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authentic and plagal ; nor were there any semitones

used but those from E to F, B to C, and occasionally

A to B.

The musical notation was precisely the same in the

Christian Church as that of the ancient Greeks, the

Greek appellatives for the musical scale being used in

the time of Boethius in 526. Pope Gregory used the

first seven of the Roman letters in such a way that

they stood for three octaves, thus : A, B, C, D, E, F,

G, signified one octave ; a, b, c, d, e, f, g, the octave

above ; aa, bb, cc, dd, ee, ff, gg^ the octave again ; so

that three octaves were symbolised by these seven

letters, which are still retained in most parts of Europe,

although a different entablature and a new notation are

used in practice, and seemed destined to become universal.

After the Greek characters were disused, many systems

of notation were introduced ; but, for a long time, none

were so popular as that of Pope Gregory. The other

musical signs and notes were most difficult to under-

stand, and an ancient writer, speaking of them, said,

*' These irregular signs must be productive of more

error than science, as they are often so carelessly and

promiscuously placed that, while one was singing a

semitone or a fourth, another would sing a third or

a fifth." About the year 1022, Guido Aretinus, a

Benedictine monk at Arezzo in Tuscany, who was

employed in correcting the ecclesiastical chants, com-
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posed a scale conformable to the Greek system, adding

a few notes to it above and below. Discovering

afterwards that the first syllable of each hemistich in

the hymn to St. John the Baptist formed a regular

series of six sounds ascending

—

Ut, re^ mi^fa, sol, la—he

placed at the sides of each of these syllables one of the

first seven letters of the alphabet, A, B, C, D, E, F, G
;

and because he accompanied the note which he added

below the ancient system with the letter gamma, the

new scale was called ^^;;/?//, by which name it is still

known. The hymn which supplied the syllables ?//, re^

mi, &c., was used at church, and begins

—

Ui queant laxis r^sonare fibris,

J/zra gestorum ;^muli tuorum,

Solve polluti /ahu reatum,

Sancti Joannis !

Guldo was not only the inventor of this celebrated

gamut, but is also generally considered to have been

the inventor of counterpoint as well as of the organ

keyboard, which was afterwards introduced into the

clavichord and other instruments of the pianoforte

class.

In the year 1055 Magister Franco, of Cologne, made

his important invention in the musical time-table. This

was of very great value ; for time, in music, can im-

part meaning and energy to the repetition of the same

note. For nearly two centuries after Guido's arrange-

D
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ment of the scale, and Franco's invention of the time-

table, no remains of secular music can be discovered,

except those of the Troubadours.

In the thirteenth century melody seems to have been

little more than plain-song 'or chanting. The notes

were square, and written on four lines only, in the

C clef, and it was not until the end of the reign of

St. Louis in (1269) that the fifth line was added to the

stave.

Music then made rapid progress, although principally

in the Church, until the sixteenth century, when madri-

gals and fantasias were introduced in Italy.

The three modern schools of music—the German,

Italian, and French—have originated those great

musical forms, the sonata, the symphony, and the

opera. The present German school was founded and

built up by Handel, Bach, Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven,

Wagner, Berlioz, Brahms, Liszt, &c., who gave an en-

tirely new, intellectual, and really artistic character to

music, by employing in their compositions subjects

appropriate to the character intended in the particular

piece, and by treating the different elements of musical

pleasure in a methodical and artistic manner. These

composers have raised the German school far above the

two others ; for not only have they produced sonatas

and symphonies which are at present unapproachable,

but in opera and oratorio also their masterpieces reign
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supreme, the light and pretty music of the Italian and

French schools being immeasurably below this standard

of excellence.

That the English have no school of music, properly

so called, appears extraordinary when it is considered

that in the peculiarly English ballads and glees there

are such excellent materials to commence with. Our

composers seem content to imitate the German, and

occasionally the French and Italian schools ; still it

is to be hoped that the time is not far distant when

England will boast a school of music ^^that may be

properly claimed as her own.

D~2



CHAPTER V.

STRINGED MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS OF THE ANCIENTS.

Several instruments of the ancients have been men-

tioned to which the pianoforte owes its origin. In

sketching the birth and development of this instrument

it will be necessary to give some short description

of these its ancestors. Much light has been thrown on

the subject by various interesting researches and

discoveries made in the present century ; for not only

have we learned much of ancient musical instruments

from the sculptures and paintings that have been dis-

covered, but several of the instruments themselves

have been found in tombs or other protected places,

where they had remained silent beside their buried

masters an extraordinarily long time, almost without

change. One—an Egyptian harp—was found in an

ancient tomb at Thebes, and when the catgut strings

upon it were touched the harp still emitted sounds,

68
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although it had been unused probably for three thousand

years. In describing these ancient instruments it will

be necessary to name those only from which the piano-

forte has immediately descended.

Amongst ancient stringed instruments, the harp, lute,

and lyre are probably of the greatest antiquity, but

which of these can claim priority of invention it is impos-

sible to discover with certainty. The harps, which were

much used in ancient Egypt and Assyria, varied greatly

in size and shape, as will be seen from the illustrations

of Egyptian harps. Fig. 14, p. 71.

Those made for single use were portable and light,

while those for choral accompaniments were large and

powerful, being evidently intended to stand on the

ground. Carl Engel, in "The Music of the Most

Ancient Nations," remarks that " the Asiatic harps

never had a front pillar to assist in withstanding the

tension on the strings, as we have in our own
;
but

probably metal or ivory was used in the manufacture,

to permit of the strings being screwed up very tightly."

The harp of the Burmese and other inhabitants of the

countries situated between Hindoostan and China is

very similar to the Assyrian. The Burmese harp is

tuned by tasselled cords at the end of the strings,

which are bound to the upper curved end so that they

can be pushed up or down in tuning the instrument.

This is similar to the manner occasionally adopted by
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the ancients ; but their usual system of tuning seems

to have been by tuning-pegs, round [which the strings

were passed.

The Egyptian harps were sometimes most remarkable

for elegance of form and elaborate decoration. The

celebrated traveller James Bruce found two, painted in

fresco, on the wall of an ancient sepulchre at Thebes,

which is supposed to be that of Rameses III., who

reigned about 1250 B.C. Dr. Burney, in his "History

of Music," published Bruce's letter to him, accompanied

by drawings of one of these harps.

The discovery of these drawings created a great

sensation, and was hardly believed until confirmed by

other travellers. Bruce, with much truth, says, "These

harps, in my opinon, overturn all the accounts hitherto

given of the earliest state of ancient musical instru-

ments in the East, and are altogether, in their form,

ornament, and compass, an incontestable proof that

geometry, drawing, mechanics, and music were at the

greatest perfection when this instrument was made,

and that the period from which we date the invention

of these arts was only the beginning of the era of

their restoration. . . . One of these harps has thirteen

strings, but wants the fore-piece of the frame opposite

to the longest string. The back part is the sounding-

board, composed of four thin pieces of wood joined

together in form of a cone—that is, growing wider
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towards the bottom ; so that as the length of the string

increases, the square of the corresponding space in the

sounding-board, in which the sound was to undulate,

always increases in proportion. The whole of the prin-

ciples on which this harp are constructed are rational

and ingenious, and the ornamental parts arc executed

in the very best manner. It would be impossible even

now either to construct or to finish a harp of any form

with more taste or elegance." But harps of this de-

scription, having no front pillar, could not be heavily

strung, nor v/ould they stand well in tune.

The lute or cithara, which is perhaps even more than

the harp the immediate ancestor of the pianoforte, was

much used in Hindostan, China, Egypt, and Assyria,

especially for religious festivities. The illustrations on

p. 75, Fig. 15, will convey some idea of the shape of

these ancient lutes, and the manner in which they were

played.

The drawings of the first two Assyrian lyres are from

sculptures found at Konyunjik, and now in the British

Museum ;
the third is taken from Botta's " Nineve."

It will be noticed that the lutes were of many different

shapes, and that the strings being partly carried, as in

the pianoforte, over the sounding-board, were not free

to be struck upon both sides throughout their entire

length by the plectra or by the fingers of the performer.

This is the distinction between the harp and the lute or
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guitar, for the harp can be played the whole length

of the strings upon both sides, as ^the sounding-board

is differently placed. Both intruments were played with

the fingers, and the lyre and lute with i\\c plectrjim also
;

which w^as generally a small piece of ivory or bone (as

in illustration i, on p. yt^), pressed by the player against

the strings, and snapping them as though they were

pulled by the finger. The Irish, however, with their

usual originality, allowed their finger-nails to grow so

long that they were enabled to employ them as natural

plectra.

The plectra were sometimes short wands or sticks,

similar to that used by the player on the dulcimer in

illustration i6, p. 79, and in the representation of the

Assyrian dulcimer in Fig. 15, p. 75- They were held

one in each hand, and were used for striking the strings

of the instrument played upon, so as to set them in

vibration. The first kind of plectrum suggested the

crow-quill that subsequently snapped the strings in the

spinet and harpsichord ; the second probably gave the

idea of the hammer for striking the strings in the

pianoforte, as the plectrum of wood was after some time

covered on one side with leather, so that the performer

could play softly by striking the strings with the part

covered with leather or loudly by using the wooden side.

This was succeeded by the dulcimer hammers, from

which those of the pianoforte are evidently borrowed.
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The Egyptian as well as the Assyrian lyres varied

greatly in shape and number of strings. Two of these

instruments, one in the Leyden Museum and the other

in the Berlin Museum, are still in a remarkably perfect

state of preservation. They are made entirely of wood,

and, as in the Assyrian lyres, the frames are longer on

one side than on the other, for the purpose of tuning the

strings by sliding them up to sharpen, or down to flatten

them. The lyre was a very favourite instrument with

the Greeks, and was probably imported by them from

Egypt through Asia Minor.

Perhaps the dulcimer, even more than the harp and

lyre, was the immediate ancestor of the pianoforte. It

was played with the plectrum for striking^ both by the

Egyptians and Assyrians, and, later, by the Hebrews

and Persians. The strings in this instrument passed

completely over the sounding-board, and were of vary-

ing lengths. The Assyrian dulcimer is represented

in Fig. 15, p. 75, and in the illustration Fig. 16,

p. 79, which are taken from a bas-relief in the

British Museum, representing a procession greeting

the conquerors after the victory of Sardanapalus over

the Susians.

The first figure in illustration Fig. 15, p. 75, is

playing the Assyrian harp ; the second has the double

pipe or flute ; and the third is the performer on the

dulcimer. In his right hand the plectrum is held firmly,
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and IS about to strike the strings. From the manner in

which the strings run in this dulcimer, it is evident that

they must have passed over a bridge before they took a

vertical direction, but this has been very imperfectly

represented. The dulcimer was generally fastened

round the waist or shoulder of the performer by a strap,

for convenience in playing whilst marching. As the

strings run out in a straight line from the player in the

same manner as in the grand piano, instead of across, as

in the modern dulcimer, the player must have struck the

string sideways with the plectrum, probably twanging

an accompaniment upon the strings with his left hand.

The dulcimer has been a favourite instrument for ages,

and is still used in the East, especially by" the Arabs

and Persians, under the name of the ka7ioon^ in which

the lamb's-gut strings are twanged with two small

plectra, one of which is attached to the forefinger of

each hand. On the Continent, too, the dulcimer is

often met with at the rural fetes, under the name of the

Hackbrett {i.e., chopping-board), which it resembles in

shape. It is a square box about four feet in length and

eighteen inches in breadth, containing the sounding-

board and three octaves of strings, two or three to each

note, tuned in unison. The player holds a short stick in

either hand, with round knobs at the end, one side of

which is covered with soft leather or felt, for use in

piano passages. The sound is pleasing when played
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STRINGED MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, ETC. 8

1

piano, but as there are no dampers like those used in

the pianoforte, and as the hand can only be used

occasionally instead of them, the forte passages are

very confused.

Besides the instruments mentioned, the Hindoos, the

Chinese, the Egyptians, and the Assyrians had one

bearing a close resemblance to the tamboura in com-

mon use upon the shores of the Euphrates and Tigris,

which has zvire strings passing over the sounding-board

of a lute-shaped instrument, and is usually played with

a plectrum of tortoise-shell, or of an eagle or vulture

quill. The neck and finger-board in this instrument

are remarkably long and straight, being formed of a

single straight bar. Some elegant specimens of the

tamboura were sent to the International Exhibition of

1862 from Turkey. This will probably explain the

Assyrian instrument accurately, although the only two

specimens discovered are so much defaced as to render

description and comparison difficult and uncertain.

There is also a representation of an Egyptian musical

instrument resembling the tamboura on the Giiglia

Rotta at Rome, which has the neck, keyboard, and

body well marked. This instrument alone would prove

that the effeminate Egyptians and the sturdy Assyrians

had made considerable advance in music at a very

early age, for it shows that they knew how to produce

a greater number of notes upon a few strings, by means
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of the finger-board, than could be obtained from their

harps. There are also two or three drawings (which

will be found in Fig. i6, p. J<^ of this instrument in the

British Museum, in which the finger-board is clearly-

shown, especially one on a beautifully modelled and

well-preserved vase in terra-cotta, which Dr. Birch

describes as "probably the oldest of all Egyptian

pottery."

Besides these stringed instruments the ancients had

a three-sided harp, or, rather, a harp of two sides with

the last string appearing to form a third, which was

called the trigonon, in addition to several other shapes

of the harp and lyre, which are represented in the illus-

trations, Fig. 14, p. 71.

It is unnecessary to describe these successive modifi-

cations, as they were principally changes in shape

only, were comparatively slight, and have little bearing

upon the History of the Pianoforte. But it is in-

teresting to notice that the systrum, a little metal

instrument about eight inches in length, had thick

metal strings passing through it, which produced a

sharp ringing sound when shaken in the hand of the

performer.



CHAPTER VI.

THE FIRST INSTRUMENTS WITH THE PIANOFORTE KEYBOARD

THE CLAVICYTHERIUM, CLAVICHORD, VIRGINAL, SPINET,

HARPSICHORD, ETC.

It is worthy of notice how directly every musical in-

strument that has been considered peculiarly European

appears to have been derived from the ancient Asiatic

instruments. The only exception to this, perhaps, is

the pianoforte, which, although merely a development

of the dulcimer, played with leather-covered plectra,

is converted into a new, although not original, instru-

ment, by the addition of the finger-keys and action.

This development of the lyre and dulcimer into the

pianoforte, by the introduction of finger-keys for raising

many plectra at the same time, is of quite recent date,

unless there were ancient instruments of a different

class to those already discovered. It seems almost

incredible that two thousand years should have elapsed

before so natural an improvement was introduced, and
83
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yet such appears to be the fact. The first keyed

instrument was the tamboura, which, in the tenth

century, was followed by the " organum," an elemen-

tary system of accompaniment to the voice, consisting

of fourths and octaves below the melody and moving

with it, so that the first instrument with finger-keys

was, undoubtedly, the organ, to which, it is said, Guido

applied them. These keys were like the pedals now

used in organs, but with divisions only of tones, as the

semitones were not used until about the year 950, when

they were introduced in Venice, at which place Bern-

hard, a German, first made organ-pedals, or foot-keys,

in 1470. Although Guido is generally considered to

have been the inventor, the date of the introduction of

finger-keys cannot be ascertained with certainty, for the

earliest reliable mention of them is in 757 A.D., when

Constantine V. sent an organ having finger-keys to

Pepin, King of France, with other valuable presents.

These keys were at first very similar to the carillons of

the Netherlands, being four or five inches in width, and

being struck with the clenched fist. The earliest exist-

ing representation of a keyed instrument may be seen

in the Church of St. Mary, Shrewsbury, certainly before

the year 1460, and which is, no doubt, a primitive clavi-

chord.

The next instrument with finger-keys was probably

the clavicytherium, or clavitherum, as it is sometimes
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termed, which was introduced about the year 1300 by

the Italians, and soon imitated in Belgium and Germany.

The introduction of this instrument was probably due

to the want felt by composers of some instrument which

would give, however imperfectly, the effect of an or-

chestra. A kind of harp or lyre, of an oblong shape

v/ith catgut strings arranged in the form of a^ half-

triangle, was therefore introduced, in which the organ-

keys were employed to raise the hard leather plectra

for snapping the strings. It was at first in an upright

position, and Sir John Hawkins says that it was brought

out as a new invention long afterwards under the name

of the " upright harpsichord." Subsequently this clavi-

cytherium, or keyed cithara, was placed upon supports in

a horizontal position.

Another instrument, deriving its name from employing

the key {clavis\ was the clavichord, which was in use

before, or at the same time as the clavicytherium, from

which it differed, however, both in construction and in

the manner of producing the tone, the strings being of

wire, and set in motion by striking and pressing instead

of the twanging of the leather plectrum. This striking

upon the string was effected by a piece of brass in the

shape of a wedge, termed the tangent, which was placed

at the end of the key, farthest from the player, in an

upright position, just under the part of the string it was

to strike.
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It will be seen by the drawing of the clavichord

mechanism (Fig. 17, p. Sy) that after the key had been

pressed down and the brass wedge had struck the string,

it still pressed up against it as long as the finger held

the key down, raising the string up at that point. Thus

dividing it, this tangent formed a second bridge over

which the string passed. To prevent the string vib rat-

ing on both sides of this bridge, the shorter length had

either a small piece of cloth for a damper, or else a strip

of list, drawn over and under each string, which stopped

the vibration of the whole length directly the finger was

raised from the key. At first two notes were produced

from the same string by these tangents striking and

stopping the string as a violin-player's finger stops the

note in different parts, producing varying lengths. It is

worthy of notice that such a player as the great Sebas-

tian Bach preferred an instrument with so feeble a tone

to any other for private practice ; but most excellent

effects could be produced from it by an expert performer

with a light touch. The staccato passages could be well

rendered, and by pressing down the key after the blow

had been struck the tangent could be made to still

further raise the string, and by thus slightly sharpening

the pitch of the note give greater prominence to the

melody. It was therefore much more capable of ex-

pressing the composer's ideas than the early pianofortes

and harpsichords. Forkel says that the great Sebastian
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Bach delighted in this instrument, as he considered it

the best for study, and, in general, for private musical

entertainment. He found it the most convenient for the

expression of his thoughts, and he did not consider it

possible to produce such a variety in the gradations of

tone from any harpsichord or piano as from the clavi-

chord, although its tone was extremely weak.

The clavicymbalum differed from the clavicytherium,

the strings being disposed after the fashion of the harp.

These strings were of steel instead of brass wire, and

were sounded by quill plectra.

The manichord—by which name the clavichord was

often called—was an instrument of great antiquity. At
first the monochord, as the name implies, had but one

string, which was about five feet in length, fitted up with

a finger-board and bridge, and was played upon, like a

double bass, with a bow; but in the eleventh century

many strings had been added to it.

Although the clavichord was most probably intro-

duced long previously in England, the first mention of

it is in the year 1500, when William Cornish "composed

in the Fleete " " A Treatise between Trouth and Infor-

macion," in which the following passage occurs :

—

The clavicorde hath a timely knyde,

As the wyre is wrested hi^h and low

;

The songe of himself yet neuer the les

Is true and tunable, and sing it as it is.
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After this we find frequent mention of the instrument.

Amongst the privy-purse expenses of EHzabeth of

York, queen of Henry VII., the following is entered,

dated August, 1502: '^ Item. The same day, Hugh
Denys, for money by him delivered to a stranger that

gave the queen a payre of clavycordes. In crowns for

his reward iiijli."

The words " payre of clav>^cordes " were applied

in the old sense of a '' pair of steps " being a series of

degrees.

The above reward was four times greater than the

estimated value of the gift, so that this royal mark of

approval and appreciation of the maker's generosity

whose name unfortunately is not mentioned, is highly

to the honour of the queen.

These are the earliest references to the clavichord

in England, but the following extract from Caxton's

translation of " The Knyght of the Toure," which was

printed in 1484, proves that it had previously to that

time been in common use among the early French

minstrels :
*' A young man cam to a feste where were

many lordes, ladyes, and demoysels, and arrayed as

they wold have sette them to dinner, and had on him

a coote hardye after the manner of Almayne . . .

Sir Gregory called hym before hym, and demanded

hym where his vyills or clavycordes were. . . . The

yonge man answered, * Syre, I can not meddle there-
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with.' Sayd the knight, * I can not believe it, for ye be

counterfaytted and clothed like a minstrell.'

"

The clavichord-makers held in greatest repute were

Wilhelme, of Cassel, and Venesky and Horn, of

Dresden.

The great painter Rubens played on the clavichord

which is depicted in his St. Cecilia in the Dresden

Gallery. Handel's clavichord may be seen in the

Museum, at Maidstone. It is an Italian instrument

dated 1726.

The instrument which gradually superseded the

clavichord in England was the virginal. It was an

improvement upon the clavicytherium, to which it was

very similar, brass wire being substituted for the catgut

strings. The plectrum of hard leather was replaced by

a piece of raven or crow quill, attached to a small block

centred in a piece of wood called \h^jack, which rose

vertically from the end of the finger-key farthest from

the player. When the key was pressed down, the jack

moved upwards, forcing the quill past the string, which

it thus set in vibration. The quill then remained above

the string as long as the finger held the key down,

allowing the string to vibrate freely, but directly the

finger was removed from the key the quill fell on the

string, and being on a centre the jack returned to its

place, when a small piece of cloth fixed in the top of

the jack stopped the vibrations of the string.
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The touch of the virginal was extremely sensitive.

It was impossible to press down a key, when the

instrument was in order, without the note sounding. If,

however, the key was struck a sharp blow, no greater

power could be obtained than by the lightest pressure.

Fetis, in speaking of the virginal and the spinet, which

was similar to it except in shape, says, " When the

defects inherent in the construction of the clavichord

were discovered, a plan was adopted of striking the

strings with small pieces of quill affixed to minute

springs adjusted to the upper part of small, flat pieces

of wood termed jacks. . . . This new invention was

applied to two instruments which differed only in form.

The one was the virginal, the other the spinet, which

had the form of a harp laid in an horizontal position."

The compass of these instruments was four octaves

from second added line below the bass to second added

line above the treble. Their tone is well described by

Dr. Burney as " a scratch with a sound at the end of

it." The motion of the keys and jacks in this instru-

ment was the cause of the well-known sarcasm of Lord

Oxford, which is thus described by Isaac Reed :

" When Queen Elizabeth was playing on the virginals

Lord Oxford, remarking the motion of the keys, said in

a covert allusion to Raleigh's favour at court, and the

execution of the Earl of Essex, * When y<^<:/^i- start up,

heads go down.' " The virginal was a very favourite
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instrument of Queen Elizabeth, and is sometimes

thought to have been named after that virgin queen^

but this is evidently a mistake, as her sister Mary and

King Henry VIII. were both performers upon this in-

strument. The name virginal is therefore either

derived, as Dr. Johnson considers, from its being princi-

pally cultivated by young ladies, or else from its being

greatly used in convents, in accompanying hymns to

the Virgin. Virginal is not an Italian name, the rectan-

gularinstrumentin Italy is " spinetta tavola.'' In England,

from Henry VII. to Charles II., all quilled instruments,

(stromneti di penna), without distinction as to form, were

known as virginals.

The proficiency of King Henry VIII. and his

daughters as players is well attested. Queen Elizabeth

must, indeed, have performed music that would be

considered exceedingly difficult even now, if she really

played the pieces that are in her virginal music-book,

which is still preserved. Sir James Melvil, in his

" Memoirs," gives an amusing account of a curious

conversation which he had with Queen Elizabeth, to

whom he had been sent on an embassy by Mary, Queen

of Scots, in 1564. After her Majesty had asked how

his queen dressed, " which of the two sovereigns dressed

the better, which of the two was the fairer, and so forth,

she inquired, on learning that Queen Mary sometimes

recreated herself in playing upon the lute and virginal
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f she played well, and was answered, 'Reasonably,

for a queen.' " " The same day, after dinner, my
Lord of Hunsdean drew me up to a quiet gallery that I

might hear some music (but he said he durst not

own it), where I might hear the queen play upon

the virginals. ... I ventured within the chamber,

and stood a pretty pace, hearing her play excellently

well ; but she left off immediately as soon as she turned

her about and saw me. She appeared to be surprised

to see me, and came forward seeming to strike me with

her hand, alleging that she was not used to play before

men, but when she was solitary, to shun melancholy."

One of Queen Elizabeth's virginals is still in existence

at Worcestershire. At the sale of Lord Spencer's effects

at Chichester it was described as having a "case of

cedar covered with crimson Genoa velvet, the inside of

the case lined with strong yellow silk." It is light and

portable, being only twenty-four pounds in weight, five

feet in length, sixteen inches wide, and seven inches

deep. The front is covered entirely with gold. There

are fifty keys, with jacks and quills, thirty of them ebony

tipped with gold, and the semitone keys (twenty in

number) are inlaid with silver, ivory, and different

kinds of wood, each key consisting of about 250 pieces.

The paintings of the royal arms and the ornamentation

give it a most beautiful appearance.

The English spinet was similar to the virginal except
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in its shape, which was nearly that of the harp laid

horizontally, supposing the clavier or keyboard to be

placed on the outside of the trunk or sounding-board.

Amongst the excellent specimens of spinets in the

interesting collection of old musical instruments at

the South Kensington Museum is one probably made

by Annibale del Rossi, of Milan ; compass, four octaves

and an eighth, from E. This instrument has the in-

scription upon it " Anniballis de Roxis, Medeiolanensis

MDLXXVII," and is a beautiful specimen, being

almost covered with precious stones, as even the keys

are profusely ornamented with them. An engraving

of this gorgeously ornamented spinet will be found in

Fig. 18, p. 97. Like the virginal, it had but one string

to each note, which was set in vibration by means of

the jack, with the raven or crow quill attached. When

a second string was added to each note to render the

instrument more powerful and capable of some slight

degree of expression, it was named the harpsichord, or

horizontal harp. The harpsichord was, in effect, a

double spinet, as two rows of quills were used. When
the performer wished to play softly, he was compelled

to take one hand off the keyboard to move a stop to

the right. A single string only was then twanged by

the quill, the second row of jacks and quills being

moved by the rail in which they were fixed so that,

when raised by the key, the quills passed between the
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Strings without setting them in vibration. If the player

required greater power he would move the stop to the

left again, causing the jacks to return to the proper

position for snapping both the strings belonging to each

note. Many rows of jacks, and in some instances an

additional set of keys, were afterwards added, and other

ingenious inventions were introduced into the harpsi-

chord, until this instrument became quite an intricate

piece of mechanism.

Scaliger is stated to have remembered the " harpi-

chordum" and " clavicimbalum" being without quill-

points, and attributes the name "spinetta" to them

from spina, a thorn. Signor Ponsicchi, of Florence, has,

however, discovered another derivation. In a rare book

entitled, Conchisione nel siLono deW organo, di D. Adriano

Banchieri (Bologna, 1608), is found the following

passage :

—
" Spinetta was thus named from the inventor

of that oblong form, who was one Maestro Giovanni

Spinetta, a Venetian
; and I have seen one of those

instruments in the possession of Francesco Stivor,

organist of the magnificent community of Montagnana,

within which was this inscription : Joannes Spinetus

Venetiis fecit ; A.D. 1503." The oldest spinet extant is

to be found in the Conservatoire, Paris, the manufacture

of Francesco di Portalupis at Verona, 1523.

Handel's harpsichords had three or four strings to

each note ; one of them had four strings, two tuned
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in unison, the third an octave above, and a fourth tuned

an octave below the two unison strings and two octaves

below the highest. This was calculated to produce

some effect in the great composer's music ; but it was

with much difficulty kept in tune. A description of the

instrument bequeathed by Handel to his secretary,

Smith (who wrote the music that Handel composed and

dictated), will explain many of the improvements intro-

duced in the harpsichord. This instrument (which was

manufactured by the celebrated Hans Ruckers, of

Antwerp, and is shown in Fig. 19, p. loi) is six feet

eight inches in length, three feet in height from the

ground, and three feet in width. The case is the same

shape as that of the modern grand pianos, and is made

of black japanned deal, with painted ornaments inside

the top and upon the sounding-board. It has two rows

of keys, the compass of each of which is four octaves

and seven-eighths, G to F. The upper row of keys

presses one quill only against one of the strings. The

lower row, by use of the stops, can be made to raise

quills to strike one or two strings ; still further to

increase the tone, a third row with finer and shorter

strings under the others, with separate bridges, could be

vibrated by another row of quills. By the use of the

stops, the player, whilst pressing down a single key,

could make two strings sound in unison, and a third an

octave above, using the upper row of keys for playing

the soft passages.

E—

2
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Handel's performance upon this instrument must

have been very fine, for, even when his loss of sight

compelled him to trust to his inventive powers in play-

ing, his embellishments of the vocal and orchestral

score at the Opera House, London, were so admirable

that the attention of the audience was frequently

diverted from the singing to the accompaniment. This

marked preference often greatly mortified the singers,

one of whom warned Handel that, if he ever played

him such a trick again, he would jump down upon his

instrument and put an end to the nuisance. Handel

was excessively amused at this outburst, and, with his

usual dry humour, said, " You vill jump, vill you ? Ver}'

veil, sare ; be so kind and tell me ven you vill jump,

and I will advertische it in de bills." The attention of

his audience was still gained by Handel, but it need

scarcely be added that the threatened onslaught was not

attempted. The effect of Handel's performance upon

the harpsichord was not, however, due to the instru-

ment ; for such a composer and player would have

made any instrument attractive. At a country church

Handel played so splendidly upon a very ordinary

organ that the congregation, instead of being "played

out," remained fixed in admiration, quite calling for the

organist's impatient remark, " You can't play them out."

He then showed Handel the way, by playing a few

chords in the ordinary manner, and these speedily
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operated upon the people, the church being quickly

cleared. Handels favourite harpsichord-maker was

Hans Ruckers, who in 1585 was the inventor of the

third string tuned to the octave, and who extended the

compass to nearly five octaves. Besides Ruckers and

his family, the principal harpsichord-makers were

Geronimo, of Florence, Coushetti and Tabel.

Merlin changed the octave stop to a third unison about

the year 1770, which rendered the instrument equally

powerful and less likely to get out of tune, the octave

stop being affected by the least change of temperature.

The quill plectra of the harpsichord so quickly wore out

that various substitutes were tried, as the process of

quilling took many hours ; but neither leather, tortoise-

shell, ivory, nor any of the substances used, were found

to answer as well as the crow-quill.

It is strange to notice how old inventions, v/hen

revived, supersede improvements, or supposed improve-

ments, that had previously superseded them. Farini, a

celebrated harpsichord-maker, revived a species of clavi-

cytherium, which was imitated by so many German

makers that the catgut-stringed instruments threatened

to take the place of those with steel and brass wire,

while the upright clavichord was revived in a modified

shape as a new invention by Rigolo, of Florence, in

1625, under the name of the upright harpsichord.

This shape was again introduced nearly two hundred
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years afterwards, under the name of the upright

piano, as a novelty, and has almost superseded the

grand in France and England.

M. Fetis, in his "Sketch of the History of the Piano-

forte," refers to the numberless attempts to make the

harpsichord capable of expression in playing. He says,

" Harpsichords were constructed with more than

twenty different modifications to imitate the sound

of the harp, the lute, the mandoline, the bassoon,

flageolet, oboe, violin, and other instruments. In order

to produce these different effects new rows of jacks

were added, which were furnished with materials of the

softest kind and most conducive to expression ; and

yet, with all the complications of stops, springs, extra

rows of keys, and Venetian swells over the strings, the

grand secret—the real shading of the piano and forte—
were still wanting. Nothing better was devised for

augmenting or diminishing the sound than to put in

motion different rows of jacks, so as to withdraw them

from or approximate them to the strings at pleasure."

Godfrey Silbermann, of Freiburg, made several im-

provements in the harpsichord about the middle of the

eighteenth century, especially in the key-board, which

he extended, and in the touch, which he lightened.

He also revived the clavichord in a slightly altered

form, thus taking a step towards producing the piano-

forte ; for in this instrument, the clavecin d'aptoiir^ the
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strings were struck as in the old clavichord, but struck

and pressed up exactly in the middle of each string

by the brass wedge, which formed a middle bridge,

allowing the string to vibrate in the lengths behind and

in front of it. This was a step in the right direction,

although a step backwards ; but was not followed by

any other striking mechanism for some years.

Our best English makers were the Haywards and

John Hitchcock. After them. Keen, Slade, John

Harris, and Rutgerus Plenius, who invented the lyri-

chord in 1741. This instrument, which was intended

to imitate stringed bow instruments, was played upon

by means of a keyboard and a treadle, that turned a

circular bow used for vibrating the strings when pressed

near to it by the keys' mechanism. The invention has

lately been revived in a slightly modified form under

the name of \h.c pia7io quatuor.

Tabcl introduced some ingenious improvements ; but

one of his foremen, Burckhardt Tschudi, or Schudi,

acquired a still greater reputation. Another of his

workmen, Jacob Kirkman, also became a celebrated

manufacturer, and he was the means of restoring

the harpsichord to the favour that the guitar tempo-

rarily usurped. Burncy, in ''Recs' Cyclopaedia," article

*' Guitar," says that the common guitar was so much

in vogue among all ranks of people as nearly to ruin

the harpsichord and spinet manufacturers. Ladies
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sold their harpsichords for a third of their cost, till

Kirkman, after spending nearly all his money in buying

up these instruments for better times, made a present

of a number of cheap guitars to girls in milliners*

shops and ballad-singers. He then sent them through

the streets singing to a few accompaniments that he

had taught them. In this manner he soon made the

ladies ashamed of their frivolous and vulgar taste.

The harpsichord, although so universal an instru-

ment, was gradually supplanted by the pianoforte. As

that instrument came into public favour, Moscheles,

when giving his Soirees Miisicales in 1838, had very

great difficulty in finding one upon which to perform

some of the lessons of Scarlatti, Handel, and Bach.



CHAPTER VII.

THE INVENTION AND PROGRESS OF THE PIANOFORTE.

The harpsichord and other instruments of the same

class were extremely inefficient substitutes for the

orchestra ; as no improvements introduced in them

could produce the same varieties of expression. It

was reserved for the *' orchestra of the drawing-room,''

the pianoforte, to accomplish this more fully.

The development of the pianoforte was particularly

slow. Thousands of years elapsed before the dulcimer

and the lute were converted into the pianoforte by the

addition of finger-keys that could raise many plectra

together for the purpose of striking chords. The

harpsichord-makers endeavoured to render their pro-

ductions suitable for orchestral compositions, but when

such players as Handel, Bach, Beethoven, Haydn, and

Mozart commenced using keyboard instruments, these

miserable apologies for the orchestra could not continue

long in use ; and when an instrument was invented by

which the light and shade required for imitations of
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orchestral effects could be produced, it is not surprising

that the pianoforte, although at first weak in tone and

of short compass, should be almost universally adopted

by the great composers. '' The use," Thalberg says,

" of this kind of instrument led to the peculiar

capabilities of the pianoforte being thoroughly studied

and appreciated ; and the composers repaid their obli-

gations to the instrument by writing for it many of the

very finest productions of music, and by practising the

execution of these productions to such an extent as to

be able to bring them before the public with the

greatest possible eclat. The importance which the in-

strument thus gained led from time to time to its im-

provement"'and enlargement, and this again to still

finer compositions being produced for it, and to the

adaptation for the pianoforte of all the best orchestral

compositions ; so that the advance of art and the im-

provement^of the piano have had a mutual effect upon

each other, until it is now beyond all question the first

of musical instruments both to the profession and to

the cultivated classes of society."

National vanity naturally causes the wish to possess

the greatest number of men of genius, so that no

sooner does anything really useful or novel appear,

than it is claimed by half-a-dozen nations or indi-

viduals. It is not surprising, therefore, that although

little more than a century and a half has elapsed since
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the pianoforte was invented, the name of the actual

inventor is almost lost amid a crowd of claimants and

appropriators. In England the invention is claimed for

Father Wood, an English Monk at Rome, who manu-

factured a pianoforte in 1711, and sold it to Samuel

Crisp, Esq., the author of "Virginia," from whom it

was purchased by Fulke Greville, Esq. This instru-

ment, being the first piano seen in England, produced

an immense sensation amongst musicians ; for it gave

skilful performers the opportunity of playing with

much greater expression than was possible with any

harpsichord or spinet. It was, however, defective in

its action, and rapid music could not be played upon it

with good effect ; but when such slow pieces as the

Dead March in " Saul " were performed, it was con-

sidered a marvel.

Although Father Wood's claim to the invention of

the piano is often stoutly maintained, the best authen-

ticated is that of the Italians; for, in 17 11, Bartolomeo

Cristoforo, sometimes called Cristofali, a native of

Padua, had already manufactured three pianos, which

are thus described in the " Giornale de' Litterati d'

Italia" (Venice, 171 1), by the celebrated Scipione

Mafifei " Signor Bartolommeo Cristofali, of Padua,

harpsichord-player of the most Serene Prince of

Tuscany, has already made three harpsichords, in

which the production of more or less sound depends
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upon the force the player uses in pressing upon the

keys, by regulating which not only are the piano and

^Q forte heard, but also the degrees of tone, as in the

violoncello." After speaking of the opposition this new

invention met with, which he ascribes to musicians

condemning it without proper trial, Maffei proceeds :

" Instead of the jacks that produced sound by quills

there is a little row of hammers that strike the string

from below, the tops of which are covered with leather.

Every hammer has the end inserted into a circular butt,

that renders it movable ; these butts are partially em-

bedded and strung together in a receiver. Near the

butt, and under the stem of the hammer, there is a

projecting part or support that, receiving the blow from

beneath, raises the hammer and causes it to strike the

string with whatever degree of force is given by the

hand of the performer ; hence the sound produced can

be greater or less, at the pleasure of the player." The

mechanism, which is then described, was ingenious,

and the damping was effected by luider-dampers—that

is, the dampers acted under the strings.

From Maffei's description it seems evident that

Cristofali was really the inventor of the pianoforte in

1 710, and the Italians have quite made up their minds

that his name was Bartolomeo Cristoforo. Much con-

fusion, however, has been caused on the subject of

Cristoforo's invention through his birth having been
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fixed by several biographers twenty-three years later

than the year to which it really belongs ; and as, ac-

cording to Maffei, the first pianoforte was made by

Cristofali of Padua, it has been assumed by some

writers that Cristofali of Padua, and Cristoforo of

Florence, were two different persons, and in the year

1876 a festival was held at Florence to commemorate

Cristoforo's important work. He must have been a

genius, for in every part of the piano, and the harpsi-

chord also, he introduced some improvement, in the

case and sounding-board as well as in the mechanism.

Although Cristoforo's claim to the invention seems

perfectly clear, it is still disputed. Fetis, the Great

Belgian authority, claims for Marius, the French manu-

facturer, that he " submitted two instruments to the

examination of the Academic des Sciences, in the

month of February, 1716;" for in the " Recueil des

Instruments et des Machines approuves par TAcademie

des Sciences" are found, under Nos. 172, 173, and 174,

engraved plans of three instruments, termed by Marius

'' clavecins a maillet," with a description of the me-

chanism, which was very simple and imperfect, being

merely a piece of wood fastened into the end of each

key, which raised a hammer covered with sheepskin

over the striking part. In another action, however,

he approached nearer to the desired result.

That Cristoforo's invention was five years at least
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prior to Marlus's, and that it is greatly superior, is cer-

tain ; but it is possible, from the crudeness of the

mechanism made by Marius, that he had never heard

of or seen any of Cristofali's pianos, which did not gain

any great success.

The claimant advanced by the Germans, Cristoph

Gottlieb Schroter, deserves more than passing notice
;

for, although he cannot be considered the inventor

of the piano, his improvements upon Cristoforo's in-

vention were very great. Schroter, the son of an

organist, was born at Hohenstein, on the borders of

Bohemia, August lo, 1699, so that he was only eleven

or twelve years old when Cristoforo invented the piano.

When eighteen years of age, and a pupil at the

school of the Holy Cross, in Dresden, he constructed a

model of a pianoforte, which was afterwards ex-

hibited to the Court at Dresden, and received the

approval of the Elector of Saxony ; but no reward was

given to the inventor and maker. " In 1717," he says,

" I constructed at Dresden, after much consideration

the model of a new clavier, wit/i Jiammers^ upon which

one could play loudly or softly."

Silbermann, of Strasbourg, Spaett, of Dresden, and

Stein, of Augsburg, copied it, but made Schroter no

payment for using his invention without his consent.

Godfrey Silbermann manufactured many pianos upon

Schroter's system. After making two with great care
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he submitted them to Sebastian Bach for his approval
;

but this was not to be obtained easily, for, after trying

and examining them carefully, Bach praised the me-

chanism, but complained of the tone, which he said was

unequal and feeble, especially in the upper octaves.

" The trebles were too weak ; the touch was too heavy."

Although Silbermann was naturally chagrined at

the opinion given by the great composer, this

was his stepping-stone to fortune ; for he was so

determined to conquer the difficulty that, after

many trials, he succeeded in producing an in-

strument which Bach declared was " without fault."

There is no doubt, however, that he owed his success to

his adoption of Cristoforo's pianoforte without further

alteration than the compass and colour of the keys, and

the style of the case. In the pianofortes purchased

by Frederick the Great, there were to be found the

Cristofali framing, stringing, inverted wrest-plank and

action complete.

Forkel, in his " Life of Sebastian Bach," says that

Frederick the Great of Prussia, who was an excellent

flautist and musician, heard some of Silbermann's "forte-

pianos " (so called at first to denote the newly-acquired

power of playing loudly and softly). He was so greatly

pleased with them that, although they were fifteen in

number, he purchased the whole, placing them in

different apartments of his palace. He then invited

\
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Bach, whose son, Charles Philip Emanuel, was in

his service, to the palace. The invitation being at last

accepted, and Bach having arrived at the lodgings of his

son, the king was at one of his private concerts, but

after he had seen Bach's name amongst the list of

strangers, he said, *' Gentlemen, old Bach is come at

last." When he arrived in his travelling-dress the king

took him over the palace to try the *' forte-pianos " he

had purchased, declaring the concert postponed. The

celebrated contrapuntist then spent the whole evening

with the king, who tested his musical powers most

severely. He at last gave the great composer a subject

on which to extemporise a fugue in six parts, but, as it

was unsuitable, Bach employed a subject of his own.

Although Bach preferred the clavichord for private

practice, he recommended the piano so strongly that

Silbermann was wonderfully successful, establishing his

reputation without a rival, and rapidly amassing a con-

siderable fortune.

Another imitator of Schroter, John Andrew Stein, of

Augsburg, whose daughter was afterwards married to

Streicher, of Vienna, was a pupil of Silbermann's, and

was very successful as a pianoforte-maker. Mozart, in

one of his letters, dated October 17th, 1777, says, " I

begin, in describing different pianos, with those of Stein.

Before meeting with them I thought those of Spaett

were the best ; now I give the preference to the first
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mentioned, for his are better and more commodious than

the pianos of the Ratisbon manufacturer. In passages

that require vigorous play I can lift the finger or leave

it on the note, for the sound is not prolonged beyond

the instant in which it is heard ; it never shivers, nor

does it ever fail to sound, as in other pianos. It is true

Stein never lets a piano go under three hundred florins,

but one cannot sufBciently repay the trouble and zeal

he employs ; his instruments have one quality found in

them, and, above all, they have the escape movement,

without which it is almost impossible that a piano can

render a well-articulated sound. The hammers fall

again as soon as they have touched the string, whether

the finger be left on the key or not. When Stein has

finished a piano he plays all kinds of passages upon it,

and never quits it until it is capable of anything, for he

labours not for pecuniary interest, but for his love of

the art. He frequently says, ' Were I not myself a

passionate amateur in music, my patience would long-

ago have failed me ; but I like an instrument that assists

the musician, and serves for a long time.' His pianos,

in fact, are very lasting." In explaining the manner of

construction, Mozart adds, " Stein warrants the solidity

of his sounding-boards. When he has completed one,

he exposes it to the air, rain, sun, and snow—in a word,

to every atmosphere—that it may split ; then, by means

of slips firmly glued in, he closes the crevices. When a
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sounding-board has been thus prepared it may be

regarded as safe against all accidents." Mozart, at some

length, then praises Stein's pedals, which were pressed

by the knees, and were used instead of the usual harp-

sichord stops, which compelled the player to raise his

hands from the keyboard.

The extracts given from Mozart's letter convey an

accurate idea of the perfection at which the makers and

musical professors considered the pianoforte had arrived,

and a general idea of the instruments themselves, which

were in the shape of the square and grand, with very

little power of tone and only five octaves of compass.

The escape action mentioned was that invented by

Schroter, whose plans had been copied by several

makers.

Schroter was the organist at Nordhausen, and in 1763

protected some further inventions by patenting them.

Five years afterwards he published a description of

these improvements, with which, he said, "the per-

former can "^X-dL-y piano ox forte at pleasure." Hence he is

often considered the inventor of the name oipianofcrte^'xi

not of the instrument itself; but even this is contra-

dicted by the record of the purchase of fifteen " forte-

pianos" twenty years previously by Frederick the

Great, while the name itself, by which the instruments

were expressly mentioned, implies that the piano was of

Italian origin. Schroter was so successful a manufac-
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turer, that he speedily realised a large fortune ; but he

retained his organist's place at Nordhausen until his

death in 1782. In contrast to Schroter's success, it

is recorded that the first pianoforte-makers, Cristofali

and Marius, derived no material benefit from their

inventions. Cristofali died in 1731 ; although he had

pupils, he founded no school of pianoforte manufacture.



CHAPTER VIII.

PROGRESS OF THE PIANOFORTE FROM ITS INTRODUCTION

INTO ENGLAND.

Although the pianoforte had been rising rapidly in

public favour on the Continent, almost the only piano-

fortes in England were those made by a celebrated

harpsichord manufacturer, Plenius, the inventor of the

lyrichord. Having copied the crude instrument made

by Father Wood in 17 ii, he attempted the manufacture

of pianos, but with little success, as the harpsichords

were generally preferred. There seemed, indeed, to be a

universal desire to return to the harpsichord, to which

the piano was for a long time inferior in many respects.

Even King Frederick of Prussia seemed to have partly

considered the harpsichord superior, for, in 1765, he

ordered one of the best harpsichords that the great

London maker, Burckhardt Tschudi, could produce.

This is not altogether to be wondered at, as the harpsi-

chord had for a long time been manufactured very
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extensively, so that numerous improvements had been

introduced in it, bringing it to the greatest perfec-

tion of which it was capable ; whilst the pianoforte,

being a comparatively new invention, and not manu-

factured in such large numbers, was in its infancy.

The event which seems partly to have turned the tide

of public opinion in England was the arrival of twelve

working pianoforte-makers in 1760, who came over in

search of employment. They were familiarly known as

the "twelve apostles," as they succeeded in converting

the English partiality for the harpsichord into love for

the pianoforte. All the pianofortes made in England

were in the shape of grands, until Zumpe, (written Zumpe

in Enc. B.), a German, commenced making small square

instruments in 1760. This application of the virginal

form to the pianoforte is claimed by Fetis for Frederici,

of Gera, an organ-builder, who made square pianos in

1758, two years before Zumpe. The tone of Zumpe's

pianos was sweet, and the touch was good ; and as these

excellent qualities were combined with low prices, con-

venience of shape, and power of expression in playing,

his instruments suddenly grew into such favour that

Zumpe was unable to supply the demand for them in

England and France. An authority of the time says

that in nearly every house throughout the kingdom the

older stringed instruments were replaced by these pianos.

Zump^ was one of the successful pianoforte-makers, and
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he realised a large fortune before retiring from business.

Many anecdotes are told of his cheerful glass and well-

filled pipe, without which, in those days, a German did

not acknowledge that he lived.

Backers, a harpsichord-maker of the second rank,

had constructed several pianos before Zumpe, but his

success was not great ; for, although he improved the

mechanism, his instruments lost the spirit of the

harpsichord, and gained nothing in sweetness of tone.

In 1763 John Christian Bach, an excellent organist,

pianist, and composer, one of the sons of the great

Sebastian Bach, gave a series of concerts in conjunction

with Abel, at which he introduced the pianoforte, play-

ing the compositions of the best German masters upon

it. This use of the instrument for public performance

brought it into such favour that England was soon in-

vaded by a fresh band of German manufacturers, and

the harpsichord-makers also commenced manufacturing

pianofortes. Musicians perceived the superiority of the

pianoforte over the harpsichord, writing many of their

best pieces expressly for it, and Haydn alone composed

sixty pianoforte sonatas. The instrument upon which

Gluck composed his celebrated " Armida " and other

works was made by Johannes Pohlmann in 1772, and

was exhibited in the International Exhibition of 1862,

and again at the Inventions Exhibition of 1885. Ac-

cepting it as a fair specimen of the pianos of that
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period, some slight description may be of interest. It

is a square piano ; the length is four feet and a half, and

the width two feet, with a small square sounding-board

at the end. The strings are little more than threads
;

so thin, indeed, that a moderately hard blow would

break them ; but as the action is very imperfect, and the

hammers are merely a few thicknesses of leather glued

over the heads of the horizontal levers working on

hinges, these strings were sufficiently thick to bear the

weak blows that were struck upon them. It is difficult

to conceive how such players as Beethoven, Haydn, and

Mozart could have used an instrument which seems so

utterly useless and insignificant when compared with the

fine pianos of the present time ; but the necessity of the

composer to have some imitation of orchestral effects

immediately at his command was doubtless the reason

for its success.

Pianofortes were not used in private only ; for, besides

the notices of Bach's performance, there is a Covent

Garden playbill still in existence from which the follow-

extract is taken :

—

For the benefit of Miss Brickler, i6th May, 1767.

* * At the end of the first act Miss Brickler will sing a
favourite song from ''Judith," accompanied by Mr. Dibdin on a

new instrument called the pianoforte.

Some writers upon music have mentioned Mason, the

favourite poet and friend of Gray, as the inventor of the
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pianoforte. This is a mistake, although Mason intro-

duced several important improvements. The writer ol

the article " Pianoforte," in the *' Encyclopaedia Britan-

nica," published in i8io, says, "The piano has been

called a national instrument, because it is said to have

been of English contrivance, the invention of the cele-

brated poet Mason." Mention of Mason would hardly

have been necessary had not several learned foreign

writers upon musical instruments supposed that the

English founded their claim to the invention of the piano

upon Mason's improvements.

These and other improvements assisted in rendering

the pianoforte very popular as a concert instrument, to

judge by the announcements still extant. One of

these mentions that Michael Arne would preside at the

pianoforte in the orchestra during the performance of

" Lionel and Clarissa " at the Dublin Theatre.

In the year 175 1, John Broadwood, a young Scotch

carpenter and joiner, about twenty years of age, arrived

in London, and succeeded in obtaining a situation in

the employ of Tschudi, where he rapidly rose into

favour with Mr. and Miss Tschudi. Like the proverbi-

ally good apprentice, he married his master's daughter,

and became his partner and successor.

In 1776, Becker, or Backers, assisted by John Broad-

wood and another workman in the employment of

Tschudi—Robert Stodart— after many experiments,
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succeeded in producing the grand action which was used

by Stodart until the time of the dissolution of the

celebrated firm founded by him. This mechanism has

been used by the firm of John Broadwood and Sons,

with slight modifications, until the present time. The

first mention of a grand pianoforte made with this

action is found in the books of Tschudi and Company,

under date 1781.

Another celebrated manufacturer, Sebastian Erard

(or Erhadt, rather), is well worthy of notice. He was

the eldest of the four children of an upholsterer in

Strasbourg, and was born April 5, 1752. When eight

years of age he commenced the study of architecture,

perspective, linear design, and practical geometry, at

the schools of his native city ; and to this Erard

ascribes his success. His early acquaintance with

drawing and the principles of mechanics was undoubt-

edly of great service to him.

When only sixteen years of age, Sebastian Erard

found himself the head of his family, for his father,

having married when advanced in years, died whilst his

children were all quite young. The lad then courage-

ously set off for Paris, as he fancied that there he would

have a greater chance of success than in Strasbourg.

By his talent and perseverance he became the chief

workman of a harpsichord-maker, but was at last dis-

charged, as he was ''too inquisitive, and wanted to know
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too much." Another maker, being unable to execute

an order he had received, sought out young Erard and

gave it to him, reserving the right of affixing his own

name as maker. When the order was completed, the

supposed maker, not being able to explain the mechanism

was compelled to refer to Erard for explanation. This

fact, and Erard's other harpsichord improvements, being

extensively circulated in Paris in the musical world, so

greatly increased his reputation that the Duchess of

Villeroi heard of him, and engaged him to execute

some inventions the plans of which she had herself de-

signed. When twenty years of age, Sebastian Erard

manufactured his first piano, in imitation of the English

instrument, and this so greatly increased his reputation

that he received numerous orders for similar instruments,

sent for his brother, Jean Batiste, and with him founded

the house of Erard.

The Revolution drove him to England, where, in 1794,

he patented some harp improvements. He returned to

Paris two years afterwards, when affairs were quieter.

In 1808 he patented his celebrated invention of the

double action in the harp. He died August 3, 1831.

Another well-known maker, Ignace Pleyel, was born

in the year 1757, at Rupperstahl, near Vienna. He was
the twenty-fourth child of Martin Pleyel, a village

schoolmaster, and of a lady of noble birth, who was dis-

inherited by her parents on account of her imprudent
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marriage. His mother died at his birth, and his father,

marrying again, had a secondfamily of fourteen, and died

at the age of ninety-eight. A Hungarian nobleman.

Count Erloedy, perceiving the talents of Ignace Pleyel,

acted as his patron, paid all expenses of his tuition under

Haydn, and allowed him to visit Italy, where he was

introduced to the king. As chapel-master of Strasbourg

Cathedral, and composer ofmany excellent works, Pleyel

is honourably remembered. He was, however, so perse-

cuted by his political enemies that he was compelled to

leave Strasbourg and settle in Paris in 1805, where he

soon became celebrated as a pianoforte-maker. In

1834, his son Camille, and Kalkbrenner, his partner,

manufactured a thousand instruments in the course of

the year, and employed two hundred and fifty workmen.

This was considered an enormous number, although it

would certainly not be thought so now.

These four, Broadwood, Stodart, Erard, and Pleyel

were at this time the principal pianoforte-makers.

In 1774 Joseph Merlin tried to effect a compromise

between the harpsichord and the piano which had nearly

superseded it. He patented a compound harpsichord

and piano, five octaves in compass, the two instruments

being played together or separately at will. When one

of the pedals was pressed by the foot, the performer

played upon one row of strings only
;
pressed a degree
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lower, two were struck
;
pressed still lower, the octave

was sounded with them. This, the inventor said, " pro-

duces the swell of the organ." Robert Stodart patented

a somewhat similar instrument three years afterwards,

but the pianoforte by itself was preferred to these combi-

nations.

John Broadwood's first patent, dated July 17, 1773,

states that it is " for his new-constructed pianoforte,

which \s far s7iperior to any i7istrtiment of the kindhitherto

made!' It was principally for the position of the wrest-

pins and the shape of the hammers and dampers.

The first action of the pianoforte, properly so called,

was extremely defective when compared with that to

which we are now accustomed ; it was, in fact, the clavi-

chord brass wire in the key, with a leather button on the

top, as in the second figure in illustration No. 17, on

p. 87. When the key was pressed down the button

struck the hammer against the string, causing it to

vibrate. This simple but imperfect action was generally

known by the name of "the old man's head." At the

extreme end of the key the sticker, or viopstick, as it is

termed, raised the damper at the same moment that the

hammer was impelled against the string. The damper

was a wooden lever, lying horizontally over the strings

with a piece of cloth attached to the free end. This

action continued long in use, even to the commencement,

of the present century. The blow it gave upon the string
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was very weak, so that the tone it produced greatly

lacked power ; and it had this serious defect, that, unless

the key was struck with considerable force, the hammer

did not reach quite up to the wire, and consequently no

sound was produced. If, to remedy this, the hammer

quite reached the string, with a strong blow it would

block—that is, the hammer would remain against the

string after the blow had been struck, and thus stop its

vibrations. To remedy these defects several escapement

actions were invented, which raised the hammer so near

to the string that a slight blow caused it to strike, and

the hopper escaped or slipped from under the hammer,

allowing it to fall away from the string, as in fig. 3,

illustration No. 17, p. 87. All these actions, however, had

one serious defect. After the hopper had raised the

hammer and had " escaped," the hammer fell upon it or

else upon the hammer-rail, and after a heavy blow re-

bounded to the string, damping the vibrations and

injuring the tone. This was remedied by the introduc-

tion of a leather-covered cheeky which caught the head of

the hammer after it had struck its blow and fallen down,

where it held it until released by the removal of the

finger from the key. This check-action was known in

England by the name of the grand action, and in

Germany as die EngliscJie Mechanik. The great improve-

ment of the check, however, caused a defect which re-

quired a remedy. After the hammer had fallen, it was
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necessary for the key to rise to its position of rest before

the note could be repeated, but the upward motion of

the hammer was prevented by the check. This difficulty

has been found the greatest of all in pianoforte

mechanism, for the hammer, while held securely, must

always be ready to strike again. Many attempts were

made to overcome the obstacle, but none perfectly

succeeded.

In 1792 John Geib, the inventor of an action well

known as the grasshopper^ attempted to revive the

clavichord in combination with the pianoforte, with

separate sets of keys, but he had little success.

As the mechanism of the piano improved, the thin

wire with which the instruments were strung was

found to produce less tone than thicker wire. Several

makers tried stringing their pianos more heavily, but

they found that, although the wooden framing of the

case was sufficiently strong to bear the tension of the

thin wire, the strain from the thicker metal was so

much greater that instruments thus strung did not

stand in tune. Joseph Smith, in 1799, and Broadwood,

in 1808, introduced metal bracings to assist the case in

withstanding this extra pressure. When John Broad-

wood, the founder of the firm of John Broadwood and

Sons, died in 18 12, at the advanced age of eighty-one,

he was succeeded by his son James Tschudi Broad-

wood. A fellow workman of his, Robert Stodart,
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succeeded Americus Backers, founding the firm known

so long and honourably as John William and Matthew

Stodart, a firm that was almost unrivalled until a few

years since, when the last partner retired and would

not suffer any other house to trade upon the name.

Robert Stodart patented many valuable inventions,

such as his "Grand Forte-Piano, with an octave swell,"

which produced various fine tones at the will of the

player, and 'is especially worthy of mention. Two of

his workmen, Thom and Allen, in 1820 patented an

excellent system of bracing, with hollow metal tension-

bars applied over the strings of the grand pianos.

These metallic tubes were fixed firmly at one end,

and at the other were made movable in a slide, which

allowed them to expand or contract in the same degree

as the strings, so that great strength was given to the

instrument ; and changes of temperature made little

difference to the tuning of pianos constructed upon

this system, which was adopted by Stodart in all hi.<

grands.

The English pianos differed widely from all others,

as they were powerful in tone, and the touch was firm

when compared with the Continental instruments.

Nearly all the latter were finished with the simple

but flimsy *' Viennese action." In 1782 John Godfre>-

Hildebrand constructed a piano with a novel species of

action and construction. It was in the shape of a

F
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square piano, with the sounding-board covering the

whole length of the instrument. The hammer struck

downwards, the action being above the string ; but the

position being contrary to gravitation, this action has

never been successful, although Streicher, Petzold,

VVornum, Pape, and many other makers have attempted

to perfect it. The compass of the pianoforte was only

live octaves and a half until Francis Panormo, an ex-

cellent pianist and musician, suggested the advisability

of extending it. The first addition was half an octave

of keys in the treble to C altissimo, and the scale was,

afterwards carried down to CCC in the bass, thus

extending it to six octaves. The compass was next

carried up to F in the treble, forming six octaves

and a half ; and when another note was added, G, it

was termed six octaves and three-quarters. After this,

the addition of the treble A made the compass six and

seven-eighths octaves, and that of the bass notes to A
formed the complete seven octaves. These additions

were made at different and irregular times, as the

mechanical resources of manufacturers became en-

larged, and the music written for the instrument

extended in compass.

In the year 1800 Muzio Clementi and Frederick W.

Collard commenced business. Clementi was the son of

an embosser in silver at Rome, and was born there in

the year 1752. He displayed great musical ability, and
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when nine years of age obtained an organist's situation

in his native city. When twelve years old he com-

posed a mass for four voices, which Carpani, his

master, was compelled to applaud, although he added

that had he been consulted " the mass might have been

better." When the famous Peter Beckford was at

Rome he heard the juvenile organist play with such

taste and execution that he brought him to England,

and undertook his musical education at his seat in

Dorsetshire. At eighteen years of age " the young

Roman," as dementi was called, displayed such re-

markable talent as a pianist and composer that he

achieved a most brilliant success, rivalling Mozart, of

whom he was a firm friend. He became connected

with the firm of Longman and Lakey in 1767. The

name of the firm was afterwards changed to that of

Clementi, Collard, and Collard. dementi's name, and

his intimate acquaintance with Haydn, Mozart, and

numberless other celebrated musicians and noble

patrons, lent a prestige to the firm that quickly

raised it to an equality with the oldest- established

houses.

From this time the harpsichord was entirely super-

seded by the piano, and as the few remaining harpsi-

chord-makers turned their attention to the improvement

of pianos, these instruments attained great excellence

in a surprisingly short time. One of the greatest of

F—

2
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the improvements introduced was Sebastian Erard's

repetition action for grand pianos, patented in 1821.

The improvements he had previously introduced

—

the upward bearing of the strings and his system of

constructing the grand case—were eclipsed by this

invention, and the name of Erard is now always

associated with his celebrated grand action. The

repetition of a note in this action is perfect and

the touch is light. Although extremely compli-

cated, the mechanism is excellently constructed,

and has been very generally adopted in grand

pianos. Sebastian Erard patented several attempts

to obtain a repetition combined with that which is

as essential, a perfect check, in the 7ipright piano-

forte, but failed to produce a simple one, although

his efforts resulted in producing an excellent check

action without the repetition. This improvement

upon Robert Wornum's action, patented in 1826,

is still in use throughout the Continent and

America. Especial praise is due to Wornum for his

numerous inventions, the principal one of which is the

** tape action."

A harmonic bar was introduced for the grand

pianoforte by Pierre Erard in 1838. This was a gun-

metal bar of alternate pressing or drawing power by

screws tapped into the wrest-plank immediately above

the treble bearings. A similar bar was subsequently
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extended by Broadwood across the extreme wrest-

plank to prevent any tendency in the wrest-plank

to rise from the combined upward drawing of the

strings.



CHAPTER IX.

INVENTION AND PROGRESS OF THE UPRIGHT PIANOFORTE.

The square and grand pianos only have been men-

tioned in the preceding chapters. In both of these

instruments the strings are placed in a horizontal

position. In addition to these there are pianos of an

upright form in which, with the exception of the oblique^

the strings are vertical. The oblique and the cross-

strung oblique are in the form of upright pianos, and

are generally classed with them ; but they are in

reality totally different instruments, as the strings run

obliquely from the bass end to the lower corner of the

treble, and are of greater length than those in the

upright, although the obliques are not usually so high

as the cottage pianos. Greater power of tone and com-

pactness of form are thus gained, but at an increased

cost in the construction of the case.

The form of the grand, which is the same as that of

the harpsichord, was probably suggested by the varying

134
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length of the strings. Being exactly suited to the

introduction of the best mechanism, and the length of

sounding-board and the strings producing a finer tone,

this is the best shape for tone as well as for touch, and

is always the one in which the finest instruments are

made. Grand pianos are of three kinds—the concert,

the semi or drawing-room, and the boudoir grands
;

these names denoting the length. The terms bichord

and trichord imply the number of strings to each note

in the tenor and treble of the instrument.

The square piano varies in shape and size, the grand

square, rather a large size with grand action, being the

principal. The shape of the square, like the clavichord,

is oblong rectangular ;—an exceedingly awkward shape

in manufacture, as it renders it difficult to strengthen

the framing sufficiently : the oblique position of the

action and keyboard also are objectionable. These

faults and its ungainly appearance have caused the use

of the square to be discontinued except in India and

America.

The grand and the square were the only classes of

pianos manufactured until grands were set on end and

raised two or three feet from the ground upon legs, and

the instrument was played from the lower end.

A great improvement, the combination of iron with

wood in pianoforte framing, is said to be due to John

Isaac Hawkins, an Englishman and an engineer living at
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Philadelphia, where he invented and first produced the

now familiar cottage pianoforte, or " portable grand " as

he then called it. This he patented in America in 1800,

his father, Isaac Hawkins, taking out the English patent

for him the same year. It was the first piano with the

strings descending to the floor, the keyboard being raised.

The instrument was in a complete iron frame, inde-

pendent of the case ; and in this frame, strengthened by

iron resistance-rods, combined with an iron upper

bridge, the"sound-board is entirely suspended.

This, the uprigJit grand, was so unwieldy, from its

great height, that the cabinet, invented by Southwell,

in 1807, or by Hancock, a musical-instrument maker in

Westminster, a few years earlier, quickly superseded it.

The cabinet was formed by the frame of the piano being

brought down to the ground, and the tone was produced

by the action of connecting rods and levers from the

keys, which caused the hammers to strike against the

strings. It formed an elegant piece of furniture, and

continued long in favour, although its great height

—

six feet—and length of action were unfavourable to

delicacy of touch. In 1811 Rober Wornum reduced

the height to between four and five feet, under the

name of the Jiarmonic, a name afterwards changed to

cottage piano. Sixteen years later its height was still

further 'reduced by him to three feet and a half, under

the name of the piccolo. The cottage and piccolo
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pianos became very popular, and have almost super-

seded the grand for private practice in England and

France. The cost of these instruments was much less

than that of the grands, although such exorbitant prices

were paid for them to the principal firms that they

were beyond the reach of the middle classes. How-
ever, a great change commenced in 1835, when John

Brinsmead, founder of the firm of John Brinsmead and

Sons, began manufacturing really excellent pianos at

moderate prices, and several other good makers fol-

lowed his example. The result was that, when these

instruments had been thoroughly tested by some years,

use, the idea that an instrument could not be made

properly for less than eighty guineas was abandoned,

and good pianos at moderate prices had a large and

increasing sale.

Many inventions patented at this time have since

been revived as new discoveries. John Schweiso,

patented a wrest-plank of cast iron instead of wood

which has since been reintroduced. John Godwin in

1836 obtained a patent for his arrangement of the

strings, part of them running obliquely over the others.

This also has been lately revived in America and upon

the Continent with great success. Charles Wheatstone

in the same year patented an invention for making a

note sustain as long as the finger kept the key pressed

down. This was accomplished by means of apertures
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slightly larger than the diameter of the string, through

which a current of air passed, keeping the string in

vibration. James Stewart, who was in the employment

of Collard and Collard (and previously a member of the

firm of Chickering in America), patented many excellent

improvements in the mechanism of the piano.

An invention patented by Alexander Bain in 1847 was

one in which several instruments could be performed

upon simultaneously by the intervention of an electro-

magnetic apparatus. The pianist played upon a piano,

the keys of which worked temporary magnets in con-

nection with the other instruments to be used, so that

the act of one player could be transferred to several

similiar or even dissimilar instruments. This invention

was most ingenious and well worthy of success ; but

other inventions for which patents were granted were

as ridiculous as Bain's was ingenious. Daniel Hewitt

for instance, lost twelve thousand pounds in a few years

through attempting to introduce a down-striking grand

piano, known as the " camel-back " from its peculiarly

ungainly appearance. In a patent dated December 16,

1854, he proposed affixing a wrest-plank and bent side

(the two parts that together carry the strings) to the

brick or stone wall of an apartment, so as to avoid the

necessity for constructing costly framework, with strong-

bracing to resist the tension of the strings between

which and the wall he placed his sounding-board.
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John Dewrance ^in 1855 patented a system of cast-

iron framing instead of wood, and his invention is

now imitated in an improved form throughout the

world.

The [Exhibition of 185 1 had a most beneficial effect

upon pianoforte manufacture ; for comparison of the

instruments of different individuals and nations must

necessarily have a good result. The conclusions arrived

at from this comparison were that England had far out-

stripped every other nation in the manufacture of pianos.

The Council Medal was awarded to Efard, of London,

at the Exhibition of 185 1. Fetis, the deputy-chairman

of the jurors in 1862, noticed this; and in his report

paid a deserved compliment to the English makers,

especially mentioning John Broadwood and Sons,

Collard and Collard, Hopkinson, Kirkman, and John

Brinsmead and Sons, each of which firms had patented

great improvements in the grand and upright instru-

ments. Of John Brinsmead and Sons he said, " Their

productions have fixed the attention of the jury by

their excellent construction, the perfection of their

mechanism, and the most satisfactory quality of their

tone."

The overstrung square pianos by Steinway and Sons,

New York, and Chickering and Sons, Boston, U.S.A.,

were much admired, and the s}'stcm of overstringing

was subsequently applied to the horizontal grand and
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upright pianofortes in America and also throughout

Europe.

Griener and Sandilands exhibited an ingenious but

complicated appliance for tuning the three strings to

each note in a piano at the same time, and another

invention of a set of organ-pedals to be used with the

piano. Each pedal pulled the wide end of a wedge-

shaped plectrum between two thick strings behind the

performer, producing a pedal-pipe quality of sound.

There were also several inventions of Montal exhibited,

to which additional interest was attached from the fact

that the inventor is blind. These, like many other in-

ventions exhibited, were far more ingenious than useful,

although they were worthy of great commendation. A
clever arrangement of the loud pedal action prevented

the confused sound generally arising from its unskilful

use, by allowing only the first notes struck to remain

sounding whilst all others were stopped by the dampers.

This arrangement w^as subsequently introduced in

America. The bridge of reverberation or duplex scale

for producing sustained effects, invented by Collard and

Collard, also has been improved and introduced in the

United States.

The number of makers exhibiting pianos of ordinary

manufacture naturally suggests the oft-repeated ques-

tion, " Where do all the pianos go to ?
" In the

" London Directory " alone we find the names of more
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than 200 pianoforte manufacturers. If each of these

makers produce ten per week, there would be at least

104,000 pianos manufactured annually /;/ London alone

^

but of the 200 names there arc but few who really make

pianos, the remainder being pianoforte dealers, who affix

their name-labels to the pianos which they purchase from

pianoforte makers. When it is remembered that there

are large factories in France, Austria, Germany, and

throughout the continents of Europe and America, it is

no wonder that the question still arises, ''Where do all

the pianos go to ?
" " To pieces',' is the answer respecting

the mass of rubbishingly cheap pianos. That well-

known and most adventurous Frenchman, yclept Dc

Tonnant, who, calling himself Orelie the First, was

for some time King of Araucaria, wished to gain at

one time the support of a most influential old Pata-

gonian chief. He accordingly bestowed on the savage

a worn-out grand piano, which he had bought for 80 f.

A few days after making this generous present, Dc

Tonnant went one morning to pay an early visit

to the Patagonian. He found him sleeping peacefull\'

with his wife inside the piano, from which he had care-

fully removed sounding-board, strings, &c., and which,

thus transformed, constituted a not uncomfortable bed

stead. This may account for the final resting-place of

old ''grands," but what is the end of worn-out cottage

pianos ? As to the well-made instruments, the in-
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evitable effects of time and climate influence even the

most solid and durable mechanism. The wear and tear

from use and abuse, especially of those instruments em-

ployed in teaching, are probably some of the causes.

Augmented population, and increasing love and culti-

vation of music amongst all classes, are also serious

items. One of the principal causes, however, of such

numbers of pianos being made is the rapidly progressive

improvement of the mechanism used in their con-

struction, which constantly induces, almost compels, the

affluent classes to reject the pianos they possess, not

because time and use have impaired them, but because

the genius and inv-ention of makers have placed before

them instruments with better touch and more powerful

tone. The old instruments are sold and resold until

pianos that have graced mansions are found in the

humblest cottages.

The Netherlands International Exhibition of 1869

contained some excellent pianos, those of Herz and

John Brinsmead and Sons having been especially

noticed. The advance in manufacture made by these

firms is an illustration of the improvements introduced,

which compel those who can afford the outlay to

purchase an instrument from which such superior

quality and volume of tone are produced with perfect

ease and certainty.

The superiority of the English pianofortes over all
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rivals is due partly to the solidity of their construction

which produces the lasting qualities for which they are

so celebrated, and partly to the simplicity and excel-

lence of the mechanism, the importance of which

cannot be over-estimated. At the Paris International

Exhibition of 1878 the Cross of the Legion of Honour

was conferred on the head of the firm of John Brinsmead

and Sons ; and gold medals were awarded to Erard
;

Pleyel Wolff and Co. ; Herz ; Schroeder ; Hopkinson
;

Ehrbar ; etc. What will the next great invention be ?

Perhaps the sustaining power will be obtained without

the aid of such devices as a current of air to keep the

string in vibration, the resined barrels and bows in

imitation of the violin, or of the second hammer that

produces the disagreeable tremolo by its repeated blows ;

indeed, Mustel, of Paris, has already introduced a small

piano in which tuning-forks are struck instead of strings,

and this gives greatly increased vibration of tone.

As to the commercial aspect of the pianoforte, the

writer of the article in the " Encyclopaedia Britannica
"

remarks that the chief centres of the pianoforte trade

are London, Paris, Leipsic, Dresden, Stuttgart, Ham-

burg, Vienna, St. Petersburg, Brussels, New York,

Boston, and Baltimore. The greatest centralisations arc

found in London and Paris—very few pianofortes being

made in the United Kingdom or France, excepting

perhaps at Marseilles, out of these cities. But in
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Germany and the United States there are pianoforte

makers in many towns besides those we have named.

Pianofortes are made in Italy at Turin, Milan, Florence,

Naples, and Palermo ; and in Spain at Barcelona

(principally), Madrid, and Saragossa. The large export

trade belonged formerly to England and France, but it

has been weakened of late years by the commercial

activity of the Germans, who have besides copied

successfully, and with the advantage of much lower

wages, recent American models. German pianofortes

are now much found in Great Britain, where free trade

has favoured their introduction and in the Australian

colonies ; they have also outrivalled the French in

Holland, but we believe France still keeps the trade of

Southern Europe, as the United States mainly supply

Canada. English exports of good makers will be found

all over the world ; but some important markets have

been lost through inferior instruments consigned or sold

because they were cheap, and were supposed to be good

enough.

The United States and Germany appear to employ

the greatest number of workmen in the pianoforte

handicraft, Germany producing the largest number of

instruments. In adopting, however, the statistics given,

account must be taken of their custom of advertising

which leavens nearly every statement. There are said

to be 8,000 workmen employed in pianoforte-making in
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America. The Messrs. Steinway claim for America an

annual production of about 25,000 pianofortes of all

kinds. We feel hardly disposed to allow Germany

73,000, with a less number of workmen, 7,834 ; but such

is the statement put forward, it is said by a semi-official

source the DetctscJie Considats-Zeitiuig. A recent strike

in Paris represents the pianoforte trade society as con-

sisting of 5,000 members, and we shall not be far out in

crediting that city with a production of 20,000 instru-

ments yearly. The number made in London annually

may be taken as reaching at least 35,000.



CHAPTER X.

PIANISTS AND PIANOFORTE MANUFACTURERS.

If there is one kind of industry more than another to

which the name of '* art-manufacture " may fitly be

appHed, it is that of pianoforte-making. So many

quahties are requisite in a perfect pianoforte, and so

many faults of one kind and another are to be found in

most instruments presented as such, that the problem

of producing a pianoforte possessing every possible

merit and free from all probable defects, is one of the

most difficult that can be conceived. The tone of some

pianos is soft without power ; of others, brilliant with-

out delicacy. In some instruments the bass is too

powerful for the upper notes ; in others, the medium

octaves are weak, or the upper notes are hard and

wooden. Equality of tone throughout the keyboard is

as desirable as it is rare ; and to enumerate the good

points, unattended by bad ones (oft«n their natural

146
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correlatives) which should be found in a perfect piano-

forte, would be to paraphrase the list of virtues without

failings which lago ironically looked for in his perfect

woman.

Meanwhile mechanical genius alone could never have

sufficed to bring the pianoforte to the point of perfec-

tion which it has now reached ; and more than one

great pianist has applied himself actively and with good

effect to the improvement of the instrument which he

might have been supposed to know only from the out-

side. Thus Clementi, in London, at the beginning of

the present century, was distinguished at once as a

pianist and a maker of pianos. Kalkbrenner, too,

famous as a pianist, a composer, and as the author of

one of the best instruction-books for the instrument

which he had cultivated with so much success, went into

partne"rship some fifty or sixty years ago with Pleyel,

himself a pianist of considerable eminence, and intro-

duced many improvements into the pianos manufactured

by the house of Pleyel & Co. Herz, again, a brilliant

pianist and able manufacturer of those " airs with varia-

tions " which have now happily passed out of fashion,

became, some thirty years since, a maker of pianofortes
;

and in the jury report of the Paris International Exhibi-

tion of 1867, special mention is made of the part taken

by Hcrz personally in directing the construction of the

instruments produced in his workshops.
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Among the great musicians who have occupied

themselves with improvements in connection with the

pianoforte, ought, perhaps, to be mentioned Schumann.

He does not seem to have interested himself in piano-

forte manufacture. But he invented a contrivance for

strengthening the fingers of the executant, especially

that third finger which is notoriously the weakest of all

digits. Unhappily the invention had no effect but that

of " returning," in Shakesperean language, " to plague

the inventor," whom it in fact incapacitated for ever

afterwards as a pianist—to the great advantage, it is

true, of musical composition, to which the disabled

performer now exclusively devoted himself.

Another pianist of the greatest renown, the illustrious

Sigismund Thalberg, has shown, by an admirable paper

on the piano—which is referred to, and quoted from at

length, in the report of the jury of the London Inter-

national Exhibition of 185 1—that if he had not

mastered by practical experience the art and process of

pianoforte manufacture, he possessed a full knowledge

of the principles to be observed and the methods to be

pursued by the manufacturer. " In this instrument,"

he says, " the object is to convey from the point where

the finger acts upon the key to that at which the

hammer acts upon the string, all the delicacy of action

of the finger, so that the piano may participate to a

certain extent in the sensibility of touch which is
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observable in the harp, and which is in consequence of

the finger acting immediately on the string in that

instrument, without the intervention of any other

mechanism. The power of this instrument, depending

on the quantity of matter brought into vibration ; the

resonance or the perfection of that vibration, depending

on the correct proportion of its parts ; and the accuracy

of intonation, depending on the nature of the bridging,

the proportions of the strings, and their arrangement

with regard to the blow of the hammer—which are all

most admirable ; while the action, depending on the

peculiar mechanism employed, far surpasses everything

else of the kind, for it enables the player to communi-

cate to the strings all that the finest-formed and most

skilful hand can express ; and becomes as it were a

part of himself, reflecting every shade of his feelings,

from the most powerful to the softest and most delicate

sounds. This action is, indeed, so perfect, particularly

in its power of delicate repetition, that if any note is

missed in execution upon it, it is the fault of the player

and not of the instrument. Many persons have a very

meagre notion of the power of expression possessed by

the pianoforte. The fact is, however, that it reall}-

possesses almost all those elements of expression which

belong to any other instrument, and several which are

peculiar to itself, from the circumstance of the various

parts of music adapted to the instrument being brought
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out by the same hand and same feeling. The immense

difference of volume and of effect is produced by the

manner of touching the keys, and by the use of the

pedals, especially upon an instrument of great power,

fine quality of tone, and delicate mechanism in the

action."

A composer, regarding the piano in a different point

of view from that in which a great performer like

Thalberg would naturally consider it, might dwell in

particular on its harmonic value. If, indeed, it can be

said with justice that, by reason of the nobility and

variety of its accents, the violin is the king of melody,

the piano, possessing as it does the advantage of mxaking

a number of sounds heard simultaneously, may truly be

called the sovereign of harmony. Its practical utility,

its adaptability to all musical needs, is obvious ; and

this has been well pointed out by a great French com-

poser, Halevy. " The piano," he writes, '' lends itself to

the most frivolous pastimes as well as to the most

serious studies. But as it conceals within its bosom all

the treasures of harmony, it is of all instruments the

one which has contributed most towards popularising a

taste for music and facilitating its study. Adopted by

the greatest artists, it is at the same time to be found

in the most humble dwellings. In one form or another

it forces every door. It is the confidant, the friend, of

the composer ; a rare, discreet friend who only speaks
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when a question is asked, and who can at once be

silent."

There is a serious risk, however, as before observed,

of every merit being attended by some correlative

defect ; and Berlioz, who, with his mind full of double,

triple, and quadruple choruses, and of orchestras of two

or three hundred instrument power, regarded the piano

as a petty, facile sort of instrument, which, far from

being, as Halevy considered it, a " discreet friend," was

a very talkative one and likely enough to lead the

composer imprudent enough to consult it, into utterances

of a familiar and commonplace kind. A composer,

according to Berlioz, should originate his melodies and

harmonies from the depths of his own soul, and should

shun intercourse with his piano, lest this repository of

so many musical confidences should tell him apparent

secrets which would be recognised by the percipient in

such matters as old stories. Even Berlioz, how^ever,

when he had once composed a work, needed the piano

in order to make it known to the world in reduced

form.

The social importance of the piano is, beyond

question, far greater than that of any other musical

instrument. " One of the most marked changes in the
'

habits of society," writes Thalberg, in his valuable study

already cited, " as civilisation advances, is with respect

to the character of its amusements. Formerly, nearly
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all such amusements were away from home and in

public
; now, with the more educated portion of society,

the greater part is at home and within the family circle,

music on the piano contributing the principal portion of

it. In the more fashionable circles of society, private

concerts increase year by year, and in them the piano

is the principal feature. Many a man engaged in

commercial and other active pursuits, finds the chief

charm of his drawing-room in the intellectual enjoyment

offered by the piano. In many parts of Europe the

i nstrument is the greatest solace of the studious and

solitary. Even steam and sailing vessels for passengers

on long voyages, are now obliged, by the fixed habits of

society, to be furnished with pianofortes
; thus trans-

ferring to the ocean itself something of the character of

home enjoyments. By the use of the piano, many who

never visit the opera or concerts become thoroughly

acquainted with the choicest dramatic and orchestral

compositions. This influence of the piano is not

confined to them, but extends to all classes ; and while

considerable towns have often no orchestras, families

possess the best possible substitute, making them

familiar with the finest compositions. The study of

such compositions, and the application necessary for

their proper execution, may be, and ought to be, made

the means of greatly improving the general educational

habits and tastes of piano-students, and thus exert an
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elevating influence in addition to that refined and

elegant pleasure which it- directly dispenses."

The very popularity of the pianoforte has, of course

brought with it some inconveniences. Pianoforte-play-

ing involves, as a long, indispensable preliminary, what

is called " practising ''
; and to hear " practising " next

door, when the neighbour's house is divided from one's

own by only a thin partition, is not always agreeable.

In some German cities, fines have been imposed by the

municipal authorities on pianists, whether professors or

students, performing before or after certain appointed

hours ; and, about a dozen years ago, a Frenchman,

distracted in his studies by the perpetual sound of the

pianoforte—as pianos to right of him, pianos to left of

him, volleyed and thundered—rushed out at night from

the house, inhabited by some half-dozen different

families, and madly, though with " method " in his

madness, set fire to an immense pianoforte manufactory

in his neighbourhood. He constituted himself the

Erostratus of the pianoforte ; though what the burner

of the Temple of Ephesus did from vanity was done

by his apparent imitator in the way of vengeance, if not

self-defence. But as Mandeville, in his Fable of the

Bees, shows that certain evils produced by civilization

are less to be looked upon as its direct effects than its

inevitable and not-to-be-too- much-regarded concomitants

—insignificant conditions of an incalculable good—so it
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can be seen in connection with the piano, that for the

few who are wearied and worried by it, many indeed are

consoled and made happy.

It may here be suggested, that the most wearisome,

as also the most worthless kind of practice, is that gone

through by children who are without talent or even

inclination for music. *' When," said a little girl of this

species to her mother, " When, mamma, shall I play

well enough not to have to play any more ? " But a

genuine taste for the pianoforte is increasing in England,

as doubtless in other countries, more rapidly than the

population ; and one can already foresee a time when,

in all well-appointed houses, it will be thought necessary

to have in the drawing-room not one but two piano-

fortes ; for how, otherwise, are some of the finest

pianoforte duets to be played ?

Mr. Gladstone declared some years ago in one of his

ingenious speeches that the invention of the violin was

as much a work of genius as that of the steam-engine.

The contrast between the two things invented was more

striking when, in opposition to the heavy and formid-

able locomotive, the harmless and portable violin was

put ; but the piano, regard being had to the complexity

of its construction, the wideness of its utility, and the

powerfulness of its effect, is a much more wonderful piece

of mechanism than the violin. The piano, too, possesses

in common with the steam-engine, this noticeable
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particularity—that people are by no means agreed as to

who invented it.

Edouard Fournier—of whom his friend Jules Janin

once said, " This man knows everything. It's true that's

all he knows : but he knows it well " — Edouard Fournier

in his Vieux-Netif, written to prove that all new inven-

tions are old ones, either fallen into disuse or never fully

developed, declares that the piano is only a development

of the clavicytherium fully described by Nachtigall in

his Miisitrgia, a work of the sixteenth century
; and,

as regards improvements and further developments of

the piano, he shows that a piano constructed to note

down on paper the music which it played, is mentioned

in the " Nouveaux Memoires de I'Academie de Berlin
"

(177 1), p. 538 ; this itself being only an imitation of the

one submitted by John Freke to the Royal Society of

London, as recorded in vol. 14 of its PhilosopJiical

Transactions.

Meanwhile Italy, Germany, and France, claim equally,

as I have mentioned in Chap. VII., the honour of having

invented the piano ; and it is now generally assigned to

Bartolomeo Cristoforo, sometimes called Cristofali, a

native of Padua, who perfected his discovery, according

to some authorities, in 17 11, according to others in 17 18,

when he was established at Florence. The Italians

have quite made up their minds on this point ; and, in

the year 1876, a festival was held at Florence to com-
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memorate Cristoforo's Important work. Much confusion,

however, has been caused on the subject of Cristoforo's

invention, through his birth having been fixed by

several biographers twenty-three years later than the

year to which it really belongs ; and as, according to an

Italian writer named Mafifei, the first pianoforte was

made by Cristofali of Padua, it has been assumed by

some writers that Cristofali of Padua, and Cristoforo

of Florence, were two different persons. The date of

the invention, according to Maffei, is 1711 ; but Count

G. R. Carli, in his works printed at Milan in 1784-

94, states, vol. xiv., p. 405, that the pianoforte was

invented in 1718 by Bartolomeo Cristoforo of Padua,

during his stay in Florence ; and the Count speaks

indignantly of the forgetfulness of the Italians

regarding" their own inventions and the carelessness

with which they allow the Germans to claim them.

The Germans, on their side, assert that the piano-

forte was invented in the year 17 17, by C. A. Shroter,

a German organist ; to be afterwards improved by

Silbermann, Stein, and others.

Side by side with these pretensions must be placed

that of the Frenchman Marius, who, in the year 17 16,

submitted to the Academy of Sciences, at Paris, two

harpsichords in which the wires were not, as in ordinary

harpsichord fashion, twanged by means of pieces of

wood furnished at the end with quills or leather, but
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struck, as in the piano of our own time, with hammers.

The Academy of Sciences seems to have been but Httle

impressed by the new invention, which yielded no direct

results. Nor did Cristoforo, whose instrument was

more perfect than that of Marius, meet with much

encouragement.

Schroter—who, for the completion of his invention,

relied upon the help promised to him by the Elector of

Saxony— was, like Cristoforo and Marius, doomed to

disappointment. He did not, however, remain calm in

the midst of his troubles. During his stay at Dresden

he spoke of his instrument to everyone he met, and with

such effect that soon afterwards several makers, profiting

by what he had told them, carried out his designs with-

out consulting him on the subject, and represented what

they had done as the result of their own ingenuity.

Many years later, in 1763, poor Schroter published a

long letter asserting his claim to the invention, which

was now being represented in Germany as the work of

various manufacturers. That the name of the most

popular and most universal musical instrument comes

from Italy is obvious enough ; and Cristoforo, in the

original description of his invention, called it Gravicem

balo colpiano e forte. But though the name is clearly

of Italian origin, it cannot be said to have originated

with Cristoforo. It sprang clearly from the recognised

want of a well-marked piano and forte in the harpsi-

G
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chord, which, twanged by quills, yielded, however struck,

sounds of about equal force ; and contrivances for

obtaining 2l piano and a forie from the harpsichord and

the spinet were known, at least by their published

description, two centuries before Cristoforo, Schroter,

and Marius came forward.

Italian being then, even more than now, the one

recognised language for musical terms, the name which

Cristoforo had given to his instrument was adopted

wherever instruments of the same kind were afterwards

made. It must be admitted that the greatest energy in

this direction was shown by the Germans ; and, who-

ever constructed the first pianoforte, it was Silbermann

of Freiburg, in Saxony, who, resolving to turn to

practical account the inventions of his predecessor,

established, in 1745, the first regular pianoforte manu-

factory. The first pianos made by Silbermann were in

the shape of those now known as grand pianos. It

was not until a dozen years later that the first square,

piano was constructed ; and it was in this latter form

that the instrument was introduced into England about

the year 1760, by Zumpe, one of Silbermann's work-

men. Seven years later, the piano was still looked upon

as a novelty in London, for in 1767, it was announced

at the Haymarket theatre that, after the first act. Miss

Brickler would sing a favourite air from Judith, accom-

panied by Mr. Dibdin " on a new instrument called

the pianoforte."
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The musicians of this time still wrote for the harpsi-

chord, and it was for this instrument that the so-called

Pianoforte Sonatas of Mozart were composed. Nor, on

its first introduction, was the piano received with greater

favour than is usually reserved for novelties of a startling

kind. The very musicians to whom it was to prove

such a boon, were among its most determined oppo-

nents ; and it is recorded of Ballastre, the famous

French organist, that when a piano, just purchased for

the Tuileries, was played before him, he said to the per-

former, "You may do your best, but this newfangled

thing will never dethrone the majestic harpsichord."

The great Mozart, however, seems to have taken

kindly to the piano almost from the first; and, in 1777,

when, it is true, the piano had already been some years

before the world, he wrote from Augsburg to his father

a letter in whichhe expressed particular admiration for

the pianos manufactured by a maker named Stein, of

that city, who, with Spaeth, of Ratisbon, was the best

maker of the day in Germany " Stein," writes

Mozart, "does not sell his pianos for less than 300

florins. That is a good deal of money ; but the labour

and zeal which his work represents cannot be paid too

highly. His pianos are of enduring quality. He
guarantees the solidity of the sounding-board. When

he has finished one, he exposes it to the air, the sun, the

rain, the snow, in a word, to all the inclemency of the

G—

2
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weather, until it cracks. Then by means of tongues

which he fixes solidly with glue, he fills up the cracks.

When a sounding-board is thus prepared, one may be

sure that no accident will happen to it."

That the pianos in general use were very imperfect

instruments at the time when Mozart spoke with such

admiration of the pianos made by Stein, is proved by

the very terms of his praise. " In passages," he writes,

" that require vigorous playing, I can either raise the

finger or leave it on the note, for the sound is not pro-

longed beyond the moment at which it is heard. It

never shivers, nor does it ever fail to sound, as in other

pianos."

I have previously pointed out that great musicians

have constantly interested themselves in the successive

improvements introduced in the construction of pianos
;

and the illustrious Sebastian Bach, player on the harp-

sichord and composer for that instrument, without

giving his approbation to Silbermann's first experiments

in the way of pianoforte-making (all modelled on

Schroter's system), explains so well the defects of the

instrument submitted to him (the tone, he said, was

unequal and feeble, especially in the upper octaves),

that Silbermann determined to remedy the faults

pointed out by Bach, and ended by producing an instru-

ment which this very competent judge declared to be

perfect.
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The Bach family played, indeed, an important

part in popularising the pianoforte in places where its

superiority over the harpsichord was not yet recognised.

One of Sebastian's sons, Charles Philip Emanuel Bach,

when Frederick the Great had purchased fifteen of

Silbermann's pianos, was sent for to the palace in order

to " try " them. It is said that when Bach had finished

his experiments, the king gave him a subject on which

to extemporise a fugue ; when the composer—a good

musician, but a bad courtier—said it was unsuitable,

and proceeded to improvise the desired fugue on a

theme of his own. In 1763, John Christian Bach,

another son of the great Sebastian, gave concerts in

London, at which he introduced the pianoforte ; and

between this year and 1767, when, as before seen, Mr.

Dibdin played accompaniments at the Haymarket

theatre, "on a new instrument called the pianoforte,"

the use of the piano became more and more extended

in purely musical circles. Pianoforte-makers continued

to arrive from Germany ; and many of the best harpsi-

chord makers in London turned their attention from

the old instrument to the new. An authentic piano-

forte of Gluck's, made by Pohlmann, in 1772, formed

part of the London International Exhibitions of 1862

and 1885, and was fully described by me in Chapter

VIII.

The perfection to which the manufacture of pianos was
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to be brought in England, must be traced, not to the Ger-

man pianoforte-makers arriving in that character from

Silbermann's and other German houses, but to Burck-

hardt Tschudi, the great London harpsichord maker.

In the employment of Tschudi was a young Scotchman,

named Broadwood, who, in conjunction with his fellow-

workmen Becker and Stodart, introduced the grand

action which was used by Stodart until the dissolution

of the celebrated firm founded by him.

Since the early part of the present century, the

superiority of English pianos has been well marked
;

and at the first London International Exhibition, the

result of the competition among pianoforte-makers was

so clearly in favour of England and America, that

this country was for a time inundated with cheap

foreign copies of English and American models. They

proved unable, however, to bear the test of time, and

soon lost the popularity they had for a period

enjoyed. John Brinsmead and Sons continued to

introduce important improvements in their piano

fortes ; and, in 1870, at Paris, they obtained the

Gold Medal. They received at Amsterdam the

Diploma for extraordinary merit, and gold medals

and other distinctions have since been awarded to them

at the International Exhibitions of Paris and of Lon-

don ; and at Paris they have been honoured with the

*' Diploma of Honour " of the National Academy of
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France, the highest distinction that can be conferred.

The Brinsmeads gained, moreover, in 1876, the Prize

Medal and Diploma of Honour at the Philadelphia

International Exhibition, and in 1877 the Gold Medal

and the Diploma of Merit at the South African Ex-

hibition. At the Paris International Exhibition of

1878, the founder of the firm of John Brinsmead and

Sons was decorated with the Cross of the Legion of

Honour, the only remaining order of nobility of France,

and in 1883, the King of Portugal created him Knight

Commander of the Royal Portuguese order of Villa

Vipoza ; and finally the firm gained numerous Gold

Medals from India, Africa, Australia, New Zealand,

Holland, Belgium, Italy, and the United States.

The improvements patented by John Brinsmead and

Sons, in 1862, 1868, 1871, 1875, 1879, 1880, 1883, 1884,

1885, 1886, and 1887, result from the.most simple means;

their very simplicity, ensuring the durability of the

piano. The mechanism in these instruments, both

in the upright and in the grand, produces in the

simplest manner every effect which the pianist could

desire. Besides a clear, uninterrupted and consistent

tone, as well as a perfect check and repetition, it secures

an extremely light and firm touch, and one that seems

to sympathise with the player, so rapidly and unfailingly

does it express his ideas.

New improvements are still being introduced in
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the manufacture of what might already well pass for a

perfect instrument ; and their character will be better

understood if they are described in connection with

earlier ones. Pianofortes have hitherto, for the most

part, been made of wood ; to which are now added

strengthening frames of iron ; the parts made of wood

being the back, as it is technically termed ; the brac-

ings ; the wrest-plank, in which the tuning pegs or pins

are inserted ; the sounding-board, and the outer case.

The new piano patented by John Brinsmead and Sons

in 1885, completely revolutionised the system of piano-

building ; the metal frame and bracings being in front

of the sounding-board instead of behind, while the

wrest-plank and bracings are of solid metal instead of

wood. In this new arrangement the tuning-pins are

at the top of the wrest-plank in a direct line with the

strings, instead of at right-angles with them ; and

the tuning is effected by means of a simple nut and

screw that can be turned with ease by the thumb

and one finger alone ; an obvious improvement on the

clumsy old tuning-pegs which can scarcely be moved

by anyone but an experienced tuner. Moreover, the

sounding-board or resonator is, in the new system,

attached to the piano in precisely the opposite way

to that in which it was formerly fixed.

The advantages of the Brinsmead System are as

follows :

—
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1. The entire frame is continuous throughout, the

wrest-plank v^oi'ne cast in one piece with the metal sup-

ports and string-plates. Lrrcat ooiMftv and durability

are thus ensured.

2. The dangerously numerous gluings in the old

wooden frames are entirely superseded by solid metal

capable of withstanding a strain equal to any that could

be withstood by steel.

3. The tuning of the pianoforte is rendered easier,

more perfect and more lasting than was hitherto

possible.

4. Gluing being, as before mentioned, superseded

by metal, the new piano is almost imperishable, with

the exception of those few parts which can be renovated

at only a slight cost.

5. The tone of a new upright grand is more than

equal to that of the largest concert grand constructed

on the old system, as regards sweetness and sustenta-

tion of tone, and the power and quality of the horizontal

grand are in an equal degree improved.

6. The sounding-board, instead of being as in other

manufacture secured to the outer wooden case, is

independent of it, resting on a separate rim of wood

throughout its course. It is adjusted to a delicate curve

and so furnishes a true basis of vibration for all the

strings ; the result being a purity and volume of tone

not previously attained.
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7. The sustaining pedal enables the performer to

prolong the sound of one or more notes, on the organ

orinciDle bv a special r^oohauxsm that applies itself

v-^«.iusively to the notes to be influenced and avoids all

possibility of confusion or failure of effect.

8. The Perfect Check Repeater action is the first

existing mechanism that combines the lever, the spring,

and the wedge ; thus providing a leverage for the finger

of the performer theoretically and practically perfect.



CHAPTER XI.

THE LATEST IMPROVEMENT OF THE PIANOFORTE.

In the preceding pages has been traced the history

of the pianoforte from its birth in Italy to the present

time, but a special word of praise should be added with

reference to the pianofortes of Steinway and Sons, of

New York, and John Brinsmead and Sons, of London,

as these two firms have invented and patented the most

important of the improvements which have been recently

introduced in it.

The system of overstringing, which had been tried to

a limited extent and in a crude manner in England, was

improved by Steinway and Sons, in 1859, by the import-

ant addition of not only placing the bass strings across

the steel strings, but also materially elongating the

soundboard-bridges by moving them nearer to the

centre of the soundboard itself, and by arranging the

strings somewhat in the form of a fan, giving better

grasp of the bridges, and thus setting greater portions of

171
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the soundboard into vibratory action, and so producing

a great increase in volume of sound and sustaining-

power. The cupola metal frame and Capo d'Astro Bar,

patented in America in 1872 and 1875, with its new

system of a cross bar and bracings, giving increased

strength to resist the pull of the strings, was an addi-

tional advantage. By the invention of the ring-bridge

(patented 1869), which avoids the break in the transition

from the steel to the covered strings, and the co7nposite'

sound board bridge (patented 1880) of alternate layers

of hard and soft wood, by which the vibrations are

conveyed over a larger area of the soundboard, as well

as by the tone-pulsator, patented 1878, which connects

the ring-bridge with the continuous rim, much increas-

ing the sustaining-power of tone, and other minor

inventions, all pointing to the nearer approach to

scientific construction in pianofortes.

During the past quarter of a century the pianoforte

has gone up in the scale of excellence, and the manufac-

ture of the pianoforte has taken its place as an art of the

greatest importance. Each manufacturer attempts some

speciality of make, some monopoly of peculiarity, and

the competition naturally is keen. In this striving

after perfection, John Brinsmead and Sons^have taken

a prominent part, and have established for themselves a

foremost place.

Convinced that it was possible to produce a piano
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forte with a more sonorous quality of sound, a richer,

and at the same time a more sensitive range of har-

mony, they determined to study minutely the mechan-

ism and material of the violin of the seventeenth

century, which, as the music world knows, was at that

period brought to a peculiar perfection never since

repeated. The makers of these violins formed what is

known as the Cremona School, the Amatis, Stradu-

arius, Guarnerius, Bergonzi, &c. In what the secret lay

is still an unsolved puzzle. The insignificant little

instrument seemed to offer no mystery of construction,

no secret of material, and yet it was endued with a

power of producing sounds so magnetically har-

monising, so delicate, that baffled enquirers came to

regard it as something mysterious, if not actually

uncanny ! No attempts have succeeded up to the pre-

sent to reproduce the Cremona, even this boastful age of

science has made not one step towards the solution of

the mystery. Like a faithful and intelligent copy of an

old master, the spirit is wanting—that intangible some-

thing which in all things is felt, not seen. Vivisection

has taken the living model and silenced it for ever, but

science from it has learned nothing, save that the age

which has passed has kept its secret well. The philo-

sopher's stone is in the womb, still, of the unknown
; the

enigma of squaring the circle, and the authorship of

''Junius' Letters." There are some veils which it would
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seem will not be rent asunder this side of the Great

Divide.

Among the searchers into the mystery are John

Brinsmead and Sons, whose name as manufacturers of the

piano is known over the music world. Convinced that,

if the lost art could be recovered, it could be applied to

the construction of the sounding-board of the piano

and other critical parts of that instrument, they applied

their ingenuity and powers of research to attain that

object. And this firm have achieved a success which

will bear the keenest scrutiny. All parts of the violin

have been submitted to the closest study, even to the

construction of the lustrous varnish, which by penetra-

tion into the pores of the wood affects its faculty of

sonorous vibration.

And their expectation of being able to apply, in a

similar way to pianoforte construction, this important

discovery as to the violin has been happily and en-

tirely fulfilled. By means of minute, subtle, but most

important particularities of structure in the wooden

parts of the pianoforte, specially affecting the sounding-

board, they now produce a piano, the sonority of which

is most materially enhanced in value. And this added

value is of such a kind that it is independent of the

character of the stroke delivered by the hand of the

executant upon the key-board. With all the improve-

ments hitherto effected by them in the leverage of the
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key (the patent check-repeater action) and in the

sounding-board, they have not—indeed no manufacturer

has—been able to avert the unfortunate result of a

certain partly metallic, partly wooden quality of tone

when heavy blows are struck upon the key-board

by performers, either because they are excited or pre-

disposed, by temperament, to muscular rather than ner-

vous movement. A harsh stroke upon the key-board

of the most delicately sensitive piano ever yet con-

structed has resulted, up to the present date, in a sort

of wooden and metallic clash, in a sound not musical

but noisy. But this is not so with the new type of

instrument to which John Brinsmead and Sons

have given the name of the Cremona Pianoforte. Every

stroke delivered upon the key-board of this now per-

fected instrument produces a mellow and truly musical

sound, absolutely free from harsh or dry metallic or

wooden quality, however bni^sqiie or violent such stroke

may be.

An important consequence follows from this cardinal

fact. In this Cremona Pianoforte there is something

like complete exemption from the more or less just

reproach hitherto resting upon this most valuable

household instrument, viz. :—that, in proportion as

volume of sound is increased by the player, less desirable

quality of sound is produced at the same time. John

Brinsmead and Sons endeavoured, even before the
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achievement of these latest and greatest " Cremona

"

improvements, to obviate this result as far as possible by

mechanical improvements and careful graduation and

proportioning of parts. But they were not able to feel,

and to aver, that the pianoforte may claim exemption

from dislike for its louder, as compared with its softer,

sounds 7mtil they had perfected these delicate modi-

fications in its structure.

It is to be hoped, in view of these last improvements,

that a deeper interest than heretofore will now be

attached to the pianoforte. This assimilation of its

structure to that of the Cremona Violin may lead to a

somewhat warmer recognition in all circles of the

peculiar value of this pianoforte as a medium of almost

orchestral expression. Hitherto the violin and piano,

although both offsprings of the ancient cithara, have

been too habitually contrasted as though the former

deserved some greater tenderness of admiration than

the latter, as admitting of greater and deeper sensi-

tiveness of expression in performers. This preference

may perhaps never be wholly displaced. But it is not

to be denied that, when viewed from all standpoints of

musical composition and execution, the pianoforte plays

a more important general part than the violin in the art.

But comparison between the two instruments is, after

all, uncritical and somewhat invidious. In no sub-

stantive sense does the piano compete with the violin,
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artistically or commercially. Both are indispensable

elements in the vast and growing musical repertoire of

the world. John Brinsmead and Sons' latest discoveries

and improvements awaken some consideration for the

two most important of all the means of rendering music

in their structural and musical correlations and analogies'

The Cremona Violin, in all its matchless qualities of

tone, is now to be supported by its true and legitimate

sister-instrument the Cremona Pianoforte. Each is dis-

tinguished by similar attributes, secured by analogy of

structure, both claim the attention of the scientific, both

contribute to the artistic and social pleasure, of a pro-

gressive public.

And, as if to make their new instrument perfect, lack-

ing nothing in its place in the home, John Brinsmead and

Sons have invented and perfected a new system of string-

ing, the full value of which will be best appreciated by a

resume of the old plan and its defects :

—

I. In the old system of stringing, which is still used

throughout the pianoforte world, the wires are

held by metal wrest-pins, around which the strings

are wrapped in two or three coils. The pins are

then driven tightly into holes prepared in a

'* wrest-plank " made of wood, and the tuning is

effected by turning the pins, and thus winding the

strings around them, so as to increase the strain

and raise the pitch ; or turning the pin backwards.
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and thus unwinding the strings and lowering the

pitch.

These pins are held by the friction occasioned

by the tightness with which the fibres of the wood

press around them, and to turn them great force

is required. In tuning, the movement must be

very slight, as the diameter of the pin coils and

strains the string so rapidly that a thirtieth part

of a revolution is sufficient to raise some notes

about half a tone. The tuner has, therefore, to

turn the pin backward and forward until he finds,

the required tension, and even then this primitive

plan neither secures nor retains accuracy, for no

material more suitable than wood has been used

for this process, and the wood occasionally splits
;

frequently loses its holding-power ; is invariably

affected by climatic changes, and especially is this

the case in hot climates ; and when the loss of

power is aggravated by the pin being turned

forward and backward in tuning, pianos cannot

remain in tune, the tendency of the strings being

to pull the pins round and uncoil themselves

whilst nothing but great holding-power will pre-

vent them from doing so.

2. In the old system, the wooden wrest-planks are

liable to come away from their fixings, the strain

on these planks varying from 16 to 30 tons.
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In the invention patented by John Brinsmead and

Sons in March, 1884, the old-fashioned wrest-plank of

wood is discarded, and an overhanging iron flange or

bar projecting from the patent consolidated iron frame,

takes its place.

The wrest-pins are supplied with sexagon nuts, and the

strings are fastened to the top or extreme end of these

pins by a very simple appliance.

These pins are passed loosely through holes bored in

the metal flange, their position being parallel to the

strings
; the metal nuts rest on the outer or top side of

the flange which supports the strain, and, when turned,

raise or lower the pins, and thus tighten or loosen the

strings.

The principal advantages of the system thus briefly

described are :

—

1. The Brinsmead system of tuning produces pure,

bright, and musical tones, combined with per-

manence in these qualities, the strings being

accurately and permanently fixed.

2. The Brinsmead system of tuning requires no wood

either to fasten the string-pins or support the iron

frame ; the disadvantages of the use of such a

perishable material as wood for these purposes are

obviated, and metal alone, with its greater strength

and comparatively changeless character is cm-

ployed.
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3. The Brinsmead system requires no force in tuning.

Mathematical accuracy is obtained, and a com-

plete turn of the octagon nut tightens or loosens

the string merely to the extent of the width of one

thread of the screw.

4. The Brinsmead system of tuning overcomes, to a

great extent, the tendency to fall from the pitch

and to get out of tune, which has hitherto been the

most serious defect in the pianoforte, and an extra-

ordinary capacity to remain in tune has thus been

ensured.

5. The Brinsmead consolidated metal frame and patent

tuning-pin are practically imperishable ; tuning

occasions no injury, and tropical heat is not de-

structive to them.

Such Pianos constructed on John Brinsmead and Sons'

improved system are eminently adapted to suit India,

South America, Africa, and all countries where tuners

are not readily available, as well as climates which

involve trying conditions, such as changes of tempera-

ture, humidity, etc.



CHAPTER XII.

USEFUL HINTS UPON SELECTING, AND PRACTICAL DIRECTIONS

FOR TUNING PIANOS, AND REPAIRING SMALL DEFECTS.

In the selection of a piano, even good judges are some-

times deceived, few being able to decide correctly until

after the instrument has been in use for some months.

The piano may sound well in the room in which it

stands, and yet sound badly in a carpeted and furnished

apartment. Care should therefore be taken to select a

piano with a sustaining quality of tone—that is, that a

note struck in any part, except the extreme treble,

should continue sounding for some time after it has

been struck, and the key has been held down. This is

the best test of an instrument ; for a piano with a sweet

sustaining quality of tone will sound well in any room.

The only means of being certain that a piano is well

made of seasoned materials is by purchasing one manu-

factured by a good maker, whose reputation would suffer

were his name placed upon an inferior instrument.

183
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Some makers rely on the name made by the founders

of their houses, instead of the quality of their manu-

facture ; and preference should be given to those who

are rapidly rising to fame by the recommendation of

the instruments they produce. Not only are their

pianos lower in price, but they are also generally better

than those manufactured by firms which, trusting to

their repute alone, are slowly but surely losing it. On

the other hand, the so-called " cheap pianos " must be

avoided ; for a really good pianoforte cannot be made at

a very low price, as either the materials or workmanship

must be inferior.

The sales by auction, and by "the widow of a

musician," or any of the various means employed for

disposing of cheap, trashy pianos, are now too well

understood to be trusted.

The instrument, having been selected, must be taken

care of. As it is extremely susceptible to damp and

change of temperature, it should never be placed against

an outer wall, or too near the fire, door, or open window.

Damp being one of the greatest destroyers of the piano,

a short distance from the fire and from the inner wall is

the best position. It must be kept free from dust, pins,

and beads, as these often cause a jar or a note to stick

down. The polish should be carefully rubbed up every

morning with a soft duster. The keys also should

occasionally be cleaned. A damp duster can be used
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for this purpose, and the whole should afterwards be

polished up with a dry piece of linen or silk. In damp

situations the steel strings should be carefully wiped

every day with a dry duster. A thick woollen cover or

blanket should also pass over the instrument during the

night whenever there is much moisture in the atmos-

phere. The top should not be loaded with music-

books and ornaments, as they absorb the tone, and

the ornaments often cause a jarring sound. The

instrument should be tuned quarterly, especially when

new, as otherwise the pitch gradually falls and the

tone suffers.

It is impossible to explain tuning fully, as much must

necessarily be learned by experience. A few useful

hints only will therefore be given, such as will enable

an amateur with a musical ear to alter any notes that

may get out of tune, and to put on and pull up a new

string should one break. An excellent scale will also be

added for those who may already be able to tune.

The intervals of greatest importance in tuning are

the octave^ X\\^ fifths and Xh^ fourth. The iinisoJt is also

very important, as fully half the strings are tuned by it.

After seating himself at the piano, with a tuning-

fork and hammer, the tuner may* strike any note, the

two strings of which will sound like one if they are

perfectly in tune. Then, placing the hammer upon one

of the wrest-pins, round which one of the strings is
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wound, the hammer may be turned a very little to

the left, and the note when struck will now sound

greatly out of tune. After striking it several times

slowly, and listening attentively to the sound, the

hammer must be turned slowly and imperceptibly to

the right, the tuner paying great attention to the vibra-

tions of the strings, until the quick beats or undulations

cease, and one steady and apparently single sound,

which constitutes the real unison, is produced.

When the tmison has been mastered by patient

practice the octaves may be attempted. These, when

perfectly in tune and struck together, like the unison,

appear to produce but one sound. The action must be

shifted by pressing the left pedal with the foot, unless a

tuning-wedge is used for damping the second and third

strings, so that only one string of each note is struck.

The same plan as that for learning the unison-tuning

may be adopted for the octave, but care must be taken

that the unison of the note is tuned afterwards.

The intervals of the fifth and fourth are not so easily

distinguished as those mentioned. When perfectly in

tune, a steady complex sound is heard.

In tuning or laymg the scale or bearings, great

practice and many verbal lessons are necessary, so that

it is only requisite to give the best scale now used, and

the trials, without entering into details which would

be of little use.
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As the pianoforte is an imperfect instrument

—

having no real B-sharp and E-sharp—these two

intervals have to be made up by each key being

equally and slightly out of tune. Hence the necessity

of teinpering the fourths and fifths, which has given the

new scale the name of equal temperament. One rule,

when properly understood and practised, will enable

the tuner to produce a good and equal scale. That

rule is—tune all the fifths towards the bass a wave

sharp and all the fourths a wave flat.

In this scale, which is intended to explain the order

and manner in which the intervals are to be tuned and

the trials made, the position of the curved lines denotes

whether the intervals are to be sharp or flat. Where

the curves are placed under the slur^ the fourths or

fifths must be a zuave flat ; but when they are above

,

those intervals are to be tuned sJiaip. The waves are

plainly perceptible in the scale we have given, but in

tuning they must be almost imperceptible except to the

tuner. The trial-chord, when struck, should produce a

rapid beat or series of undulations of sound ;
those with

the close intervals—the first, fourth, sixth, and eighth

chords—sounding rather more roughly in tune than

those with the 'more widely spread intervals.

It will be seen, upon reference to the scale, that, after

pitch C has been tuned in unison with the tuning-fork,

the octave below must be " tuned perfect," that is,
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without a wave. The G below is then to be tuned

from C, a trifle flat. The D above must now be

taken from G a shade flat, and A from D also slightly

^^o-j^";^ .Cty^^J2- '&- - &
<=> ^
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flat, F must then be tuned from C, a shade sharp,

and the first trial, F, A, C, can be made. Bb must be

tuned from F a wave sharp, when the trial-chord is

F, Bb, D. E from A, B from E, FS from B, and CJJ

from FJJ, should then all be tuned slightly flat, each

interval being proved by the trials marked in the scale.

Eb when tuned from Bb and Ab from Eb must both be

a shade sharp. The trial CJJ to GjJ will then prove if

the front and back scales are properly tuned, as GjJ

should be slightly flat to CJJ.

The gradations of sharp and flat intervals have been

mentioned as though well defined, but this is not the

case in tuning, as they should be perceptible to the

practised ear of a tuner alone.

In tuning it is very important to set the pin properly.
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The hand should be removed from the hammer before

a note is considered perfectly in tune, as it sometimes

requires so trifling an alteration that the mere pressure

or tap of the hand upon the hammer to the right or

left will supply it. When the pins are turned about

much, the instrument will never stand in tune. After

each string has been tuned, a heavy blow upon it should

be given to ascertain if it hangs upon the bridge-pins,

in which case it would quickly get out of tune. The

hammer must not be pressed up or down on the pin in

tuning, as pianos are often injured by the pins being

bent and broken off in this manner.

In putting on a new string, all friction that will heat

the wire must be avoided, and the wire must be of the

same thickness exactly as the broken string that it re-

places. To insure its standing in tune, the string, when

on the piano, may be stretched by pressing downwards

the point where the hammer strikes with a piece of hard

wood covered with leather, and tuned until the pressure

upon the string does not cause the pitch to fall.

As a knowledge of how to properly repair small

defects in the piano may be of use, the principal of

these and their remedies shall now be described.

The sticki7ig of keys is generally caused by damp,

which swells the wood, making the mortises too small

for the pins to work in. To remedy this, the key must

be taken out, and the tight mortise carefully filed at the
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part where the black marks show the pin has rubbed,

caire being taken that the mortise is not made large

enough to cause a rattle.

Squeaking of the hoppers, when the key is pressed

down, is remedied by blackleading the tops of them, or

burnishing the hoppers with a smooth piece of steel.

The rattling of keys may be cured by exchanging

the key-pins for larger ones, or inserting a small wedge

on one or each side of the loose mortise.

Defects in the damping are generally caused by the

dampers not covering the strings properly, and requiring

shifting to their proper positions.

The sticking of the hopper is generally caused by the

top of it being rough, or by its spring being too strong.

In the first case, burnish it with a piece of steel ; in

the second, weaken the spring by drawing it out from

the top.

The sticking of a hammer is sometimes caused by

its catching the damper wire or head, but it is frequently

from the centre wire on which it acts becoming too

tight from damp.

The blocking of a hammer against the string may be

altered by turning the button in the hopper until the

hammer falls when pressed up near the string.

Jarrijig, so common in pianos, is generally caused by

some small piece of wood or metal touching the string

or sounding-board, or else by the vibrations of the
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strings between the lower bridge, and the hitch-pins

being sufficiently damped, by the list drawn between

them. Loose frets, sconces, or ornaments about the

piano will also produce these disagreeable sympathies.

Hammers touching the wrong string may be altered,

by heating the hammer-shanks with a hot iron, and

pressing the hammer in the direction required.

When the wrest-pin jumps in turning, it should be

replaced by a freshly resined one, or else either chalk or

powdered resin should be put upon it and in the hole,

before it is again inserted in the plank.

To deepen the touch, brown paper or a thin card should

be placed under the balance-rail—the middle rail under

the keys—near the screws, which must be taken out to

allow the paper to be forced under. To make the touch

shallower, a card or single thickness of brown paper

should be placed under the /r^?;^/ rail.





APPENDICES.

INVENTIONS PATENTED BETWEEN THE
YEARS 1693 AND 1886 A.D.

Oct. 20, 1694.

—

George Joyce and P. Ea-st. Self-

acting harpsichord, etc.

Oct. 22, 1730.

—

John Harris. Harpsichord (no de-

scription).

Dec. 17, 1730.

—

William Barton. Metal plectra in

spinets, etc.

Dec. 30, 1741.—Roger Plenius. Ivory and tortoise-

shell plectra.

July 10, 1745.—Roger Plenius. Harp stop and

bushed keys.

Dec. 18, 1769.—BURKAT Shudl Venetian swell over

the strings.

Dec. 2^, 1770.—Thomas Haxby. "A single harp-

sichord of two unisons . . . which produces ten

variations of stops."

193 H
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May 2, 1 77 1.

—

Richard Wakefield. Ivory and

metal plectra, and wrest-pins.

Aug. 29, 1772.

—

Adam Walker. The " Celestina,"

in which the catgut strings are vibrated by circulating

bands of silk, etc.

Sept. 12, 1774.

—

Joseph Merlin. "A set of

hammers, of the nature of those used in the kind of

harpsichord called pianoforte, are introduced [in a per-

fect harpsichord] in such a manner that either may be

played separately, or both together. . . . By placing

the foot upon [the pedal] it gradually plays one unison,

one degree lower plays the second unison, and lastly

the octave, which produces the swell of an organ."

Dec. 28, 1774.—S. GiLLESPY. Harpsichord with

''a peddle and swell," by which the top of the instru-

ment is raised and the stops worked.

Nov, 21, 1777.

—

Robert Stodart. Combined harp-

sichord and piano.

July 17, 1783.

—

John Broadwood. Position of

wrest pins and dampers, also making the " sounding-

post, that communicates the sound to a sounding-

board, of the same thickness and quality as that on

which the bridge is fixed."

March 11, 1786.—G. J. Cheese. "Grand Har-

monica," with the strings stretched by weights, and

struck by hammers. Strips of glass ranged in a frame

produce sounds also, by means of balls set on wires, or
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by coming in contact with wheels rapidly revolved by a

treadle.

Nov. 9, 1786.

—

John Geib. (i) Buff stop for pianos

and harpsichords, screwed under the strings, and (2)

'* grasshopper action."

Jan, 15, 1787.—W. Thompson. System of tuning

by means of a monochord with movable bridges.

March 31, 1787.—JOHN Landreth. (i) Centring the

jack in square piano with cork. (2) The same, or

*' some woolly substance manufactured after the manner

of a hat," is introduced in the upright pianoforte.

May 25, 1787.—Humphrey Walton, (i) Pedal for

causing the grand hammer to strike one, two, or three

strings ; the hammers " striking perpendicular hammers

which strike the wires. ... (2) The touch is regu-

lated according to the fancy of the player, from the

deepest to the most delicate [by] a regulating touch

frame," inserted between the balance rail and the back

rail of the key-frame.

Jan. IS, 178 1.

—

Samuel Bury. "The instrument

is a perfect pianoforte," which, by means of whalebone

plectra fixed in a sliding-board, and a slide which throws

up the dampers, produces sounds " exactly similar to

the dulcimer and harpsichord."

Aug. 15, 1788.—C. Clagget. (i) Piano called Telio-

chordon. " Besides the ordinary ones, two other

bridges are placed nearer to the hammers, but in a just

H—

2
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proportion, according to the musical division of the

string." Metal bars press down the strings by means of

pedals, causing the original bridges to lose their power,

thereby producing a more acute sound as the string is

shortened by the secondary bridges and metal bars.

(2) The keys are covered with glass or enamel, in place

of ivory. (3) Another instrument has tuning-forks or

single rods of metal, instead of strings, set in vibration

by means of finger-keys and action.

April 12), 1790.

—

John Hancock, (i) Small pieces

of leather between the strings, to deaden one string to

each note, when required by the player. (2) A back

sticker " presses down a palate at the bottom of pipes,"

in a case below the pianoforte, admitting wind from a

bellows blown by a pedal. This flute-stop can be used

separately or in conjunction with the pianoforte.

Nov. 16, 1790.

—

James Ball. Square piano action,

with under-dampers, and a screw in each key, for

making the touch deeper or more shallow. '' The

hammers are fixed by means of screws that press " on

the centre wire.

Fed. 4, 1792.—G. Garcka. Position of wrest-pins

and sounding-board.

April iS, iyg2.—John Geib. Combination of clavi-

chord or spinet with pianoforte, " with two sets of keys

to which either of these three instruments may be joined

and played together."
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June 6y 1792.

—

James Davis. Combined piano and

harpsichord. " The upper row of keys is for the piano-

forte, and the lower for the harpsichord."

Oct, 17, 1794.

—

Sebastian Erard. Two methods

for escapement of the hammer, and an arrangement for

striking one, two, or three strings at pleasure, by a side

movement of the damper-rail, etc. Harmonic octave

produced by mechanism which pressed on the string

exactly in the centre.

October 18, 1794.—WILLIAM SOUTHWELL. Improved

dampers, and addition of treble keys.

Jan. 12, 1795.

—

William Stodart. "An upright

piano in the form of a bookcase," in which " both the

hammers and dampers are returned by weight."

Jan.-^iy 1797.

—

William Rolfe and Samuel Davis,

Vellum, parchment, pasteboard, etc., varnished or oiled

for sounding-boards, instead of wood.

Nov. 8, 1798.

—

William Southwell. New method

of applying additional notes. The frame turns down over

the keys, and the " leader " is fastened to the hammer

by a joint of leather. A harp played with keys is also

mentioned in the specification.

(9^/. 3, 1799.

—

^Joseph Smith. Introduction of metal

bracings in place of wood, "so as to admit the introduc-

tion, into the internal part of the instrument, of a drum,

tabor, or tambourine, with sticks or beaters," as well as

a triangle ; all being brought into action by levers and

cranks.
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July 31, 1800.

—

Peter Litherland. ''A method of

keeping [pianos, etc.] in tune by means of" helical and

other springs.

Nov. 31, 1800.

—

Isaac Hawkins. Spiral springs in

place of long bass strings. The strings are fixed in

a perpendicular position, ranging from three to four

feet in height to within a few inches of the floor. By
means of " primary and secondary carriages, . . . two,

three, or more strings may be stretched at the same

time" in tuning, "and they may be put in tune one

with another, by turning the screws of the secondary

carriages." A roller with pins acting upon levers

shortens any strings, at the pleasure of the player, by

pressing on and dividing them into varying lengths.

The " poiatorise " stop is produced by another roller,

which, revolving rapidly, causes projections upon it to

strike on the hammers, thus keeping them continually

striking the strings whilst the keys are held down.

Between the hammers and the strings pieces of leather

of varying thickness, are introduced, so as to change

the tone gradually from forte to piano. The key-frame

is made to turn on pivots, for economy of space. Besides

these improvements a volti siibito is introduced, which,

by the use of the pedal, turns over the leaves of the

music-book when required.

May 16, 1801.

—

Sebastian Erard. " The touch

rendered either hard or soft to any degree, at the

election of the player."
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June 5, 1 801.

—

Egerton Smith and Thomas Todd-

Tuning by means of screw and lever, or by a wheel

axle, and pulley ; which allow of " any number of

strings being drawn up by one weight over a wheel

or axle."

Nov. 7, 1801.—John Conrad Becker. Half and

quarter tones, produced by causing the wrest-pins to

move partly round their centres, thereby altering the

tension of the string as may be required.

Nov. 10, 1801.—A. Bemetzrei-DER, and Rt. J. and

A. Scott. " Horizontal harp " piano ; the top opens

at the back, forming a swell.

Nov. 28, 1 80 1.

—

Edward Ryley. Movable key-

board for transposing music simply by shifting the

keyboard and action.

March % 1802.—THOMAS LoUD. Upright pianos

rendered portable by placing the strings in an oblique

direction^ " fixing the first bass strings from the left-hand

upper corner to near the right-hand lower corner, and

the rest of the strings in a parallel direction. By this

means an instrument standing only five feet high and

four feet wide in front will admit of the bass strings

being their full length, which is five feet two inches."

March 24, 1802.

—

Peter Litherland. "Helical,

spiral, or straight springs, for keeping the strings to

their tension " and the piano in tune.

June 2Z, 1803.—George Woods. Strings attached
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to pulleys, beams, etc., so that the whole may be raised

or lowered in pitch at once.

Jan. 23, 1805.— Ed. Thunder. " Screw wrest-pin."

April 8, 1807.—William Southwell. Cabinet

pianoforte and action.

Jdy 2^, 1808.

—

William Hawkes. "Two sets of

strings of two unisons to each set." The action being

shifted by pedal so as to strike each set, produces

'seven diatonic and five flat tones to our present scale of

twelve fixed tones."

Sept. 24, 1808.

—

Sebastian Erard. Repetition

action, which " affords the power of giving repeated

strokes, without missing or failure, by very small angular

motions of the key itself."

July 26, 1809.

—

David Loeschman. " By means of

six pedals that cause the hammers to act upon twenty-

four distinct sets of strings," performers can " play in

thirty-three perfect keys."

May 2, 1 8 10.—SEBASTIAN Erard. The tuning-pins

inserted in a collar and socket for ease and smoothness

in motion.

March 4, 1811.

—

William Southwell. Piano

sloping backwards, with improved action and damper

wire.

March 4, 181 1.—J. TROTTER. New keyboard arrange-

ment.

March 26, 1811.—Robert Wornum. "Improved
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upright pianoforte," with diagonal strings. Buff-stop

for stopping one string of each note is worked by a

pedal.

April 24, 181 1.

—

William Bundy. Bass pianoforte

strings covered with platina or other metal to produce

powerful sounds by vibration.

Sept. 9, 181 1.

—

William Frederick Collard.

Square pianoforte " turned upwards on its end."

March 3, 18 13.—Frederick Hauck. Method of

applying " additional keys, strings, hammers, etc. . . .

to old-keyed instruments."

Dec.% 1813.

—

JohnBateman. " The Grand Clavilyr."

" The strings may be struck at or near the middle . . .

in a similar manner to that of the finger upon the strings

of a harp, by playing upon keys."

May 14, 1 8 16.—WILLIAM SiMMONS. Barrel piano

or harpsichord.

Oct. 14, 1816. Joseph Kirkman. Two strings in

unison and one with separate bridges tuned to tl e

octave above, are struck by one hammer, forming an

" octave stop."

Nov, 14, 1 8 16.

—

John Day. Frame of musical

glasses played separately, or in combination with the

piano, by finger-keys and action.

Feb. I, 1817.

—

Isaac Mott. "The Sostinente piano-

forte" produces a sustaining tone through the strings

eing vibrated by a revolving roller, by means of silken
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lines attached to them. A movable bridge presses

against the centre of the strings, and produces the

harmonic octave effect by dividing them into two equal

lengths.

Jan. 15, 1820.

—

James Thom and William Allen.

Metallic tubular bracing to counteract the tendency of

pianofortes to get out of tune from the swelling

and contracting of the wood caused by atmospheric

changes.

May 13, 1820.

—

Robert Wornum. One size wire

used for stringing tenor and treble. The length of the

first note is determined on the monochord, " and for all

the corresponding notes upwards you must halve the

several notes, and so on for as many octaves as you

require, always halving for the last octave." This is

intended to produce equal tension throughout the

instrument.

March 8, 1821.

—

William Frederick Collard.
" The bridge of reverberation " is a third bridge below

the two others to allow that part of the strings which is

generally listed, or damped, to sympathise and vibrate

in unison with the lengths between the ordinary bridges.

Aprils, 1821. William Southwell. Check action

applied to cabinet pianos, to prevent the hammer
" rebounding against the strings."

Dec. 22, 1 82 1.

—

Pierre Erard. (Communicated.)

Repetition'check action for the grand pianoforte.
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Jan. 14, 1 82 1.—D. LOESCHMAN and J. Allright.

In the " patent Terpodion " sounds are produced by-

friction on wood, metal, or any hard substance, played

with pianoforte keyboard.

Feb. 18, 1823.

—

Francis Deakin. Improvement in

steel wire and mode of fastening it.

July 24, 1823.

—

Henry Smart. Check acting on

the hammer.

Nov. 22, 1823.—Thomas Todd. The strings are

vibrated by a roller upon each side of the strings, when

brought in contact by the key and action.

July 29, 1824.

—

William Wheatstone. External

surface covered with frames having vellum, etc., tightly

drawn across, with trumpet-mouthed holes, for aug-

menting the tone of the pianoforte.

Jan. 5, 1825.

—

Pierre Erard. Wrest-plank and

key-bottom united by pieces of sheet iron placed

between the two sides of the case. New application

of patent of 1821.

Jan, 18, 1825.—Francis Melville. Metallic

bracing for square pianos.

Feb, 6, 1825.—G. A. KOLLMAN. Down-striking

grand-action and larger sounding-board.

Oct, 6, 1825.

—

James Shudi Broadwood. Check

action applied to square pianos.

July 4, 1826.

—

Robert Wornum. (i) Hopper and

two check actions. (2) " Pizzicato pedal."
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Feb, 20, 1827.

—

Pierre Erard. Application of

action to square pianos, 1821 patent.

March 22, 1827.

—

James Stewart. Wire put on

without loops or " eyes," by making one continuous

string pass round a single hitch-pin, so as to produce

the effect of two separate strings.

April % 1827.

—

James Shudi Broadwood. Metal

string plate in the grand piano.

Jitly 25, 1827.

—

Edward Dodd. Both bridges upon

sounding-board. The quality of tone is regulated by a

brass nut and screw at the back of the hammer-head.

Attg. 30, 1827.— W. Dettmer. Screws for altering

the pitch.

Jtily 10, 1828.—J. H. A. GUNTHER. A second

thicker sounding-board, with the belly-bridge upon it, is

placed over the ordinary one.

July 24, 1828.—R. WORNUM. Check acting on the

back part of the lever.

Aug. II, 1829.

—

Thomas Rolfe. Improved self-

acting pianoforte.

Nov. 2, 1829.—J. Stewart. Brass rail applied to

back part of action frame.

Feb. 27, 1830.

—

Simon Thompson. Upright piano-

forte, having the top level with the lockboard.

Feb. 2, 1 83 1.—J. C. SCHWIESO. Cast-iron wrest,

plank.

July 20, 1 83 1.—W. Allen. Cast-iron grooved frame
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with the wooden wrest-plank driven tightly into the

grooves.

Sept. 8, 1832.—F. P. Fischer. Down-striking grand

action.

Nov. I, 1833.

—

Jacob Zeitter. Sounding-board bars

made of two or more pieces.

Jan, 15, 1835.—J- Stewart. Escapement action.

Sept. I, 1833.—F. Davchell. Hammer shanks, sus-

pended by an india-rubber thread to the butt. Hollow

bridge on sounding-board.

Nov, 6, 1835.—R. Wolf. " Shell of curvilinear

shape, in lieu of the usual sounding-board."

May 13, 1835.— P. Fischer. Over-strung piano.

" In order to increase the length, I place the strings

diagonally, and they then pass under the other

strings."

Feb. 17, 1836.—J. LiDEL. (i) Sounding-board free,

being fastened at one end only. (2) Piano effects are

produced by the stroke of the hammer being shortened.

March 8, 1836.—J. GODWIN. Strings run over others,

or are placed across them in square pianofortes.

May 14, 1836.

—

WheatleyKirk. Double sounding-

board and complete metallic framing or support.

July 27, 1 836.

—

Charles Wheatstone. Continuous

sounds produced from pianoforte strings or springs, by

means of currents of air which pass through apertures

slightly wider than the body the air vibrates.
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Auo-, 24, 1837.—W. Southwell. Spring applied to

hammer-butt, to obtain repetition.

Fed. 21, 1839.—JOHANN Stumpff. Improvements

in mechanism and tuning apparatus.

/ufy 2, 1839.—H. Pape. Sounding-board reversed

and placed behind the bracings in a console-shaped

piano.

Fed. 14, 1840.—J. Clarke. Free sounding-board,

one part only being firmly fixed.

Sept. 24, 1840.

—

Pierre Erard. Improvements in

mechanism and string-plate.

Nov. 7, 1840.—E. DODD. Set of strings on the back,

as well as a set in front, of the frame, acting as a

counterbalance, and " double pianoforte."

ftme 22, 1841.—J. Godwin. The wrest-pin block is

placed adove the strings in the grand.

/ufy 7, 1841.—J. Steward. Complete metal framing

to carry the strings. Upright pianoforte action, pro-

ceeding downwards, strikes near the under-bridge.

N'ov. II, 1841.—J. Stewart. Escapement action.

Jan, 15, 1842.—T. Lambert. Improved cabinet

action.

Fed. 2, 1842.

—

Henry Broadwood. Name-board

with pictorial representation "of the extension of the

black and white keys for learners."

Fed. 15, 1842.—R. WORNUM. The "tape check

action."
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Feb. II, 1843.—H. Du BOCHET. Repeating square

action.

Jan. 19, 1843.—J. G. KiRKMAN. Improved action

(no specification).

April 29, 1843—J- Stewart and T. Lambert.

Cabinet repetition action.

Jime 26, 1844.—Charles Sautter. Continuous

sounds produced by a succession of shocks from ham-

mers put in vibration by a revolving cylinder.

Oct. 10,1844.

—

Obed Coleman. vEolian attachment.

Reeds are attached to the bottom of the pianoforte-

case, and are acted upon by wind. They are played

separately or in combination with the pianoforte.

Nov. 9, 1844.—Daniel Hewitt. Striking simulta-

neously in different parts of the string, etc.

December 12, 1844. — S. Mercier. "Transposing

piano."

April 7, 1845.—W. Hattersley. Metallic elastic

trusses for strengthening the framing.

Oct. 27, 1845.—-B. Nickels. Two actions and

sounding-boards, and two sets of strings and keys, are

employed for producing a combined upright and hori-

zontal pianoforte.

Nov, II, 1845.—S. Cromwell. Elastic stops for

producing harmonic sounds when pressed upon the

strings in the centre of them.

April 2^, 1846.—Isaac Mott. "Metallic skeleton,'
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applied to stringed instruments to resist the pressure

caused by the tension of the strings.

Jii7ie 1 6, 1846.—F. BURKINYOUNG. Down-striking

grand action.

Jtdy ^, 1846.—T. WOOLLEY. Movable key-bed and

frame.

April 29, 1847.—J- Spear. India-rubber applied

between the movable parts to prevent noise.

Oct. 7, 1847.

—

Alexander Bain. Electricity em-

ployed for playing several instruments simultaneously.

Atcg. 12, 1850.—C. Cadby. Sounding-board strained

like a drum.

Sept. 12, 1850.

—

Pierre Erard. Metallic wrest-

plank.

Dec. 20, 1850.—J. Pape. Vibrations of the strings

increased by air, etc.

June I, 185 1.—J. Hopkinson. " Clothing the ham-

mers with sponge." Action with sticker jointed in the

middle.

Nov. 15, 185 1.

—

Pierre Erard. " Laying the wires

on or against the sounding-board."

Nov. 20, 185 1.—T. Statham. Metallic stop to the

wrest-plank and sounding-board, for the purpose of

relieving the latter from the pressure of the strings.

Jan. 27, 1852.—T. Lambert. Bevelled lever.

Jan. 31, 1852.

—

William Squire. Gravitation em-

ployed in a new check-action, instead of springs.
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July 15, 1852.—H. Gauntlett. Pianofortes and

organs played by means of electricity.

Oct. I, 1852.— G. Brockbank. Two wrest-planks,

between which the strings pass.

Oct. I, 1852.—J. Stewart. Stop for the hammer at

the back of the lever.

Nov. 17, 1852.—H. Russell. Flattened wire, in

place of round pianoforte strings.

March 7, 1853.—W. Matthews. "Propeller Action,"

to prevent " blocking " in damp situations.

Ma7ch 17, 1853.—J. ASHENHURST. Hollow wood

bracings and bridges.

May 30, 1853.— H. HUGIIES and W. Denham.

Continuous sounds, produced by two sets of hammers

being successively brought into action.

July 6, 1853.— R. RiJST. Sound-holes in the

sounding-board, with metal tubes passing through

hollow bars inserted.

Aug. 16, 1853.—J. Stewart. Connecting the sticker

with the fore end of the lever, the back end being

hinged to the lever rail in the upright pianoforte.

Oct. 6, 1853.—Joseph Gary. Single check action

with " loop and spring."

Dec. 22, 1853.—J. Shaw. Construction and arrange-

ment of the action and bracings.

May I, 1854.—W. Waddington. The ribs or bars

n front, instead of at the back, of the sounding-board.
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May 8, 1854.-—G. THOMAS. Bracings dovetailed into

the body of the wrest-plank.

May 25, 1854.—J. Harrison. Metallic wrest-plank

and improved lever.

Aiig, 22,, 1854.—W. S. Smith. Rounded bridges with

plates of metal.

OcL 12, 1854.—F. Delsarte. Apparatus for tuning.

JVov. 3, 1854.—E. Alexandre. Combination of

organ and piano.

Dec: 16, 1854.—D. Hewitt. Piano constructed

against any strong wall ; the wall supplying the place

of " costly framework with strong bracings."

Dec. 19, 1854.—William Dreaper. Application of

compensating-bars and generators of sound to the

sounding-board and bars.

Ja^i. 22j 1855.—J. Pape. Tuning-fork piano.

April 28, 1855.—James Marsh. Piano capable of

being separated for portability.

May 2, 1855.—T. Lambert. Hopper-head connected

with the hopper by a regulating screw.

Oa. 13, 1855.

—

John Dewrance. Cast-iron framing,

with wrest-plank secured in a metal-frame by bolts, and

covered with a plate of soft metal.

Nov. I, 1855.— S. Drigg (U.S.). Metallic framing,

with sounding-board within an independent metallic

frame, which holds it in an arched form.

Nov. 23, 1 85 5.~ J. Fisher. Reversible hammerhead.
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Jan. 3, 1856.—F. GuiCHENE. Connecting-rods,

which cause chords of the note to sound when a single

key is struck.

Jan. 25, 1856.—W. Owen. Second sounding-board.

Feb. 13, 1856.—W. MOUTRIE. Springs acting upon

the dampers.

Feb. 26, 1856.—J. Steadman. Arched bars "for the

support of the sounding-board and central bridge."

Aprt/ 16, 1856.—F. Priestly. "Rocking lever or

butt to each key, . . . constructed with a hammer-

shank and hammer."

Jufy 11,1856.—A. N. WORNUM. Repetition grand

action.

Oct. 9, 1856.—J. and E. Shaw. Separate strings for

sharps ^.ndjlats,

Oct. 10, 1856.—D. Shirley (U.S.). Simplified

action, " to render it cheap, . . . and to prevent

blocking."

Nov. 6, 1856.—J. La Cabra. Arrangement of

sticker and check.

Dec. I, 1856.—J. C. Haddon. Metal framing, "and

loading the bass strings with buttons, . . . placed upon

them so as to obtain deep notes" with short lengths of

strings. The strings are galvanized or tinned " to

preserve them from oxidation."

Feb. 26, 1857.

—

William Mills. Escapement upon

the upper part of the sticker.
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April 9, 1857.—T. ROLFE. Vulcanized or plain

india-rubber, in place of wire, for a " check."

-^^711,1857.—S. Hallett. Strings are arranged

" concentric with the sound-boards. One, two, four,

six, or eight keys " may be applied to the same instru-

ment.

May 13, 1857.—H. TOLKIEN and J. MiDDLETON
" Hard wedge or wedges," inserted in the bracings for

strength.

May 14, 1857.—G. CRAWFORD. Upper bridge entirely

of glass. The sounding-board has a double bridge,

indented with bone or ivory instead of pins.

Jtdy 25, 1857.—F. Oetzmann and T. L. PLUMB.

Hopper acting directly on the hammer-butt.

Sept. 3, 1857.—T. Jackson. Check upon hammer-

butt by sticker.

Oct. 30, 1857.—M. Stodart. Reduction in thick-

ness of sounding-board, from the bridge outwards,

towards each edge where it is fixed.

Nov, II, 1857.—H. and S. THOMPSON. Additional

stickers, for producing an octave or chord at will when

a single key is struck.

May 13, 1858.—A. WOLFF. " Independent pedallier."

Sept. 21, 1858.

—

John Dewrance. Compensating

bars in bass of piano.

Oct. 2, 1858.—J. and E. HOLMAN. Upright pianoforte

action.
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Nov, 17,1858.

—

J.Robertson. Thicker sounding-

board, with the surface grooved out "longitudinally

in parallel lines."

Dec, 9, 1858.—R. Burrows. Set of rectangular

cranks, to elicit the sound of two notes by the touch of

one key.

Dec, 9, 1858.—J. Stewart. Hopper escapement

action,

Feb. II, 1859.—C. Jackson. Escapement hopper.

Feb. II, 1859.—C. Mills. Improved hopper,

Aug. 15, 1859.—C. Glasborow. Sounding-board

and strings in front, and a second set behind the

bracings, to produce equal tension and sympathetic

vibration of the two sets of strings.

AiLg, 30, 1859.

—

James Hare. Improvement in

wrest-pins and string-plate.

Sept, 6, 1859.—J. Stewart. Improved escapement

action.

Oct, 4, 1859.—G. Greiner. (i) Appliance for tuning

two strings at the same time. (2) Pedallier with leather

covered plectora for pulling the strings.

Nov. 30, 1859.—F. Mathusek (New York). Sound-

ing-board, strings, etc., are arranged so as to make

them somewhat similar in action to instruments of the

violin class.

Jan. 2, i860.—Dr. Hurlimann (Zurich). Light

"wooden frame. . . . Metal bars, . . . placed between
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the sounding-board and the strings, . . . extend in the

same direction, . . . and are fastened to the wrest-plank

near the piano-pins, and below on the iron plate on

which the strings are fixed."

April 17, i860.—S. B. Driggs (U.S.). Graduated

sounding-board and bridge.

April 28, i860.—T. MOLINEUX. Single check action

with loop and spring.

May 21, i860.—C. De Meyer. Two sounding-

boards " fitted on metallic construction of framework."

May 29, i860.—W. NOSWORTHY. Sounding-board

passing under detached metal bridge.

July 2%, i860.—J. Pape. The hammers " have two,

three, and even four faces, instead of a single one," to

replace the surface worn by use. The height of this

piano is two and a half feet only.

Aug, 3, i860.—C. Williams and E. F. Falconer

(U.S.). Bells instead of strings.

Aug, 27, i860.—J. P. PiRSSON (U.S.). The '' Trylo-

deon," a combination of the piano and harmonium.

Sept, 25, i860.—Carl Kind. Repetition grand

action.

Dec. 29, i860.—H. ViNER. "One set of keys trans-

mits motion to two sets of hammers, . . . one to strike

up [on the strings in the grand piano], and the other

to strike down " upon a second set of strings tuned in

unison with, or an octave above or below, the upper set.
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Feb. 2, 1861.—W. Prangley. ''Rise [in the key]

at a point before it reaches its centre-pin."

May 21, 1861. William Dreaper. "Tie-rod is

applied to . . . the bars of the sound-board in such

manner as to draw such bar or bars into a bent

form."

June 20, 1 86 1.—J. L. Clement. To overcome the

non-continuity of sound, " an arrangement somewhat

similar to the bow of a violin," acting separately, or

simultaneously with the hammers, is added to the piano.

"^ July II, 1861.—J. R. Cotter. Strings pulled by

claw-shaped plectra in the middle of their length.

Jtdy 18, 1861.—B. Johnson and W. H.Anderson.

Double-sounding Board, with " swell valves " and " the

very Jorte pedal " for sounding octaves.

Nov. 16, 1 86 1.—R. T. WORTON. " Lyro-pianoforte."

A pianoforte and harpsichord combined.

Dec. 3, 1861.—R. A. RuST. Sloping front and sliding

extended desk.

Feb, II, 1862.—John Brinsmead. Grand and upright

mechanism for producing " a perfect check, great

power, . . . and quick repetition."

Feb. 13, 1862.—William Williams. Diagonal bass

strings, inclining towards the right in grand pianos,

and continued below the keyboard towards the front of

the keys.

Feb. 26, 1862.—C. L. Knoll. Connecting-rods from
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the keyboard to cause the action to strike upon strings

at the back of the instrument.

Fe^. 26, 1862.—E. G. Bruzaud. Two dampers for

each note.

March 10, 1862.—W. S. NOSWORTHY. Keyboard

pedals, and seat raised above the usual height, enabling

vocalists to read the performer's music.

March 20, 1862.—J. G. THOMPSON. Enharmonic

scale and shifting keyboard.

April 7, 1862.

—

Thomas Jackson. Spring on end of

sticker that causes a check.

April 14, 1862.—J. M. French. Hollow wooden

bracings.

April 19, 1862.—A. N. Wornum. Improved damper.

April 30, 1862.—H. F. Broadwood. Metal plate

over the wrest-planks of grands, tapped to receive wrest-

pins upon which either a male or female screw has been

cut.

May 9, 1862.—G. F. Greener and I. H. C. Sandi-

LANDS. Improved grand action.

May 22, 1862.— G. Crawford. Small pianoforte

with metal prongs instead of strings.

June 23, 1862.—R. Cook. Metal employed for tops

of hoppers.

June 28, 1862.—G. H. Hulskamp. Compressed

sounding-board.

Aug, 27, 1862.—J.J. Potter. Improved upright action.
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Sept, II, 1862.—^J.
MOLINEUX. Sticker action with

check.

Feb. 5, 1863.—R. A. Brooman (Francois Delsarte).

Method or tuning two strings simultaneously.

Feb. 13, 1863.—S. M. INNES. Transposing keyboard.

March 16, 1863.—W, G. Eavestaff. Check action.

April 2% 1863.—W. Farr and E. Farr. Improved

action.

July 31, 1863.—B. Johnson. Combination of piano

and organ.

Sept. 30, 1863.—W. Clarke. Combined piano and

organ or harmonium.

Nov. 12, 1863.—G. H. Brockbank. Perforated

metal plate between sounding-board and strings.

Nov. 20, 1863.—A. H. Ferry. Hammer-head made

so that the coverings can be tightened or loosened.

Jan. 18, 1864.—W. H. Marks. Piano with four

strings to each note, two of which are tuned an

octave higher or lower than the other two.

April 12, 1864.—R. A. Kemp.—Tuning the piano-

forte scale by means of twelve harmonium reeds.

April 20, 1864.—A. V. Newton. Action for pro-

ducing increased power in short horizontal grands.

Jtmei, 1864.—A. V.Newton [John Winter Jones].

Combination of piano and drum.

June 15, 1864.—R. A. Brooman. Improved tuning

apparatus.
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July 4, 1864.—J. W. Jones. Down-striking action.

July 19, 1864.—E. Lea. Combined piano and

harmonium.

A7ig\ 4, 1864.—T. J. V. Roz. Transposing key-

board.

Nov, I, 1864,—W. Moody. New tuning apparatus.

Jan. 17, 1865.—F. H. Lakin. Tuning by means of

levers on metal plate over wrest-plank.

March 9, 1865.—W. T. Hamilton, Guide for the

position of the hands in playing.

April 4, 1865.—W. Moody and W. J. Huland.

New method of stringing.

Jtuie 15, 1865.—G. E. Way. Improved metal plate

in cross-strung square pianos, with repetition action.

Jtme 26, 1865.—W. E. Newton. Metal frame over

thin boards in sweep-side and wrest-plank.

June 30, 1865.—R. A. Brooman. New tuning

apparatus.

Aug, 5, 1865.—H. C. Baudit. Violin-piano.

Oct. 5, 1865.—B. Johnson. Combined piano and

organ.

Oct. 10, 1865.—G. G. Rich. Improved damper

action.

Nov. 29, 1865.—E. Farr and J. Gregory. Improved

action.

Dec. 7, 1865.—W. E. Evans. Transposing key-

board.
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March 22, i865.—J. MACINTOSH. Trumpet-shaped

covering to be placed over the piano or vocalist, so that

the tone may be augmented by means of compressed air.

April 3, 1866.—G. Hastletine. Pianoforte with

four strings to each note, two of which are struck by an

action above the keys and two by an action below the

key-board.

Aprils, 1866.—B. Johnson. Combined piano and

harmonium.

April 24, 1866.—S. Thompson.—Octave-couplers to

pianoforte keys.

July 10, 1866.—J. MiLLWARD. Combination ofpiano,

couch, closet, and bureau with toilet articles. The

music-stool is constructed to contain a workbox, a

looking-glass, a writing desk or table,and a set of drawers.

Aug. 24, 1866.—W. E. Newton [George Byron

Kirkham]. Movable transposing keyboard.

Sept. 4, 1866.— E. Farr and J. GREGORY. Each

string passes from its wrest-pin completely round both

sides of the sounding-board, so as to obtain an equal

upward and downward pressure.

Nov, 28, 1866,—G. Hastletine [Levi Smith

Tower.] Improvements in the mode of, and means for

regulating and registering the tension of pianoforte

strings.

Dec, 3, 1866.—M. A. F. Mennons [Juan Amann].

Apparatus for performing by means ofelectro-magnetism.
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Dec. 14, 1866. — H. Brinsmead. Simple check

action.

Feb. 4, 1867.—J. F. Phillipe. Metal frame cast in

one piece.

March 6, 1867.—W. E. Gedge. Transposing action.

March 18, 1867.—H. SiMMS. Tone-resonator.

May 9, 1867.—A. Herce. Keyboard to enable per-

former to face auditors.

June 3, 1867.—E. McLean. Arched resonator at

top of piano.

Oct. 16, 1867.—W. H. May. Impregnating sounding-

boards with salt water.

Oct. 19, 1867.—M. J. Matthews. Double pianoforte

strung at back and in front.

Nov. I, 1867.—J. GiLMOUR. Improved back.

Nov. 6, 1867.—A. M. Clark. Vibrating hammer set

in motion by a cylinder for producing sustained tones

by continuous blows.

Nov. 16, 1867.—R. W. Pearce. Hollow case made

on violin principle and placed under feet of piano.

Feb. 27, 1868.—F. WiRTH. Assistant for raising

parts only of the dampers, by means of the loud pedal.

March 6, 1868.—J. Brinsmead. [Perfect check re-

peater action] [for producing perfection of touch with

increased durability.

Aug. 20, 1868.— G. Calker. Diagram of music in

front of keyboard for beginners.
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Sept. I, 1868.—E. JOBSON. Hammers covered with

velvet or other piled fabric instead of felt.

Sept. 16, i868.~G. R. SAMSON. New method of

stringing.

Oct. 28, 1868.—W. Dawes, (i) A zinc compensat-

ing frame. (2) Double sounding-board. (3) Mechanism

for producing sustained tones by repeated blows. (4)

Octave-coupler.

Nov. 6, 1868.—T. Harrison. Improved action.

Nov. 23, 1868.— C. Montague. Framing covered

with caoutchouc.

Dec. 17, 1868.—J. T. Hall. Improved hinges for

piano tops.

Dec. 28, 1868.—J. P. Mills. Drawn steel wrest-pins.

Jan. 20, 1869.—T. SteinWAY. Metallic action frame.

Feb. II, 1869.—P. J. Smith. Metal bars under sound-

ing-board.

April 14, 1869.—E. DOWLING. Application of

T-headed screw to fly-rest.

April 28, 1869.—F. Bauer. Combined wood and

metal framing.

April 30, 1869.—L. B. FORTIN.—Improvements in

felt machinery.

May 26, 1869.—C. F. Chew. Transposing double

keyboard and metal bars in wooden bracings.

July 2, 1869.—J. Steward. Sounding-board with

concave bars.
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July 14, 1869.—C. Brewer. India-rubber tubes for

under-covering of bass hammers.

Sept 7, 1869.—T. King. Check action.

Nov. II, 1869.—J. Jules. Combined piano and

organ.

April "^^ 1870.—J. H. KiRKMAN. Steel bar in wrest-

plank.

Nov. 23, 1870.—W. G. Eavestaff. Check action.

Nov, 29, 1870.—T. Lambert. India-rubber springs

for action.

Dec. I, 1870.—H. L. Gleig. Sounding-board ex-

tended under metal wrest-plank " bridge."

Dec. I, 1870.—A. N. WORNUM. Position of wrest-

pins.

Jan. 8, 1 87 1.—W. Tongue. Flattened steel wire

kept in vibration by currents of air.

Feb. 16, 1 87 1.—T. Lambert. Improved action, with

zinc, lead, or tin slates on top of hoppers.

March 5, 1871.—J. Brinsmead. Improvements in

piano action.

March 30, 1871.—F. and R. HuND. Cast-iron frame.

^/n7 25, 1871.—A. Zewadski. Octave-coupler.

April 27, 1871.—D. Rogers, J. Monington, J.

Weston. Combined wood and metal bracings.

June I, 1 87 1.—C. F. Chew. (i) Conical pins.

(2) Adjustable tension straps. (3) Straps for strengthen-

ing bridges. (4) Hollow resonator.
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^^June 21, 1 87 1.— I. LiEBiCH and W. Paterson.

Harp effects caused by tongues of metal placed between

strings and hammers.

July 20, 1 87 1.—W. R. NORMINTON. Self-escapement

hopper.

Aug. 12, 1871.—R. Gaunt. Metal hinges.

Sept. 20, 1 87 1.—E. MOLYNEUX. Electro-magnetic

mechanical arrangement.

Oct. 3, 1 87 1.—T. Jackson. Improved hopper.

Nov. 22, 1 87 1.—J. Amann. Mechanical arrangement

for playing keyboard instruments.

March 20, 1872.—R. Smith. Laminated sounding-

board.

April 16, 1872.—C. S. Venables. Two damper

pedals.

May I, 1872.—C. A. DE LazKAWSKI, H. KiTUMAN.

Tuning forks used in lieu of strings.

May 3, 1872.—L. GuNTliER. String rail.

May 14, 1872.— C. T. Steinway. Improved agraffe

or stud.

Aug. 16, 1872.-^0. F, Goffree and J. H. Schuel.

Improved method of balancing keys.

Oct. 14, 1872.—E. B. Gowland. Double bearing on

bridge, with down-pressure bar.

Jan. 2, 1873.—A. D. B. WoLFF. Transposing key-

board attachment.

March 17, 1873.—J. BURTON. Metal frets.
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May 6, 1873.—W. Friudentheil. Cast-iron wrest-

plank.

May 31, 1873.—D. G. Staight and S. Staight.

Alabaster or gypsum substitute for ivory.

June 18, 1873.—C. J. Coxhead. Improved damper.

July 31, 1873.—U. C. Hill. Cellulated bell, or

tuning-fork piano.

Oct. 15, 1873.—-C. H. L. Plass. Repetition action.

Dec. I, 1873,—H. HankinsoN. Transposing key-

board.

Feb. 9, 1874.—H. Chatwin. Mother-of-pearl in lieu

of ivory.

Feb. 27, 1874.—J. H. DUNKLEY. Sounding-board

carried up to top-bridge.

May 6, 1874.—J. B. HAMILTON. Coiled, flat, or round

wires.

May 20,1^74..—E.lLlFFandJ. RiNTOUL. Simple action.

Jime 12, 1874.—C. J. Coxhead. Prolojige on key.

tily 14, 1874.—F. W. Whiteman. India-rubber used

instead of felt in every part of the action.

July 27, 1874.—D. Imtrof. Automatic piano.

Sept. 2, 1874.—M. W. Hanctiel. Dampers mecha-

nically held after the strings have been struck.

Oct. 20, 1874.—W. Mead. Combined piano and

musical-box.

Nov. 23, 1874.—A. Steinway. Dampers mecha-

nically held after the strings have been struck.
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Nov. 25, 1874.—J. B. HamiltOxNT, G. Wade, and R.

W. VOSEY. Compensating springs attached to strings

to prevent changes of pitch.

Jan. 2, 1875.—W. R. Miller. Insulators.

Jan. 27, 1875.—G. H. Brockbank. Simple action.

Feb. 19, 1875.—E. T. Burling. A system of tuning *

Feb, 20, 1875.—G. and A. Roberts. Escapement

action.

MarcJi I, 1875.—J. Ellis. Transposing keyboard.

March 6, 1875.—J. Brinsmead. Perfect check re-

peater action for producing increased durability as well

as perfection of touch.

March 16, 1875.—R. H. ROGERS. Simple action.

May 13, 1875.—A. D. B. WOLFF. Stops for regu-

lating dampers.

May 31, 1875.—T. B. HOWEL. Method of strength-

ening back.

Jidy 17, 1875.—E. G. Burling. Banjo attachment.

Atig. 21, 1875.—A. Montgomery. Improved ar-

rangement of keyboard.

Aug. 31, 1875.—W. R. NORMINTON. Transposing

keyboard.

Nov. 5, 1875.— C. J. Ward. Harmonic seraphlute,

with concertina key-board applied to a stringed instru-

ment.

Nov. 12, 1875.—A. D. B. Wolff. Improvements in

wrest-plank and pins.
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April 19, 1876.— C. E. Rogers (U.S.A.) (i) New

damper. (2) Universal joint connecting key and jack.

(3) Improved escapement. (^4) Three springs to coun-

teract atmospheric influence. (5) String plate and

new method of tuning the strings.

May 30, 1876. —F. WiRTH. (i) Additional strings

and bridges for producing the overtones. (2) Im-

proved dampers.

Aug. I, 1876.—G. T. BOUSFIELD. Hand-rest for

position of the player's hands.

Sept. 23, 1876.—G. A. Cassagnes. Nickel-plating ot

strings and metal work.

Oct. 14, 1876.—J. C. Ward. (i) The strings,

hammers, and stickers are alternately placed on the

opposite sides of the frame. (2) Harmonic angelute.

Nov. 7, 1876.—J. Robinson. Combined piano and

harmonium.

Feb. 6, 1877.— J. T. Wright. Combined piano and

harmonium or organ.

Feb. 20, 1877.—E. Lecomte. (i) Strings set in

vibration by the longitudinal friction of prepared felt

rubber. (2) The forked damper.

Feb, 27, 1877.

—

^' Brooks Improved action.

March 23, 1877.—E. Zachariae. Cellular boxes

within the instrument to augment the tone.

Oct. 20, 1877.—J. MONINGTON and J. WesTON.

Transposing keyboard.
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Nov. 20, 1877.—C. PlEPER. Second row of strings

and hammers for producing the octave and funda-

mental tones simultaneously.

Dec. 29, 1877.—H. WiTTON. Improved action.

July 5, 1878.—T. HOWELLS. Portable pianoforte.

The strings are stretched horizontally along the

exterior of a hollow cylinder or framework
; the action

operates upon the strings from the interior of the

cylinder.

July 23, 1878.—E. C. Cadot. Automatic equaliser

for pianoforte keys.

Aicgiist 20, 1878.—S. F. Waslev. Resonators under

the castors.

March 20, 1879.—J. Brinsmead. (i) Sostenente

sounding-board, glued on rim of soft wood. (2) New

form of metal plates and supports. (3) Improved

repeater check action. (4) Improved sticker action.

(5) Various appliances of tone-sustaining pedal.

(6) Strength of sounding-board regulated by springs,

y?//)/ 1 1, 1879.—W. P. Wallace. Improved castor

for more free vibration of pianofortes.

April 5, 1879.—H. Heubach. Improvements in

transposing keyboards.

April 8, 1879.—A. H. WOOD. Improvements in

sounding-boards of upright pianofortes.

April 17, 1879.—W. A. Waddington. Improved

action for upright pianofortes.
I -2
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Maj/ 5, 1879.

—

Ernst Kaps. Increasing the force

and richness of the sound of the middle and treble

notes by the application of " sound passages."

3fay 5, 1879.—POHLMANN AND SON. Improve-

ments in the action for the purpose of facilitating repeti-

tion.

Jufy 17, 1879.—J- Robinson. Application of reed

instrument to pianoforte.

September 30, 1879.—W. H. Nye. Upward and

downward bearing of sounding-board bridge or string

supporting sounding-board, by stringing under and over

the sounding-board bridge.

October 8, 1879.—G. Green and C. Savage. Com-

bination of American-organ with pianoforte on one set

of keys.

October 17, 1879.

—

^ * ^* Waddington. Improved

action for upright pianofortes.

October 24, 1879.—J. W. GOUNDRY. Application of

electric current to keys of pianoforte.

December 30, 1879.—J. TURVEY. Application of

*' celeste " pedal to grand pianofortes.

Ja7i. %, 1880.—A. G. GiGNEY. Light or heavy touch

procured by application of springs.

Jan, 13, 1880.—R. HOWSON. Crescendo and dimi-

nuendo effect produced by forcing sound-board into

contact with vibration-plank.

Jan. 27, 1880.—J. DiXON. Apparatus to prevent
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pianofortes getting out of tune, consisting of two

sounding-boards with strings carried over each.

Feb. 19, 1880.—E. Westermayer. Improvements

in action.

May 5, 1880.—W. A. Waddington. Orchestral

piano, combination of a pianoforte with wind and other

musical instruments.

May 5, 1880.

—

Henry Whitton. Improvement in

mothod of centring the key, in the sticker action, and

modifications of damper action and escapement.

May 15, 1880.—C. A. SCHUSTERIUS. Improvements

in construction by supplementary sounding-boards.

July 30, 1880.—H. W. POPILMANN. Improvements

to obtain lightness combined with strength and improve-

ment and continuity of tone.

Aug, 4, 1880.—W. Robinson. Improving tone by

increased size of sounding-board.

Sep. 4, 1880.—J. Gantier. Improvements in con-

struction of iron frames obviating the * break " in the

keys and the hammer-rail.

Sep, 13, 1880.—R. Howson. Construction enabling

performer to increase or diminish the sound at will.

Sep, 30, 1880.—A. Hellig. Improvements in tuning

and adjusting strings.

Oct. 5, 1880.—A. A. Hely. Improvements in cases

of pianofortes.

Oct. 13, 1880.— S. CkoKAERT. Improvements in
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combination of harmonium, and similar reed-instruments

with pianoforte.

Oct i6, 1880.— H. R. SCHREIBER. Improvements

in action.

Oct. 18, 1880.—V. C. x\. P. D. G. Nydpruck and

L. A. Bennon. New and simplified mechanical

action.

Nov. 15, 1880.—J. Kew. Avoiding any break in

the scale or spacing of the strings in vertical iron-fronted

pianofortes.

Nov. 29, 1880.—F. BUSCHMANN. Simplification of

pianoforte action.

Feb. 8, 1 88 1.—A. K. Hebard. Improved method of

stringing pianofortes.

Mar. 10, 1 88 1.—G. Green and C. Savage. Improve-

ments in combining harmonium and other similar reed

instruments with pianoforte.

Mav. 19, 1881.—J. GOETGELUCK. Improvements in

supports or feet of glass for insulation.

May 21, 1 88 1.—T. J. Brinsmead. Improvements in

the construction of the frames and tuning-pins of piano-

fortes, dispensing with the old system of tuning by pins

driven into wood and with the necessity of using any

wood in the back and wrest-plank. {a) By employing

metal screw tuning-pins which are turned with the

greatest facility, increasing or decreasing the tension of

the strings. {U) Constructing the frame which takes
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the strain of the strings entirely of metal, ensuring the

frame from the action of damp or extreme heat.

May -^i, 1881.—A. K. Hebard. Improvements in

action of upright pianofortes.

Jidy 14, 1 88 1.—J. Maas and J. Brown. Improved

check action.

July 22, 188 1.—J. Brown. Improvements in piano-

forte actions, producing by one movement a check action,

escapement, and back touch, either separately or

combined.

~" Aug-. 8, 1 88 1.—F. L. Mitchell. Improvements and

simplification of pianoforte actions.

Aug. 12, 1881.—J. M. Laboissiere and C. L. Danjon^

Improvements reducing cost of manufacture and simpli-

fying construction and action.

Aug. 16, 1881.—J. Brinsmead. Improved check

action and leverage sounding-board for pianofortes.

Aug. 18, 1 88 1.—C. Collard. Improvements in

construction, particularly as to producing the " celeste
"

effect in horizontal pianofortes.

Sept. 5, 1881.—W. H. Squire. Improvements in

construction.

Sept. 13, 1881.—Gottlob Philipp. (i) Combined

check and repeater action. (2) Regulating and actuating

the damper by a jack and other modifications.

Sept. 27, 1881.—H. J. Rummens. Improved means

of applying organ-pedals to pianofortes.
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Oct. 6, 1 88 1.—WiLHELM Fischer. Employment of

forks of metal similar to tuning-forks to produce musical

notes in pianos.

Nov, 4, i88i.—G. H. Brockbank. Improvements in

pianoforte actions, gaining a superior repetition.

Dec. 5, 1 88 1.—Joseph Bommelaer. Operating on

keys by electro-magnets.

Jamimyy, i^^2.—Gebruder Knake. Improvements

in repetition action.

Feb. 17, 1882.

—

Edmund Outram. Improvements

in the means of stringing, regulating, and controlling the

pitch or tone.

March 7, 1882.—J. AiNSWORTH. Apparatus for con-

necting pedals with the keys.

March 9, 1882.

—

Alfred Squire. Improvements

in actions for increasing the strength and power of tone.

March 16, 1882.—GEORGE WiLDE. Improvements

in fitting or fixing tuning pins or pegs.

March 16, 1882.

—

Henry WiTTON. (i) Improvements

to secure a certain and uniform action of the hopper

fly. (2) Improvements on the back frames of piano-

fortes fitted with iron fronts.

May 22, 1882

—

Sam Pepler. Improvements to

increase and improve the quality of tone.

May 24, 1882.—Adam Battes. Improvements in

construction of instruments having diagonal and crossed

strings.
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June I, 1882.—W. C. Dyer. Improved methods of

connecting organ pedals with keys of pianoforte.

Jiuie 20, 1882.—J. Mallinson. Improvements in

•actions '* simple in construction and not liable to get out

of order."

July 28, 1882.—W. A. Waddington. Improvements

in construction, fixing a metal bar to the sounding-

board.

Aug, 24, 1882.—J. R. Gibson, J. S. Baptie, and

Alfred Squire. Improved steel wire for pianofortes,

^nd other musical instruments.

Sep. 7, 1882.—Ellis Parr and J. R. Gibson. Im-

provements in steel frames and tin plates for pianofortes,

Sep. 9, 1882.—A. W. L. Reddie. Improvements in

keyboard instruments, (i) To facilitate regulation of

keys without removal. (2) To avoid shrinking of wood.

(3) To facilitate the making and mounting of keys.

Nov. 17, 1882.—W. H. Squire. Improvements of

actions.

Nov. 18, 1882.—WiLHELM Fischer. Modifications

of former patents re tuning-forks to pianofortes.

Dec, I, 1882.—T. C. Dauncey. Improvements in

actions, reducing friction.

Dec, 18, 1882.—W. Thomas. Improvements in

action whereby only four sets of pivots are required for

the parts to work upon.

Dec, 29, 1882.—Onnik Erganian and Oiianes
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Effendi Toropian. Apparatus for turning leaves of

music.

Jan. 26, 1883.

—

Cyprian F. Soutpiack. Improved

method of stringing pianofortes.

Feb. 16, 1883.

—

Carl Camin. Improvements in

construction avoiding "knocking" by a "new treble

bridge," a channel being formed between the sounding-

board and bridges, open at both ends and gradually

widening towards the shortest string.

Mar. I, 1883.—H. J. Haddam. Improvements in

pianoforte actions and in the method of attaching the

sounding-board.

April II, 1883 — Louis N. Letailleur and Petrus.

SCHOLTUS. Improvements in sounding-board, increasing

its solidity and sonority.

May 4, 1883.—Joseph Herrburger. Improve-

ments in manufacture of pianoforte actions.

Jiineig, 1883.—J. J. ROBINSON. " Increased simplicity

in construction with increased efficiency in operation."

July 23, 1883.

—

Cecil Collard. Improvements in

action preventing all risk of " blocking."

Aug. 13, 1883.—Adolf Lexow. Improvements

rendering the pressure of the releasing action impercep-

tible.

Oct. 2, 1883.

—

Cecil Collard. Construction of

action of upright pianofortes, so as to reduce the friction

of the parts to a minimum, and so adjusting the actions
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that they may be completed without regard to the

instruments to which they are to be appHed.

Oct. 5, 1883.

—

James Rushton. Attachment of organ

pedals to pianoforte.

Oct. 31, 1883.—W. R- Elmenhorst. Transposing

pianoforte.

Nov. 19, 1883.—Emil Hofinghoff. Improved

attachment for obtaining different qualities of sounds.

Nov. 20, 1883.—Max Junger. Improvement in

hammers for pianofortes.

Dec. 17, 1883.

—

Richard Howson. Improved

sounding-board and pedal attachment thereto.

Jan. I, 1884.—J. RUSHTON. Pedals to piano-

fortes.

Jan, 2, 1884.— I. Grindrod. Mechanism for attach-

ing the strings to wrest-plank.

Jan. 2, 1884.— J. Shaw. Application of note pedals

to the action of pianofortes.

Jan. 3, 1884.—J. Semple. Improved action. Key

acting directly on the hammer-butt.

Jan. 5, 1884.—D. M. Davis. Simplified action.

Jan. 7. 1884.—C. Green and C. SAVAGE. Escape-

ment produced by action of a roller variously placed.

Jan. 10, 1884.- -M. Snow. Notes marked on keys

and distinguishing colour to corresponding keys.

Jan. 2^,1 884.—C. Marx. Twoparallel sounding-boards,

Feb, 2, 1884.—J. Herrburger. Improved action.
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Feb. 4, 1 884.—A. CAPRAand G. B. RisSONE. Auto^

matic cylinder pianos.

Feb, 5, 1884.—D. M. Makinson. Construction of

pianoforte frames.

Feb. 5, 1884.—A. Squire. Improvements of action.

Feb, 6, 1884.—P. S. Horn. Special arrangements

for adjusting the strength and depth of touch.

Feb. 8 1884.—W. S. NOSWORTHY. Duplicated

sounding boards.

Feb. 9, 1884 —W. R. Lake. Mechanism for sustain-

ing tone.

Feb. 15, 1884.—J. Delerue. Sound-boards for

pianofortes.

Feb. 25, 1884.—A. Squire. Improved escapement

of sticker from hammer-butt notch.

March 28, 1884.—F. G. Fairfield. Swell shutters

to regulate tone.

April 23, 1884.—E. Capitaine. Wrest - plate

mechanism for adjustment of tone.

April 26, 1884.— J. Stuttaford. Pedals for musical

instruments.

April 28, 1884,—J. M. Smith. Sound-board to

increase sustaining-power.

May 17, 1884.— I. Pritchard. Combined pianoforte

and harmonium.

May 30, 1884.—E. G. Brewer. Pedals for piano-

fortes.
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June 14, 1884.—T. DODDRELL. Improvement in

shape of grand pianofortes.

J2ine 14, 1884.—D. F. DOWNING. Improved action. .

Jime 21, 1884.—W. H. Dreaper. Strengthened

sound-board.

June 25, 1884.—T. DODDRELL. Improved wrest-

pins.

Jnly 8, 1884.—W. L. Hays. Transposing pianoforte.

Jtily 25, 1884.—C. Erhardt. Improved pianoforte

hammer rails.

Sep. 5, 1884.—K. Y. Langlots. Paper sounding-

boards.

Sep. 19, 1884.—J. Y. Johnson. Supplementary

strings behind or underneath the sound -board, tuned

to vibrate in unison with the ordinary strings.

Oct. I, 1884.—J. BOURRY. Iron frames for piano-

fortes.

Oct. 22, 1884.—G. Kemp. Mechanism to produce

graduated intensity of sound.

Oct. 22, 1884.—H. C. Cooper. Double sound-

board.

Oct. 28, 1884.—J. VIVIER and J. OOR. Substitute

for wrest-pins for pianos.

Oct. 31, 1884.—T. Turner. Simplification of piano-

forte action.

Dec. I, 1884.—J. Y. Johnson. Improved pianoforte

action.
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Dec, 15, 1884.—T. C. Turner. Improvement of

keyboard.

Jan. 9, 1885.

—

Carl Hapel. Application of core

wire of triangular, quadrangular, or polygonal section

to strings of pianofortes and other stringed instru-

ments.

Jan, 14, 1885.

—

Cecil Collard. To ensure greater

resonance in pianofortes by '' gripping-plate " upon the

bridge.

Jan. 27, 1885.—Paul Gmelin. To increase the

'' singing quality " of tone by means of additional

strings interposed between the regular strings.

Feb. 9, 1885.—F. Hudson. Improvements in

dampers.

Feb. 10, 1885.—F, H. Browne. Application of

organ-pedals to pianofortes.

Feb, 24, 1885.

—

Joseph Herrburger. Iron or

steel rails of pianoforte actions.

Feb. 26, 1885.— H. T. Wedlake. Application of

organ-pedals to pianofortes.

March 5, 1885.— G. P. Venables. Protection of

pianoforte-hammers from damp, especially applicable to

pianofortes exposed to varying temperatures.

April 16, 1885.— Herrmann Wolframm. Amend-

ment of former specification.

April 18, 1885.—Henry Morris. Improvements

in pianos and appliances.
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April 2-], 1885.—John Ainsworth. Organ-pedals

to pianofortes.

April 2g, 1885.—Madame Vve. Amedee Thibout.

Substitute for wood by use of frames of iron, havino-

abutting- arches for resisting tension of strings
; string

plate and wrest-plank being also of metal.

May 8, 1885.—Adam Craig. Action without hopper

or spring and regulating the depth of touch.

May 12, 1885.—John Brinsmead. (i) Dispensing

with wooden bracings and framing and constructing the

metal string frame so as sufficiently to re.-:ist the tension

of the strings. (2) Enabling the sounding-board to h^

bellied so as to compensate for inequalities in its several

parts, and fixing the sounding-board to the string-frame,

whereby the instrument is completely self-contained

and can readily be inserted in any case.

Jime 2, 1885.—N. Berry. Metal cases for pianofortes

Jtme 5, 1885.—Emil Hofinghofe. Damper on

sounding-board to diminish the tone at will.

Jtnie 24, 1885.—F. GUNTHER. Increasing tone by

lengthening bass and regulating middle and upper strings.

At(g. 12, 1885.—AugustinusUhlig. Impi^vement-'^

in string screws or pegs.

Aug, 18, 1885.—Edward Bishop. Reduction in

friction and ease in regulation of action.

-^ Aug. 22, 1885.— F. & H. Collins & G. Wheeler-

Relieving of strain on wrest-pins.
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Sep. 4, 1885.

—

Edward Bishop. Improving backs

of pianos and fitting the wrest-plank.

Sep. 19, 1885.—H. Hardy. Modification of stringing

whereby hammer strikes four, five, or six strings to each

note.

Sep. 21, 1885.—W. R. Eddington. Attachments

for actuating^ pianos and organs.

Oct. 9, 1885.—F. Stevens. Improved action to

relieve stickers and jacks from the butts of the

hammers.

Oct, 20, 1885.—B. B. Bradbury. Second and

isolated sounding-board to increase volume of tone.

Nov, II, 1885.—J. H. Schucht and J. A.

SCHONEWALD. Appliance for tuning pianofortes.

Nov, 25, 1885.—William Marshall. Transfor-

mation of the pianoforte into an upright grand

" Chordamia," the performer facing his audience, while

the bass part of the instrument is from 6ft. to 8ft. in

height.

Jan, 6, 1 886.—Edward Bishop. Extended sounding-

board.

Jan, 6, 1886.—Edward Bishop. Arched sounding-

board bridges for pianofortes.

Jan, 25, 1886.—E. A. Sydenham. Regulating the

touch of pianofortes, enabling performers to assimilate

the touch of the pianofortes on which they perform with

those on which they practise.
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March 22, 1886.—JOSEPH Delerue. Improvements

in check movement and regulation.

April -i^g, 1886.

—

Paul Berner. Improvements in

tension and tuning mechanism of pianofortes.

June 29, 1886.--JOSEPH Delerue. Further im-

provements in pianoforte actions.

/^//j/ 9, 1886.—Joseph Delerue. Regulating bar to

string-plate and wrcst-plank.
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DESCRIPTION OF DOVE'S SIRENE, FIGS. 4 & 5, PAGE 1 3.

' 1 WILL take the instrument asunder, so that you may

see its various parts. A brass tube /, Fig. 4, leads into

a round box C, closed at the top by a brass plate

a b. This plate is perforated with four series of holes

placed along four concentric circles. The innermost

series contains eight, the next ten, the next twelve,

and the outermost sixteen orifices. When we blow

into the tube /, the air escapes through the orifices,

and the problem now before us is to convert these

continuous currents into discontinuous puffs. This is

accomplished by means of a brass disc d e, also per-

forated with eight, ten, twelve, and sixteen holes, at

the same distances from the centre and with the

same intervals between them as those in the top of the

From "On Sound," by John Tyndall, D.C.L., LL.D., F.R.S.
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box c. Through the centre of the disc passes a steel

axis, the two ends of which are smoothly bevelled off

to points at/ and/'. My object now is to cause this

perforated disc to rotate over the perforated top a b oi

the box C. You will understand how this is done by

observing how the instrument is put together.

" In the centre of ^ b^ Fig. 4, is a depression x sunk in

steel, smoothly polished and intended to receive the

end/' of the axis. I place the end/' in this depression,

and, holding the axis upright, bring down upon its

upper end/ a steel cap, finely polished within, which

holds the axis at the top, the pressure both at top and

bottom being so gentle, and the polish of the touching

surfaces so perfect, that the disc can rotate with an ex-

ceedingly small amount of friction. At c, Fig. 5, is the

cap which fits on to the upper end of the axis//'. In

this figure the disc de \'s> shown covering the top of the

cylinder C. You may neglect for the present the wheel-

work of the figure. Turning the disc d e slowly round

its perforations may be caused to coincide or not coin-

cide with those of the cylinder underneath. As the disc

turns its orifices come alternately over the perforations

of the cylinder, and over the spaces between the per-

forations. Hence it is plain that if air were urged into

C, and if the disc could be caused to rotate at the same

time, we should accomplish our object and carve into

puffs the streams of air. In this beautiful instrument
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the disc is caused to rotate by the very air currents

which it renders intermittent. This is done by the

simple device of causing the perforations to pass

obliqiiely through the top of the cyHnder C, and also

obliquely, but oppositely inclined, through the rotating

disc d e. The air is thus caused to issue from C, not

vertically, but in side currents, which impinge against

the disc and drive it round. In this way, by its passage

through the sirene, the air is moulded into sonorous

waves.

" Another moment will make you acquainted with the

recording portion of the instrument. At the upper part

of the steel axis//', Fig. 5, is a screw s, working into a

pair of toothed wheels (seen when the back of the

instrument is turned towards you). As the disc and its

axis turn, these wheels rotate. Finally, by the pins ;;/,

;/, o,p, any series of orifices in the top of the cylinder

C can be opened or closed at pleasure. By pressing

in, one series is opened ; by pressing ;/, another.

By pressing two keys, two series of orifices are opened
;

by pressing three keys, three series ; and by pressing

all the keys, puffs are caused to issue from the four

series simultaneously. The perfect instrument is now

before you, and your knowledge of it is complete.

" This instrument received the name of sirene from its

inventor, Cagniard de la Tour. The one now before

you is the sirene as greatly improved by Dove. The
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pasteboard sirene, whose performance, you have already

heard, was devised by Seebeck, who gave the instru-

ment various interesting forms, and executed with it

many important experiments. Let us now make the

sirene sing. By pressing the key viy the outer series of

apertures in the cyHnder c is opened, and by working

the bellows, the air is caused to impinge against the

disc. It begins to rotate, and you hear a succession of

puffs which follow each other so slowly that they may

be counted. But as the motion augments, the puffs

succeed each other with increasing rapidity, and at

length you hear a deep musical note. As the velocity

of rotation increases the note rises in pitch : it is now

very clear and full, and as the air is urged more

vigorously, it becomes so shrill as to be painful. Here

we have a further illustration of the dependence of pitch

on rapidity of vibration. I touch the side of the disc

and lower its speed ; the pitch falls instantly. Con-

tinuing the pressure the tone continues to sink, ending

in the discontinuous puffs with which it began.

" Were the blast sufficiently powerful and the sirene

sufficiently free from friction, it might be urged to

higher and higher notes, until finally its sound would

become inaudible to human ears. This, however, would

not prove the absence of vibratory motion in the air
;

but would rather show that our auditory apparatus is

incompetent to take up and translate into sound vibra-
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tions whose rapidity exceeds a certain limit. The ear,

as we shall immediately learn, is in this respect similar

to the eye."
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" The motion of a sound-wave must not be confounded

with the motion of the particles whicli transmit the

wave. In the passage of a single wave each particle

over which it passes makes only a small excursion to

and fro, the semi-length of which is called the ainplitiidc

of the vibration, the time occupied during one vibration

being called its period,

" 4. The intensity of a sound is proportional to the

square of the maximum velocity of the vibrating particles.

It also approximately varies inversely as the square of

the distance from the origin of the sound ; for supposing

the latter to be produced at a uniform loudness, the same

amount of energy has to be communicated to the par-

ticles contained within the external and internal surfaces

of shells of the same thickness but of different radii

* From " A Dictionary of Musical Terms '' (article, " Acoustics "),

by Dr. Stainer and W. A. Barrett, Mus. P>.

247
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For example, if we take a shell of air whose internal

radius is one foot, one of the same thickness whose

radius is two feet will contain four times the quantity of

matter ; one whose radius is three feet, nine times the

quantity, and so on. Thus the amount of matter over

which a given quantity of energy has to be distributed

augments as the square of the distance from the origin

of sound, and therefore the amount of energy or, what

comes to the same thing, the intensity of the sound

diminishes in the same ratio.

"5. At a temperature of^^r^ Centigrade sound is propa-

gated at the rate of about 1,090 feet per second, and this

speed augments about two feet per second for every

additional degree of temperature; thus at 15° C. the

rate of propagation would be about 1,120 feet per second.

The velocity of sound in air depends on the elasticity

of the air in relation to its density. It is also directly

proportional to the square root of the elasticity, and

inversely proportional to the square root of the density.

Now for a constant temperature the elasticity varies as

the density ; hence in this case they neutralise one

another, and the velocity of the sound is independent of

the density of the air.

'' 6. One sound differs from another not only in quan-

tity but also in quality and pitch.* The pitch of a sound

* For the cause of the different qualities of sound see § 16, p. 197*
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depends on the number of vibrations per second by which

it is caused ; the greater this number is the higher is

the sound, and vice versa ; thus pitch is a more or less

relative term, and it is therefore necessary to have some

standard to which different sounds may be referred.

This standard is so chosen that the middle C of the piano-

forte shall be produced by 264 vibrations per second.*

" 10. As the character of a sound depends upon that

of the vibrations by which it is caused, it is important to

know of what kind the latter must be in order that they

may give the sensation of a perfectly simple tone, i.e.^

one which the ear cannot resolve into any others.

Such a vibration is perhaps best realised by comparison

with that of the pendulum of a clock when it is swinging

only a little to and fro. Under these circumstances it

is performing what are called harmonic vibrations, and

when the air particles in the neighbourhood of the ear

are caused by any means to vibrate according to the

same law as that which the pendulum follows, and also

with sufficient rapidity, a perfectly simple tone is the

result. Such a tone is, however, rarely heard except

when produced by means specially contrived for the

purpose. If a note on the pianoforte is struck, the

impact of the hammer on the string throws it into a

* That is, according to German pitch ; at present there is no

definitely fixed standard in general use in England.
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state of vibration which, though periodic, is not really

harmonic ; consequently we do not hear perfectly a

simple tone, but one which is in reality a mixture of

several higher simple tones with that one which cor-

responds to the actual length of the string. The former

are, however, generally faint, and become associated by

habit with the latter, appearing to form with it a single

note of determinate pitch. These higher tones are the

harmonics of the string, and are produced by vibrations

whose numbers per second are respectively twice, three

times, four times, etc., as great as those of the funda-

mental tone of the string. The same may be said

of the notes of all instruments, including the human

voice, which are usually employed for the production of

musical sounds.

" 1 6. It was stated that the sound of a vibrating

string was in general compounded of a number of

simple tones, and a w^ell-trained ear can detect a con-

siderable number of them. If it were not for these

harmonic components, the tones of strings, pipes, of the

human voice, or, in short, of every instrument most

generally used for the production of sound, would be flat

and uninteresting like pure water. Each harmonic compo-

nent is by itself a simple tone, and is due to the vibration

of the corresponding segment of the string/superposed

upon that of the whole. The same statement applies

mutatis mutandis to pipes, whether open or stopped. That
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the harmonics of different instruments greatly influenced

their several characters is observable in the difference of

the tones of a flute and clarinet. A flute is an open

pipe, a clarionet a stopped one ; in the former therefore

the harmonics follow the order of the natural numbers

I, 2, 3, 4, and in the latter the order i, 3, 5, 7—the

intermediate notes being supplied by opening the lateral

orifices of the instrument.

" 17. When two simple tones, that is (as explained

above), notes deprived of all the harmonic components

which under ordinary circumstances accompany them,

are sounded together very nearly in unison, there arc

heard what are called beats succeeding one another at

regular intervals, their rapidity depending inversely on

the smallness of the interval between the two tones.

Their origin may be explained thus : Suppose the tones

to be produced by vibrations numbering 500 and 501 per

second respectively, then every 500th sound wave of the

former will strike on the tympanum at exactly the same
instant as every 501st of the latter, and will reinforce it;

while at the 250th of the first corresponding wave of

the other will be just half a period in front of it. Now
a sound-wave consists of a condensed and rarefied

stratum of air particles, and therefore the condensed

portion of one wave here coincides with the rarefied por-

tion of the other, and neutralises it. Thus there will be

an alternate reinforcement and diminution of sounds
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every second, from the maximum intensity when both

waves impinge on the tympanum at the same instant to

the minimum when they counteract each other as much

as possible, and vice vej^sd.

" In the above case it was supposed that the number

of vibrations of one tone were only ojie more per second

than those of the other ; but if the difference of the

numbers had been two, for instance, then in one second

the first tone would have gained two vibrations on the

other, and there would have been two beats ; and in

general the number of beats per second is always equal

to the difference between the two rates of vibrations per

second.

" 19. When the vibrations of the air due to a number

of different sounds which co-exist at the same time are

infinitely small, they are merely superposed one on

another, so that each separate sound passes through the

air as if it alone w^ere present ; and this law of superpo-

sition holds, though only approximately, until the

vibrations have increased up to a certain limit, beyond

which it is no longer true. Vibrations which give rise

to a large amount of disturbance produce secondary

waves ;
and it is to these that the phenomena of resultant

tones are due.

"Thus if two notes a fifth apart, for instance, are

forcibly sounded together, a third tone is heard an

octave below the lower of the two, and this ceases to be
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perceptible when the loudness of the concord diminishes.

In general the resultant tone of any combination of two

notes is produced by a number of vibrations per second

equal to the difference of the numbers per second of the

notes. This fact formerly led to the supposition that

the resultant tone was produced by the beats due to the

consonance, which, when they occurred with sufficient

rapidity, linked themselves together so as to form a

continuous musical note. If this were so it is clear that

the resultant ought to be heard when the original notes

are sounded gently as well as forcibly ;
and it was the

failure of this condition that led Helmholtz to the re-

investigation of their origin. These resultant tones

have been named by him difference tones ; he has also

discovered the existence of resultant tones formed by

the sum of the numbers of vibrations of the primaries.

These suniination tones as they are called cannot be

explained on the old theory.

" 20. The theory of beats explains the law that the

smaller the two numbers are, which express the ratio

of their vibrations, the smoother is the combination of

any two tones. When two simple tones are sounded

together whose rates of vibration per second differ by

more than 132, the beats, according to Helmholtz,

totally disappear. As the difference grows less the

beats become more and more audible, the interval

meanwhile growing proportionately dissonant, till they
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number 33 per second, at which point the dissonance of

the interval is at its maximum.
" This, however, depends upon the position of the

interval as regards its pitch. For it should be remem-

bered that though the ratio of any given interval remains

the same whatever the absolute pitch of its tones may

be, yet the difference of the actual numbers of their

vibrations, and therefore the number of beats due to their

consonance, alter with it ; and vice versa, if the difference

of the number of vibrations remains constant, the interval

must diminish as its pitch rises. For instance, either

of the following combinations would give rise to 33 beats

per second, since the numbers of vibrations of their tones

per second, are 99-65 and 528-495 respectively. Now

it is obvious that \\\ the latter case the dissonance would

be far greater than in the former.

" The above explanation of the cause of dissonance is

also due to Helmholtz, and completely solves a question

which had remained unanswered since the time of

Pythagoras, although that philosopher made the im-

portant discovery that the simpler the ratio of the two

parts into which a vibrating string was divided, the

more perfect was the consonance of the two sounds.
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